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INTRODUCTION 
 

“We shape our buildings, and forever after these buildings shape our lives.”   
-Winston Churchill 

 
Buildings are one of the distinguishing elements of human civilization.  However, if 
buildings are not constructed thoughtfully, they waste precious natural and financial 
resources, harm the environment, and endanger the health of those who use them.  
Around the globe, conventional building construction, operation, and demolition 
consume 40 percent of the world’s energy, 65 percent of electricity, and 40 percent of 
raw materials. Each year in the United States, building-related activities are responsible 
for 30 percent of the nation’s carbon dioxide emissions, 40 percent of ozone pollution, 
and 35 percent of municipal solid waste production.  
 
The City and County of San Francisco aspires that its built environment reflects the core 
values of its population: values that include sustainability, social justice, and economic 
viability.   As a result, the City is committed to improving the environmental performance 
of its buildings and to enhancing the health and welfare of the people working and 
residing within them. 
 
The City has formalized this commitment through the inclusion of “green” building 
requirements into Chapter 7 of the Environment Code.  In addition to outlining several 
requirements unique to San Francisco, Chapter 7 requires that new municipal buildings 
and significant renovation projects of 5000 square feet or more meet a specific nationally 
recognized standard, called “LEED® Silver.”1   
 
Chapter 7 of the Environment Code also created the Resource Efficient Building (REB) 
Task Force, an interagency advisory body to guide the development of City green 
building standards, to provide oversight to the implementation of these standards, and to 
promote communication among City departments regarding green building issues. 
 
Purpose 
This Compliance Guide is intended as a resource for CCSF professionals working on the 
planning, design, construction, operation, and demolition of City buildings.   It expands 
upon and clarifies the green building requirements that are codified in Chapter 7 of the 
Environment Code. 
 

 
1 LEED®: Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design is a rating system developed by the U.S. Green Building 
Council (USGBC) for evaluating the environmental performance of a building based on existing proven technology.  
The LEED® system evaluates performance from a “whole building” perspective over a building’s life cycle, providing 
a concrete standard for what constitutes a “green” building.  As a result, it has garnered national and international 
acceptance as a common measurement for green buildings.  The five LEED® categories of evaluation are: Sustainable 
Sites, Water Efficiency, Energy and Atmosphere, Materials, and Indoor Environmental Quality.  Buildings are rated on 
a 4-step scale from lowest to highest: LEED® Certified, LEED® Silver, LEED® Gold, and LEED® Platinum.  For more 
information see: www.usgbc.org
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This guide provides: 

• An overview of the City’s green building requirements and the LEED Rating 
System that comprises its core 

• Step-by-step instructions for complying with the requirements 
• A Description of the LEED credits in the context of San Francisco construction 

projects 
• Other valuable resources  

 
 
Disclaimer/Limitations 
This guide is provided for assistance purposes only.  Although every effort was made to 
identify local requirements, codes, and policies that correspond to each LEED credit, this 
guide does not contain a comprehensive listing of all federal, state, and local laws that 
may be pertinent to a specific project.  It is not a substitute for making sure all applicable 
requirements have been identified and adequately addressed.  

______________________________________________________________________________________ 
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MUNICIPAL GREEN BUILDING REQUIREMENTS 
San Francisco Environment Code Chapter 7 
 
 
BACKGROUND 

The City and County of San Francisco's Resource-Efficient Building (REB) Ordinance 
went into effect in July 1999, creating Chapter 7 of the City’s Environment Code.  
Chapter 7, also known as “Resource Efficiency Requirements,” is designed to create 
healthy buildings for employees and visitors, increase energy and water efficiency, save 
the City financial resources, and reduce the negative environmental impacts of 
conventional construction, demolition and operation of buildings.    

The REB Ordinance outlines minimum environmental standards for municipal facilities 
and established a Green Building Program in the Department of the Environment (SF 
Environment) to promote green building in the City.  In addition, Chapter 7 also names 
nine green building pilot projects and establishes a “Resource Efficient Building (REB) 
Task Force,” an inter-agency advisory body with representation from ten City 
departments and a member of the public. 
 
In September 2004, Chapter 7 of the Environment Code was amended to require that all 
new municipal construction projects, including city-owned facilities and leaseholds will 
achieve, at a minimum, a LEED Silver certification.2  As a result of the amendment, San 
Francisco joins a growing number of cities that have chosen to adopt a LEED 
certification level as the required municipal minimum green building standard.  Additions 
to Chapter 7 also include the green building duties of City departments and reporting 
requirements. 
 
This section provides an overview of the Ordinance and highlights its principal elements.  
For the full text of the Ordinance see APPENDIX A. 
 
 

                                                           
2 The LEED® Silver requirement applies to projects over 5,000 square feet.  For projects less than 5,000 square feet in 
size, it is required that the project achieve the maximum number of LEED® points practicable. 
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SECTION 702:  RESOURCE EFFICIENT BUILDING (REB) TASK FORCE 
 
The interdepartmental REB Task Force provides communication among City 
departments regarding green building issues and policy development, supports the 
integration of green building practices into City departments, and plays a key role in 
implementing Chapter 7 of the Environment Code.   
 
The REB Task Force currently consists of one member of the public and a 
representative from each of the following City departments: 
 

1. Department of the Environment 
2. Bureau of Architecture/Department of Public Works 
3. San Francisco Public Utilities Commission 
4. Department of Recreation and Park 
5. Bureau of Construction Management/Department of Public Works 
6. San Francisco Municipal Railway 
7. Department of Building Inspection 
8. Port of San Francisco 
9. San Francisco International Airport 
10. San Francisco Public Library 

 
The REB Task Force meets at 1:30pm on the second Wednesday of each month at the 
Bureau of Architecture, 30 Van Ness Avenue.  Contact the SF Environment Green 
Building Program at (415) 355-3700 for information about upcoming meetings. 

______________________________________________________________________________________ 
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SECTIONS 703:  DUTIES OF SF ENVIRONMENT 
 
Chapter 7 of the Environment Code establishes a Resource Efficient Building program 
within the Department of the Environment (SF Environment).  The purpose of the 
program is to: 
 

1) Develop goals, criteria, and strategies for maximizing green building design 
and construction in the City and to create green building policy and plans for 
the implementation of these polices. 

 
2) Develop and oversee a green building training program. 
 
3) Coordinate with the Task Force and other City departments on achieving 

green building goals. 
 

4) Assess the efficacy of the green building program on environmental and 
economic grounds. 

 
5) Encourage the adoption of green building guidelines by the public and 

private sector. 
 

6) Develop a Green Building Compliance Guide (this document). 
 
The Director of SF Environment shall determine the costs of implementing this Chapter 
and shall request that relevant City departments provide work orders to SF Environment 
to cover the costs of implementing and maintaining the programs required by this 
Chapter.  Such work orders may cover the costs of departments on the Task Force.  Fees 
shall be determined on a negotiated basis between the Director of SF Environment and 
the Director of the sponsoring City department. 
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SECTIONS 705 AND 706:  RESOURCE EFFICIENCY REQUIREMENTS 
 
City Departments are required to fulfill requirements in the following areas: 
 

1) Water Conservation 
 City Departments shall replace all toilets with toilets that use no more than 

1.6 gallons of water per flush by June 30, 2005 
 City Departments shall replace all showerheads with showerheads using 

no more than 1.5 gallons per minute by June 30, 2005. 
 

2) Lighting Efficiency Improvements 
 New and replacement exit signs shall be light-emitting diode (L.E.D.)-type 

signs. 
 New and replacement fluorescent lighting fixtures shall be equipped with 

electronic ballasts and T8 or more efficient lamps. 
 New and replacement exterior light fixtures shall be controlled by a 

photocell or automatic timer to prevent lights from operating during 
daylight hours. 

 All fluorescent lamps discarded by City Departments shall be recycled. 
 

Product Information:  The San Francisco Public Utilities Commission (SFPUC) 
can provide technical and financial assistance for water efficiency and energy 
efficiency upgrades.  Eligibility for such assistance is based on availability of 
SFPUC funding and staff resources, the size of the savings opportunity, and the 
sponsoring City department’s ability to implement efficiency measures into the 
project.  For water efficiency assistance call the SFPUC Customer Service 
Department, Water Conservation Section at (415) 551-4730.  For energy 
efficiency assistance email SFPUC Energy Efficiency Group at 
energyefficiency@sfwater.org. 
 
Recycling Information: The Bureau of Environmental Health 
Management/Department of Public Health (DPH) provides fluorescent lamp 
recycling services to City Departments.  Contact the Environmental Health 
Inspector at (415) 252-3977 for more information. 
 

3) Indoor Air Quality Management Plans 
 SF Environment provides informational guidelines for the development of 

indoor air quality maintenance plans to all City departments.  See 
APPENDIX I for details.  

 City construction projects with budgets exceeding $90,000 shall include in 
their contracts provisions requiring prevention of moisture contamination, 
removal of building materials contaminated by moisture, and elimination 
or encapsulation of fibrous insulation materials. 
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4) Space for Office/ Workspace Recycling 
 City Departments shall ensure that adequate, accessible, and convenient 

recycling areas are provided within City-owned facilities and leaseholds. 
 To access recycling bins, training for employees, and other resources, 

contact SF Environment’s Municipal Recycling Program Coordinator at 
(415) 355.3700. 

 
5) Construction and Demolition Waste Management Plans 

 City Departments undertaking construction projects with budgets 
exceeding $90,000 shall conduct a site assessment to estimate the types of 
materials that will be generated by demolition, and complete a 
Construction and Demolition Debris Management plan describing the 
procedures for disposal, reuse or recycling. 

 See APPENDIX H for sample forms to help in developing a construction 
and demolition waste management plan. 
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SECTION 707:  LEED SILVER REQUIREMENTS FOR SAN FRANCISCO 
MUNICIPAL BUILDINGS 
 
There are defining standards and requirements for projects of 5000 square feet or more 
and for projects less than 5000 square feet. 
 
Projects of 5000 square feet or more must: 
 

1) Achieve LEED Silver certification 
 To achieve LEED Silver certification, projects must meet the following 

requirements: 
o Register project with the U.S. Green Building Council (USGBCTM) 
o Meet all LEED prerequisites 
o Complete necessary calculations and required documentation 
o Submit a complete application for certification to USGBC 
o Achieve at least 33 of 69 possible LEED credits 

 See page 17 for more information about the steps necessary to apply for 
LEED certification. 

 
2) Include a LEED Accredited Professional (LAP) as a member of the design 

team 
 LAPs have successfully passed the LEED Accreditation exam 

administered by the USGBC who is the accreditation body.  This LAP 
member of the project team shall help to ensure that the requirements of 
Chapter 7 of the Environment Code and the LEED Rating System are 
fulfilled. 

 
3) Submit an annual report to the REB Task Force by August 1 of each year. 

 The annual report should include a summary report for all individual 
projects as well as a summary report on a Department level.  Templates 
for individual project summaries and Departmental projects summary 
reports are available online through SF GreenPRINT (San Francisco 
Green Project Reporting and INformation Tool, a City intranet-based 
project monitoring tool).  See page 21 for more information about SF 
GreenPRINT and its role in reporting. 

 
Projects less than 5000 square feet must: 
 

1) Achieve the maximum LEED points practicable. 
 
2) Be included in the annual report to the REB Task Force by August 1 of each 

year.  (See explanation 3 above.) 
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SECTION 708: WAIVERS 
 
Under special circumstances, City departments may request a waiver from the 
requirements of the Ordinance.  The acceptable circumstances are any of the following: 
 

1) Emergency.  A City department may grant itself a waiver from any requirement 
of this Chapter when it is necessary to respond to an emergency that endangers 
public health or safety.  In such a case, the City department shall report to the 
Director of SF Environment regarding the emergency that prevented compliance 
with this Chapter within five business days of the emergency event. 

 
2) Cost Prohibitive.  A City department may request a waiver from the Director if 

compliance with this Chapter is cost prohibitive.  The REB Task Force shall 
provide the Director with a recommendation with respect to the waiver request.  
The Director may grant a waiver upon a finding that the requesting department 
has: 
 Demonstrated which specific requirements are cost prohibitive as weighed 

against the potential economic, environmental and health benefits posed 
by a particular requirement; 

 Developed a reasonable plan to maximize the number of LEED points 
attainable. 

 
3) Other.  If, due to other specific circumstances, compliance would defeat the 

intent of this Chapter or create an unreasonable burden on the Construction 
Project or City department, the City department may request a waiver from that 
requirement from the Director on a form provided by the Director.  The REB 
Task Force shall provide the Director with a recommendation with respect to the 
waiver request.  The Director may grant a waiver upon a finding that the 
requesting Department has: 
 Documented the circumstances and burdens at issue; and 
 Developed a reasonable plan to maximize the number of LEED points 

attainable. 
 
The Director shall respond to a request for a waiver within 35 days.  The Director shall 
also report to the Commission on the Environment regularly on waivers requested, 
granted and denied.  Waiver requests will also be included in each City department’s 
annual report (see Chapter 7, Section 707, page 20).   
 
See APPENDIX O for a copy of the waiver request form. 
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SECTION 709:  DUTIES OF CITY DEPARTMENTS 
 

1) Each City department, board, and commission subject to Chapter 7 shall 
cooperate and provide in writing all information necessary for SF 
Environment to carry out its duties. 

 
2) Each City department shall designate a contact person for construction 

projects and green building communications. 
 

3) Appropriate City department personnel will attend green building related 
training offered by SF Environment 
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SECTION 710:  REPORTING TO THE BOARD OF SUPERVISORS 
 
Every three years, the Director of SF Environment, in consultation with the REB Task 
Force and City departments, shall submit to the Board of Supervisors a report on the 
effects of Chapter 7 of the Environment Code, including information on the following: 
 

1) A description on the environmental performance of Construction Projects 
under the LEED rating system and of the pilot projects. 

 
2) A report of City departments’ compliance with this Chapter, including a 

report on waivers. 
 
3) An assessment of whether this Chapter has achieved its stated goals. 

 
4) Recommended changes, if any, to Chapter 7 of the Environment Code. 
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STEP-BY-STEP INSTRUCTIONS FOR FULFILLING GREEN 
BUILDING REQUIREMENTS  
 
To meet the requirements of Chapter 7 of the Environment Code, specific administrative 
steps must be followed during the design and construction of municipal buildings.  This 
section outlines these mandatory steps, grouping them chronologically and by project 
phase.  Please see the PROJECT FLOWCHART on page 20 for a simplified pictorial 
representation of the information. 
 
 
FOR ALL PROJECTS 
 

1) Submit an annual report to the REB Task Force by August 1 of each year.  
During the duration of a project’s design and construction, it is required that the 
sponsoring City department submits an annual report to the REB Task Force.  The 
Annual Report can be easily generated using SF GreenPRINT.3  The REB Task 
Force shall compile all project reports and present to the Board of Supervisors 
every three years. 

 
2)  Fulfill all Resource Efficiency Requirements as described in Section 705 and 

706 of Chapter 7 of the Environment Code.  Departmental project staff shall 
indicate a project’s compliance with these requirements using GreenPRINT.  See 
previous section for a summary of requirements and resources for assistance. 

 
 
FOR PROJECTS OF 5000 SQUARE FEET OR MORE 
 
CONCEPTUAL DESIGN

 
1) Include a LEED Accredited Professional (LAP) on the design team.  LEED 

Accredited Professionals (LAPs) are experienced building industry practitioners 
who have demonstrated their knowledge of the green building design and 
construction industry and the LEED Green Building Rating System, Process, and 
Resources.  LAPs often perform sustainability assessments and manage the LEED 

registration, documentation, and certification processes. 
 

LAPs have successfully passed the LEED Accreditation exam administered by the 
USGBC.  The LAP member of the project team helps to ensure that San 
Francisco’s resource efficiency requirements and the LEED Silver requirement 
are fulfilled.   

 

                                                           
3 GreenPRINT = Green Project Reporting and INformation Tool, a City intranet-based project monitoring 
tool.  See page 19 for a detailed description of GreenPRINT. 
______________________________________________________________________________________ 
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Key tasks of the LAP may include: 
 Coordinate design team and set green building goals of the project at the 

conceptual design phase. 
 Register project for LEED certification with USGBC. 
 Coordinate and/or conduct green design charrettes with project team.  The 

green design charrette, typically conducted at the initial stages of design, 
is a multi-disciplinary, collaborative planning process that harnesses the 
talents and energies of all interested parties to create and support a feasible 
plan.  This process typically includes architects, engineers, design 
consultants, contractors, and building owners.  The green design charrette 
considers and identifies appropriate strategies to meet green building 
design goals for a particular project. 

 Complete and update the LEED Checklist through all phases of the 
project. 

 Coordinate with REB Task Force and submit required documentation 
during each phase of the project. 

 Provide green building consultation and LEED certification assistance to 
project team. 

 Coordinate with USGBC and oversee LEED certification process for the 
project. 

 
2) Establish the green building goals for the project (Conceptual Design 

Assessment).   Projects must propose a LEED Silver rating (33 points) or higher, 
as well as comply with the Resource Efficiency Requirements in Sections 705 and 
706 of Chapter 7 of the Environment Code.  Project teams are encouraged to 
identify additional “cushion” points to ensure a LEED Silver rating is achieved, as 
point totals will likely change during later phases.   

 
3) Register the project in SF GreenPRINT.  Project registration in GreenPRINT 

requires information about project team members with contact information, 
project budget information, building characteristics, and drawings including 
Conceptual Design plans, elevations and sections.  The REB Task Force may 
request additional information or a presentation by the sponsoring City 
department for certain projects. 

 
4) Prepare a preliminary LEED Checklist in SF GreenPRINT.  Complete the 

project’s first LEED Checklist (Conceptual Design Assessment), in GreenPRINT.   
 

5) Obtain approval by the REB Task Force.  A complete project registration and 
LEED Checklist in GreenPRINT constitutes submittal of the project to the REB 
Task Force.  The REB Task Force shall review the LEED Checklist (Conceptual 
Design Assessment) within 35 days of submittal.  The project may only proceed 
with design after approval by the REB Task Force.  The REB Task Force may 
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request additional information or a presentation by the sponsoring City 
department for certain projects.   

 
Note:  In general, project approvals should take no more than 35 days.  However, 
projects requiring additional information, presentations, and/or resubmittals may 
take more time for REB Task Force action. 

 
 
SCHEMATIC DESIGN and DESIGN DEVELOPMENT 
 

1) Register the project with the U.S. Green Building Council (USGBC).  
Registering during the early phases of project design will ensure maximum 
potential for achieving certification. Registration is an important step that 
establishes contact with the USGBC and provides access to essential information, 
software tools and communications. Upon registration, project contacts receive an 
orientation letter and access to resources that explain and facilitate the formal 
LEED application process. 

 
The City and County of San Francisco is a member of USGBC and pays a 
reduced fee for project registration.  All City LAPs and other designated City staff 
will be granted access to the member’s section of the USGBC website for 
registration and certification purposes.  All LEED registration and certification 
fees shall be paid by the sponsoring City department.  Contact SF Environment’s 
green building staff at (415) 355-3700 for details. 

 
2) Engage an independent commissioning authority.  The commissioning 

authority is responsible for performing the mandatory LEED “Fundamental 
Building Systems Commissioning” prerequisite and the optional LEED  
“Additional Commissioning” credit.   The commissioning authority must be 
identified on SF GreenPRINT.  See BUILDING COMMISSIONING on page 
23 for details.  

 
3) Begin to prepare LEED documentation.  After the project has been registered 

and design has proceeded, the documentation and calculations that will eventually 
be needed to satisfy LEED submittal requirements should be compiled.  The 
earlier the documentation work begins, the easier and faster the entire LEED 
certification process will be.  It is recommended that the LAP member of the 
project team oversee and coordinate the documentation and certification process.  
If the documentation process is administered by someone other than the LAP, that 
person shall be identified in SF GreenPRINT as the responsible party.   

 
The LEED Reference Guide describes in detail all submittal requirements, and 
contains LEED software tools to assist in performing many of the calculations.  
LEED Letter Templates also help to make documentation easier.  Documentation 
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should be catalogued in 3-ring binders.  Additionally, all documents should be 
available in electronic form and printable on 8 ½”x11” or 11”x17” paper. 
 
APPENDIX D contains helpful tips on the LEED documentation process and 
references on managing the cost of LEED project administration. 
 
 
Credit Interpretation Requests (CIRs) 
In some cases, project teams may encounter difficulties applying a LEED 
prerequisite or credit to a specific project. Questions can arise when the LEED 
Reference Guide does not sufficiently address a specific issue or there is a special 
conflict that requires a resolution.   USGBC has established a review process for 
registered project inquiries, called credit interpretation requests (CIRs), to ensure 
that rulings are consistent and available to other projects.  If a question arises, 
project teams should: 
 Consult the LEED Reference Guide for a detailed description of the credit 

intent, requirements, and calculations. 
 Review the intent of the credit or prerequisite in question to self-evaluate 

whether the project meets the intent. 
 Review the Credit Interpretation (CIR) webpage for previously logged 

CIRs on relevant credits.  All LEED registered project contacts have 
access to this page. 

 
If a similar credit interpretation has not been logged, or does not answer the 
question sufficiently, submit a credit interpretation request using the online form.  
The inquiry should be succinct and based on information found in the LEED 
Reference Guide, with emphasis on the intent of the prerequisite or credit. 

 
For more information about the application process, required exhibits, and fee 
schedule, please see the “Certification Process” section of the USGBC website at 
https://www.usgbc.org/LEED/Project/certprocess.asp#cert.  Also contact SF 
Environment’s Green Building Program @ (415) 355-3700 for additional 
assistance. 

 
4) Regularly update the LEED Checklist and project information in SF 

GreenPRINT.  GreenPRINT is intended as a tool for the design team and others 
to track progress throughout all phases of design.  A member of the design team, 
preferably the LEED Accredited Professional, shall be responsible for 
coordinating input and updating the LEED Checklist as new project design 
information becomes available.  Projects are required to have updated profiles and 
checklists at 100% Construction Documents.  If a project falls below the level of 
LEED Silver during the design process, the REB Task Force may request a 
project update and review by the sponsoring City department.  The REB Task 
Force shall review the LEED Checklist prior to construction. 
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5) Begin to add environmental measures/calculations about the project into SF 

GreenPRINT. GreenPRINT automatically creates an “Environmental Scorecard” 
that quantifies items such as abated emissions, water savings, and utility savings.  
When a project team member updates the LEED Checklist at the Construction  
Documents phase, the team member is prompted with questions related to each 
credit to help calculate these benefits and savings.  

 
 
CONSTRUCTION 
 

1) Complete LEED documentation.  See APPENDIX D for tips and references 
about the LEED documentation process. 
 

2) Perform Construction Phase Commissioning.  See BUILDING 
COMMISSIONING on page 23 for details.    

 
 
POST-CONSTRUCTION 
 

1) Finalize all as-built project information in SF GreenPRINT, including the 
LEED Checklist plus required project data for the Environmental 
Scorecard. 

 
2) Submit LEED application to the USGBC for final certification.  The project 

team submits two copies of the project application and the corresponding 
certification fee payable to U.S. Green Building Council.  The City and County of 
San Francisco is a member of USGBC, and pays a reduced fee for certification.  
For applicable rates, see the USGBC website.  All City LAPs and other 
designated City staff will be granted access to the member’s section of the 
USGBC website for registration and certification purposes.  Contact SF 
Environment’s green building staff for details.   

 
A complete application includes the following:  
 The LEED Letter Template and requested submittals for each prerequisite 

and credit, separated by tabs;  
 LEED registration information, including project contact, project type, 

project size, number of occupants, date of construction completion, etc.;  
 An overall project narrative including at least three project highlights; 
 The LEED Project Checklist/Scorecard, indicating projected prerequisites 

and credits and the total score for the project; and  
 Drawings and photos (8.5x11 or 11x17) illustrative of the project, 

including:  
o Site plan  
o Typical floor plan  
o Typical building section  

______________________________________________________________________________________ 
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o Typical or primary elevation 
o Photo or rendering of project  

 
3) Receive/Review Preliminary LEED Review Document.  Within 14 days of the 

application submittal, USGBC issues a Preliminary LEED Review document 
noting credit achievement anticipated, pending and denied. The project team has 
30 days from the receipt of the Preliminary Review to provide corrections and/or 
additional supporting documents. The USGBC conducts a Final LEED Review of 
the application within one month of receiving the resubmittal and notifies the 
project contact of certification status.  The LEED Steering Committee accepts or 
rejects the recommended final application score within one month of receipt and 
notifies the project team of the final LEED score and the certification level 
awarded. 

 
3) Award of LEED Certification.  Upon notification of the LEED certification, the 

project team has 30 days to accept or appeal the awarded certification. Upon the 
project’s acceptance, or if it has not appealed the rating within 30 days, the LEED 
certification is final. The project may then be referred to as a “LEED certified 
building.” The USGBC presents the project team with an award letter, certificate 
and metal LEED plaque indicating the certification level.  

 
If the project team feels that sufficient grounds exist to appeal a credit denied in 
the Final LEED Review, it has the option of appeal to USGBC.  A review of these 
items will occur within 30 days at which time an Appeal LEED Review will be 
issued to the applicant.  Credits being appealed are subject to additional USGBC 
administrative fees. 

 
4) Submit the following to REB Task Force: 

 Proof of certification from USGBC. 
 Final LEED checklist. 

 

______________________________________________________________________________________ 
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FOR PROJECTS LESS THAN 5000 SQUARE FEET 
 
CONCEPTUAL DESIGN 
 

1) Establish the green building goals for the project (Conceptual Design 
Assessment).   Projects are required to achieve the maximum number of LEED 
points practicable, as well as comply with the Resource Efficiency Requirements 
in Sections 705 and 706 of the Environment Code Chapter 7.   

 
2) Register the project in SF GreenPRINT.  Project registration in GreenPRINT 

will require entering information about project team members, contact 
information, and building characteristics.  The REB Task Force may request 
additional information or a presentation by the sponsoring City department for 
certain projects.    

 
3) Prepare a preliminary LEED Checklist in SF GreenPRINT.  Complete the 

project’s first LEED Checklist, identified as the Conceptual Design checklist, in 
GreenPRINT. 

 
 
SCHEMATIC DESIGN AND DESIGN DEVELOPMENT  
 

1) Regularly update the LEED Checklist and project information in SF 
GreenPRINT.  GreenPRINT is intended as a tool for the design team to track its 
progress throughout all phases of design.  A member of the design team, 
preferably the LEED Accredited Professional, shall be responsible for 
coordinating input and updating the LEED Checklist as new project design 
information becomes available.  Projects are required to have updated profiles and 
checklists at 100% Construction Documents.  The REB Task Force may again 
review the LEED Checklist prior to construction. 

 
 
CONSTRUCTION PHASE 
 

1) The design team or a designated project manager shall ensure that all 
designated LEED credits are achieved.  Any changes to the LEED Checklist 
during the construction phase shall be entered in SF GreenPRINT. 

 
 
POST-CONSTRUCTION 
 

1) Finalize all as-built project information in SF GreenPRINT, including the 
LEED Checklist plus required project data for the Environmental 
Scorecard. 

______________________________________________________________________________________ 
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SF GreenPRINT (San Francisco Green Building Project Reporting and 
INformation Tool)  
 
OVERVIEW 
SF GreenPRINT is a City intranet-based application that monitors the design and 
construction process of green buildings. It was designed for use by City staff working on 
all phases of municipal building projects.  SF Environment developed GreenPRINT in 
collaboration with the San Francisco Bureau of Engineering/Department of Public 
Works, with generous grant funding provided by EPA Region 9. 
 
The City and County of San Francisco is committed to improving the environmental 
performance of its buildings and to enhancing the health and welfare of the people 
working and residing within them. In addition to a blueprint, SF Environment believes 
that every building project should also have a "greenprint," a plan for producing the most 
sustainable building possible. 
 
SF GreenPRINT 
 provides information and resources for implementing the City's green building 

requirements 
 identifies City projects in all phases of design and construction  
 monitors the progress of projects and the LEED credits for which they are 

applying  
 evaluates green building projects based on calculated environmental and financial 

savings  
 reports on the status and effects of green buildings by sponsoring City 

department, project location, certification level, environmental impact, etc.  
 
KEY ELEMENTS 
 Searchable List of Projects – GreenPRINT provides a list of all City building 

construction projects.  This list is searchable by project title, sponsoring City 
department, project type, project phase, date last edited, and LEED 
score/certification level.    

 Project Profile – The project profile page contains the vital information about the 
project, including all of the information above, plus project description, square 
footage, estimated costs, project address, and design team contact information.  
Any member of the design team can update the profile. 

 CCSF Requirements – The CCSF Requirements section outlines the requirements 
of Chapter 7, Sections 705 and 706.  Project teams are required to fulfill these 
requirements and document compliance for their project in this section of 
GreenPRINT.     

 LEED Checklist – The LEED Checklist page is the core component of 
GreenPRINT.  It allows project team members to document their status on LEED 
credits and calculate their potential LEED certification level during every project 
phase.  For each credit, the checklist indicates “yes,” “maybe,” or “no.”  As a 
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project moves on to its next phase, one can easily view how LEED credits may 
have changed as the design evolves. 

 Environmental Scorecard – For every project that is in the construction document 
phase and beyond, GreenPRINT calculates environmental benefits and financial 
savings associated with the building.  When a project team member updates the 
LEED Checklist, the team member is prompted with questions related to each 
credit to help quantify these benefits and savings.  Generally, these questions ask 
for information that is identical to the calculated information required for the 
LEED application to USGBC.  With these inputs, GreenPRINT creates an 
Environmental Scorecard, showing items like abated emissions, water savings, 
and utility savings.  An Environmental Scorecard can also be created for a City 
department. 

 Report Generation – GreenPRINT generates several different types of reports.  It 
can create reports for the entire city and individual departments showing the 
number/percentage of projects broken down by Supervisorial district, project 
type, project phase, and LEED score/certification level.  In addition, GreenPRINT 
allows for the easy generation of a pdf annual report for each project, a 
requirement specified in the Resource Efficient Building Ordinance. 

 
 
USING GreenPRINT 
Project representatives are required to enter information into GreenPRINT throughout the 
design and construction process.  The tool was designed to make information entry as 
simple as possible.  SF Environment will host periodic trainings for City staff on how to 
use GreenPRINT.   
 
GreenPRINT users do not require usernames and passwords to view project data, 
although usernames and passwords will be needed to edit and update existing project 
information or to create a new project.  To obtain a username/password, contact SF 
Environment’s Green Building Program at (415) 355-3700. 
 
See APPENDIX C for sample images from SF GreenPRINT. 

______________________________________________________________________________________ 
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BUILDING COMMISSIONING (Cx) 
Commissioning (Cx) is the systematic process to ensure that all building systems perform 
interactively according to the contract documents, the design intent, and the owner’s 
operational needs. 
  
In accordance with the requirements for any level of LEED Certification, Chapter 7 of 
the Environment Code requires every project to meet the LEED Energy and Atmosphere 
“Fundamental Building Systems Commissioning” prerequisite for all City new 
construction and major renovations of 5000 square feet or more.  
 
 
SAN FRANCISCO COMMISSIONING REQUIREMENTS 
In order to meet the commissioning-related requirements of Chapter 7, the design team 
must implement or have a contract in place to implement the following commissioning 
procedures: 

1) Engage an Independent Commissioning Authority (see below) and assemble a 
Commissioning Team including building owner, users, occupants, Operations and 
Maintenance (O&M) staff, design professionals and contractors. 

2) Document the Owner’s Project Requirements.  Review Design Intent and Basis of 
Design. 

3) Include Contractor’s Commissioning Requirements in Construction (bid) 
Documents 

4) Develop and Utilize Commissioning Plan 
5) Verify installation, functional performance, training, and O&M documentation. 
6) Complete a Commissioning Report. 

 
 
INDEPENDENT COMMISSIONING AUTHORITY  
Chapter 7 also adds that the commissioning duties are performed by an Independent 
Commissioning Authority who reports directly to the owner.  The Independent 
Commissioning Authority may be from a Department or design team firm as long as that 
commissioning authority is not responsible for project design, construction management, 
or project supervision.  
 
 
ADDITIONAL COMMISSIONING 
For larger and more complex projects, sponsoring City departments and their design 
teams are strongly encouraged to apply for the LEED “Additional Commissioning” 
credit.  Primarily, LEED Additional Commissioning accomplishes the same goals as 
Fundamental Building Commissioning, but also ensures that commissioning-related 
issues are resolved within one year after construction is completed, and that a 
recommissioning manual is developed. 
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COMMISSIONING RESOURCES 
 The LEED Reference Guide contains detailed descriptions of environmental and 

economic issues, design strategies, required commissioning plan requirements, 
commissioning technologies, and other helpful resources related to the building 
commissioning process. 

 
 Energy Design Resources, 

http://www.energydesignresources.com/category/commissioning/ 
Energy Design Resources offers a valuable palette of energy design tools and 
resources that facilitate the design and construction of energy-efficient 
commercial and industrial buildings in California.  The development of Energy 
Design Resources is funded by California utility customers and administered by 
Pacific Gas and Electric Company, San Diego Gas & Electric, Southern 
California Edison, and Southern California Gas under the auspices of the 
California Public Utilities Commission. 
 

 MASTERSPEC®, http://www.arcomnet.com/ 
MASTERSPEC® is the master guide specification used by San Francisco 
Department of Public Works and the Bureau of Architecture (DPW/BOA).  
MASTERSPEC became a member of the U.S. Green Building Council (USGBC) 
to further support the council's efforts toward creating a more environmentally 
friendly built environment. Their efforts resulted in significant enhancements to 
the MASTERSPEC® system, including a new Division One, LEED-related 
section on commissioning, as well as other sections on LEED requirements and 
construction waste management. 
 

 Portland Energy Conservation, Inc. (PECI), http://www.peci.org/ 
PECI is a nonprofit corporation that has specialized in innovative and creative 
approaches to the responsible use of energy and facility resources since 1980.  
PECI has successfully helped clients increase the use of energy-efficient 
technologies in residential and commercial buildings throughout the United 
States. PECI offers expert research, program design, policy development and 
field-based client services across the country. 
 
A model commissioning plan and guide specifications can be downloaded for free 
from http://www.peci.org/library/mcpgs.htm. 
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GREEN BUILDING SUPPORT, RESOURCES, AND SERVICES 
 
SF ENVIRONMENT 
Training 
SF Environment provides training presentations and workshops on green building issues 
for City design professionals, including but not limited to the following: 
 Introductory LEED Training 
 SF GreenPRINT 
 San Francisco’s Green Building Pilot Projects 
 Costs and Benefits of Green Building 
 Green Building and Building Codes 
 Green Building Materials 

 
Green Building Toolkit (“Tools of the Trade”) 
 SF Environment has developed “Tools of the Trade,” a compendium of building 

design software tools, internet resources, green building materials databases, and 
other sources of design assistance.   

 See:http://temp.sfgov.org/sfenvironment/aboutus/innovative/greenbldg/tools.htm#
practical 

  
Materials Resource Guides 
 SF Environment has developed a source list for purchasing green building 

materials in the San Francisco Bay Area.  
See:http://temp.sfgov.org/sfenvironment/aboutus/innovative/greenbldg/resource_
guide/guide.pdf 

 The Mayor’s Office of Housing has developed a Materials Handbook for 
Affordable Housing.  See: http://www.andnet.org/materials.html 
 

Green Building Guidelines 
Alameda County Waste Management Authority had developed several guidebooks 
addressing specific green building market segments: 
 New Home Construction Green Building Guidelines 
 Home Remodeling Green Building Guidelines 
 Multi-Family Green Building Guidelines 
 Bay Friendly Landscaping Guidelines 

See: http://www.stopwaste.org/fsbuild.html for online copies of all guidelines. 
 
 
CITY OF SAN FRANCISCO LEED ACCREDITED PROFESSIONALS  
 See APPENDIX N for a list of City staff that have successfully completed the 

LEED Accreditation Exam and are designated as LEED Accredited Professionals 

by the USGBC.  Future updates of this list will be posted on SF Environment’s 
website at http://temp.sfgov.org/sfenvironment/aboutus/innovative/greenbldg/. 
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SF PUBLIC UTILITIES COMMISSION RESOURCES 
 The San Francisco Public Utilities Commission (SFPUC) can provide technical 

and financial assistance for water efficiency and energy efficiency upgrades.  
Eligibility for such assistance is based on availability of SFPUC funding and staff 
resources, the size of the savings opportunity, and the sponsoring City 
department’s ability to implement efficiency measures into the project.  For water 
efficiency assistance call the SFPUC Customer Service Department, Water 
Conservation Section at (415) 551-4730.  For energy efficiency assistance email 
the SFPUC Energy Efficiency Group at energyefficiency@sfwater.org 

 
 
SF DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC HEALTH SERVICES 
 The Bureau of Environmental Health Management/Department of Public Health 

(DPH) provides fluorescent lamp recycling services to City Departments.  Contact 
Environmental Health Inspector @ (415) 252-3977 for more information. 

 DPH also provides information and services for Environmental Health, Employee 
Health and Safety, Air Quality and other health-related environmental concerns. 

 
 
PACIFIC ENERGY CENTER RESOURCES 
 Pacific Energy Center, Pacific Gas & Electric Co.’s training and conference 

center, offers free educational programs, design tools, advice, and support to 
create energy efficient buildings and comfortable indoor environments.  Programs 
are free, but registration is required.  See: http://www.pge.com/pec/ 

 Examples of Green Building trainings offered include: 
o 2005 Title 24 Nonresidential Mechanical Requirements 
o Building Integrated Photovoltaics (BIPV) 
o Controls for Daylighted Spaces 
o Creating Usable Buildings Through Post-Occupancy Evaluation 
o High Performance Schools (CHPS) Workshop 
o Managing the Costs of Green Buildings 
o Using the Field Test Guide and Commissioning Test Protocol Library 

 Additional services include: 
o Daylighting and shading analysis 
o Advice on site orientation, glazing, shading, daylighting, and electric 

lighting systems 
o Electric lighting system demonstrations 
o Incentive programs for energy-related measures 
o Performance measurement tools 
o Energy information resource library 
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SAN FRANCISCO PLANNING AND URBAN RESEARCH ASSOCIATION 
(SPUR) 
 SPUR, a non-profit membership organization, promotes good planning and good 

government through research, analysis, public education, and advocacy.  SPUR 
committees include Housing, Urban Design, Transportation, Environmental 
Sustainability, Good Government, Regional Planning and Healthy Economy.  The 
Sustainable Development Committee pursues continuing projects related to Green 
Building Codes, Sustainable Landscape and Infrastructure, Outdoor Lighting, and 
other topics.  See: http://www.spur.org/topics.asp?Topic=Environmental for 
meeting times. 

 
 

USGBC AND LEED RESOURCES 
 LEED Reference Guide 

The LEED Reference Guide, published by USGBC, is a sustainable design guide 
and user’s manual for the LEED Rating System.  The Reference Guide is a 328-
page manual that describes the LEED Rating System and LEED credits in detail.  
In addition to outlining the requirements and documentation required to achieve 
each credit, the LEED Reference Guide includes useful information regarding 
environmental issues, design strategies and building technologies, synergies and 
trade-offs, green building definitions, resources, and case studies.  The LEED 
Reference Guide can be purchased through USGBC and is an essential resource 
for every municipal construction project. 

 
 LEED Training 

Understanding LEED is an important step towards reducing environmental 
impacts and achieving superior economic performance. Architects, engineers, 
facility managers and building owners who master LEED concepts and processes 
become knowledgeable practitioners and consumers of green design and 
construction. The U.S. Green Building Council offers an intensive, one-day 
technical overview of the LEED-NC Green Building Rating System at locations 
nationwide. View the calendar of upcoming LEED Training Workshops online 
(http://www.usgbc.org/Events/events_training_calendar.asp), or check out 
information on sponsoring a LEED Workshop 
(http://www.usgbc.org/Events/training_workshops_sponsorship.asp) 
There are three levels of LEED Training available: 

o LEED Introductory Half Day Seminar 
o LEED Intermediate Full Day Workshop 
o LEED Advanced Training Workshop 

 
 Northern California Chapter of the US Green Building Council 

The local chapter of USGBC represents a diverse group of Northern California 
USGBC members.   
See: http://www.usgbc.org/Chapters/northerncalifornia/
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DEFINITIONS 
 
City department 
City department refers to the department within the City and County of San Francisco 
that possesses the contracting and budget authority over any construction project subject 
to the requirements of Chapter 7 of the Environment Code. 
 
Commissioning (Cx) 
Commissioning is the systematic process to ensure that all building systems perform 
interactively according to the contract documents, the design intent, and the owner’s 
operational needs. 
 
LEED 
The LEED Green Building Rating System is a voluntary, consensus-based national 
standard for developing high-performance, sustainable buildings. LEED provides a 
complete framework for assessing building performance and meeting sustainability goals. 

 
LEED Accredited Professional 
LEED Accredited Professionals are experienced building industry practitioners who have 
demonstrated their knowledge of integrated design and their capacity to facilitate the 
LEED certification process on the LEED Professional Accreditation exam. The exam 
tests an individual’s understanding of green building practices and principles, and 
familiarity with LEED requirements, resources, and processes. The accreditation program 
recognizes expertise in green building and LEED to help meet the growing demand from 
the public and private sectors for green buildings. 

 
LEED Checklist 
The LEED Checklist is a summary chart of LEED prerequisites and credits used to 
identify the projected and achieved environmental performance of a project as it proceeds 
through the design and construction process. 

 
Resource Efficient Building (REB) Task Force 
The interdepartmental Resource Efficient Building (REB) Task Force has been 
instrumental in guiding the development of City green building standards and provides 
communication to and from City Departments on green building issues.  The Task Force 
currently includes representation from SF Environment, Department of Public Works, 
San Francisco Public Utilities Commission, Department of Building Inspection, San 
Francisco Public Libraries, Recreation and Parks Department, Port of San Francisco, San 
Francisco International Airport, San Francisco Municipal Railway, and a member of the 
public. 
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SF GreenPRINT 
SF GreenPRINT (San Francisco Green Building Project Reporting and Information Tool) 
is a City intranet-based monitoring tool for projects.  SF GreenPRINT facilitates project 
identification, environmental evaluation and City reporting requirements. 
 
United States Green Building Council (USGBC) 
The U.S. Green Building Council is the nation’s foremost coalition of leaders from across 
the building industry working to promote buildings that are environmentally responsible, 
profitable and healthy places to live and work.  Members of the U.S. Green Building 
Council developed LEED and continue to contribute to its evolution. 
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APPLYING LEED IN SAN FRANCISCO 
 
This section supplements the LEED Reference Guide with a clear understanding of how 
the credits work in the San Francisco context, including information about applicable 
federal, state and municipal building codes and sources of local assistance.   
 
The first part of this section, Likely Points for San Francisco Projects, generally 
identifies LEED credits that may overlap with other building-related requirements and 
regulations, thus making them more likely to be attained within San Francisco. 
 
The second part of this section provides a detailed discussion of each LEED credit as it 
relates to specific federal, state or local building-related requirements and regulations.  
For each credit you will find information and resources on the following: 
 LEED credit requirements 
 A summary of Federal, State and Local Standards 
 Additional Design Recommendations 
 Local Resources and Assistance 

 
Please keep in mind that this section is not a substitute for a more complete 
understanding of applicable state and municipal rules, codes, and regulations for 
buildings.  These items change frequently and are too complicated for a comprehensive 
treatment here.  The following San Francisco LEED-related information is provided only 
as a first-cut resource to give municipal construction project teams some general 
guidance about how to approach LEED credits in the local context.  
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Likely Points for San Francisco Projects 
 

Category  Credit Description
LEED Points 

Possible 

Likely Points 
for All 

Projects4

Likely Points 
for Most City 

Projects5

Related 
Requirements 
Insufficient 
for Points6

No 
Related 
Local 

Require-
ments 

    
     

      

 X   

  

  

  

   

                                                          

   
SUSTAINABLE SITES 
Prerequisite 1 Erosion and Sedimentation Control Required N/A N/A N/A N/A
Credit 1 Site Selection 1    X 
Credit 2 Urban Redevelopment 1    X 
Credit 3 Brownfield Redevelopment 1    X 

Credit 4.1 Alternative Transportation, Public 
Transportation Access 1  

Credit 4.2 Alternative Transportation, Bicycle Storage & 
Changing Rooms 1   X 

Credit 4.3 Alternative Transportation, Alternative Fuel 
Vehicles 1   X 

Credit 4.4 Alternative Transportation, Parking Capacity 
and Carpooling 1   X 

Credit 5.1 Reduced Site Disturbance, Protect or Restore 
Open Space 1 ?  

 
4 Based on SFE’s interpretation of San Francisco’s federal, state and local requirements and LEED ® criteria, every project in San Francisco that complies with federal, state and 
local requirements will “most likely” qualify for points within the indicated LEED ® topic area (with submittal documentation as required by USGBC). 
 
5 Based on SFE’s interpretation of San Francisco’s local requirements and LEED ® criteria, most projects in San Francisco that comply with local requirements will qualify for a 
certain number of points within the indicated LEED ® topic area (with submittal documentation as required by USGBC). 
 
6 San Francisco has certain requirements that are related to the LEED ® credit indicated.  However, meeting the local requirements is not sufficient to earn points within the 
indicated LEED ® topic area. 
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Category Credit Description 
LEED Points 

Possible 

Likely Points 
for All 

Projects4

Likely Points 
for Most City 

Projects5

Related 
Requirements 
Insufficient 
for Points6

No 
Related 
Local 

Require-
ments 

       

   

   

   

    
   

   

     

    
     

     
     

      

Credit 5.2 Reduced Site Disturbance, Development 
Footprint 1 ?  

Credit 6.1 Stormwater Management, Rate and Quantity 1   ?  
Credit 6.2 Stormwater Management, Treatment 1   X  

Credit 7.1 Landscape and Exterior Design to Reduce Heat 
Islands, Non-Roof 1 X  

Credit 7.2 Landscape and Exterior Design to Reduce Heat 
Islands, Roof 1 ?  

Credit 8 Light Pollution Reduction 1   X  
 Points Possible 14 
WATER EFFICIENCY X  
Credit 1.1 Water Efficient Landscaping, Reduce by 50% 1   X  

Credit 1.2 Water Efficient Landscaping, No Potable use or 
No Irrigation 1 ?  

Credit 2 Innovative Wastewater Technologies 1 X 
Credit 3.1 Water Use Reduction, 20% Reduction 1   X  
Credit 3.2 Water Use Reduction, 30% Reduction 1   X  
 Points Possible 5 
ENERGY AND ATMOSPHERE 
Prerequisite 1 Fundamental Building Systems Commissioning

 
Required N/A N/A N/A N/A

Prerequisite 2 Minimum Energy Performance Required N/A N/A N/A N/A
Prerequisite 3 CFC Reduction in HVAC&R Equipment Required N/A N/A N/A N/A
Credit 1 Optimize Energy Performance 10    X 
Credit 2.1 Renewable Energy, 5% 1    X 
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Category Credit Description 
LEED Points 

Possible 

Likely Points 
for All 

Projects4

Likely Points 
for Most City 

Projects5

Related 
Requirements 
Insufficient 
for Points6

No 
Related 
Local 

Require-
ments 

       

   

    
     

      
     

    

    

    

    

Credit 2.2 Renewable Energy, 10% 1    X 
Credit 2.3 Renewable Energy, 20% 1    X 
Credit 3 Additional Commissioning 1  
Credit 4 Ozone Depletion 1    X 
Credit 5 Measurement and Verification 1    X 
Credit 6 Green Power 1    X 
 Points Possible 17 
MATERIALS AND RESOURCES 
Prerequisite 1 Storage and Collection of Recyclables

 
Required N/A N/A N/A N/A

Prerequisite 2 Minimum Energy Performance Required N/A N/A N/A N/A
Credit 1.1 Building Reuse, Maintain 75% of Existing Shell 1    X 
Credit 1.2 Building Reuse, Maintain 100% of Shell 1    X 

Credit 1.3 Building Reuse, 100% Shell and 50% Non-
Shell 1 X 

Credit 2.1 Construction Waste Management, Divert 50% 1   X  
Credit 2.2 Construction Waste Management, Divert 75% 1   X  
Credit 3.1 Resource Reuse, Specify 5% 1    X 
Credit 3.2 Resource Reuse, Specify 10% 1    X 

Credit 4.1 Recycled Content, Specify 5% (post-consumer 
+ ½ post-industrial) 1 X 

Credit 4.2 Recycled Content, Specify 10% (post-consumer 
+½ post-industrial) 1 X 

Credit 5.1 Local/Regional Materials, 20% Manufactured 
Locally 1 X 
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Category Credit Description 
LEED Points 

Possible 

Likely Points 
for All 

Projects4

Likely Points 
for Most City 

Projects5

Related 
Requirements 
Insufficient 
for Points6

No 
Related 
Local 

Require-
ments 

       

    

    
     

      

    

    

    

   

    

Credit 5.2 Local/Regional Materials, of 20% Above, 50% 
Harvested Locally 1 X 

Credit 6 Rapidly Renewable Materials 1    X 
Credit 7 Certified Wood 1   X  
 Points Possible 13 
INDOOR ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY 
Prerequisite 1 Minimum IAQ Performance Required N/A N/A N/A N/A
Prerequisite 2 Environmental Tobacco Smoke (ETS) Control 

 
Required N/A N/A N/A N/A 

Credit 1 Carbon Dioxide (CO2) Monitoring 1 X 
Credit 2 Increase Ventilation Effectiveness 1    X 

Credit 3.1 Construction IAQ Management Plan, During 
Construction 1 X 

Credit 3.2 Construction IAQ Management Plan, Before 
Occupancy 1 X 

Credit 4.1 Low-Emitting Materials, Adhesives & Sealants 1   X  
Credit 4.2 Low-Emitting Materials, Paints 1   X  
Credit 4.3 Low-Emitting Materials, Carpet 1   X  

Credit 4.4 Low-Emitting Materials, Composite Wood & 
Agrifiber 1 X  

Credit 5 Indoor Chemical and Pollutant Source Control 1   X  
Credit 6.1 Controllability of Systems, Perimeter 1   X  
Credit 6.2 Controllability of Systems, Non-Perimeter 1   X  

Credit 7.1 Thermal Comfort, Comply with ASHRAE 55-
1992 1 X 
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Category Credit Description 
LEED Points 

Possible 

Likely Points 
for All 

Projects4

Likely Points 
for Most City 

Projects5

Related 
Requirements 
Insufficient 
for Points6

No 
Related 
Local 

Require-
ments 

       

    

    
     

   

   
    
   ? 

   
    
    

Credit 7.2 Thermal Comfort, Permanent Monitoring 
System 1 X 

Credit 8.1 Daylight and Views, Daylight 75% of Spaces 1   X  
Credit 8.2 Daylight and Views, Daylight 90% of Spaces 1   X  
 Points Possible 15 
INNOVATION AND DESIGN 

Credit 1.1 Innovation in Design, Integrated Pest 
Management Plan 1 X 

Credit 1.2 Innovation in Design, Non-PVC plastics 1 X 
Credit 1.3 Innovation in Design 1 X
Credit 1.4 Innovation in Design 1 
Credit 2 LEED Accredited Professional 1 X 
 Points Possible 5 
TOTAL POINTS  69 
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SUSTAINABLE SITES 
 
Site 
Prerequisite: 
Erosion and 
Sedimentation 
Control 
 
Required 

LEED v2.1 Prerequisite Requirement: 
 
Design to a site sediment and erosion control plan, specific to the site, that 
conforms to United States Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) 
Document No. EPA 833/R-92-005 (September 1992), Stormwater 
Management for Construction Activities, Chapter 3, OR local erosion and 
sedimentation control standards and codes, whichever is more stringent.  
The plan shall meet the following objectives: 
• Prevent loss of soil during construction by storm water runoff and/or 

wind erosion, including protecting topsoil by stockpiling for reuse. 
• Prevent sedimentation of storm sewer or receiving streams and/or air 

pollution with dust and particulate matter. 
  

A comparison of the EPA document and the local requirements for 
developing a Storm Water Pollution Prevention Plan (SWPPP) revealed that 
local requirements are more stringent.  Specifically, in addition to 
implementing best management practices to control sediment and erosion 
during the construction activity, the SWPPP must describe pre-construction 
control practices (if any) and propose post-construction erosion and 
sediment controls.  In addition, no net increase of sediment load in storm 
water discharge relative to pre-construction levels is allowed.  The SWPPP 
document should satisfy documentation requirements for this prerequisite. 
 
Summary of Local Standards 
 General Permit for Storm Water Discharges Associated with 

Construction Activities.  In accordance with the State’s Water Quality 
Order 99-08-DWQ, construction activities in the Bay Area resulting in a 
land disturbance of five acres or more, or less than five acres but part of 
a larger common plan of development or sale, must comply with a 
Construction Activities Storm Water General Permit (General Permit).  
The permit requires projects to develop and implement a Storm Water 
Pollution Prevention Plan that 1) identifies sources of sediment and 
pollutants that affect the quality of storm water discharges and 2) 
specifies control measures that will reduce or eliminate sediment and 
other pollutants in storm water and non-storm water discharges.  The 
San Francisco Bay Regional Water Quality Control Board’s Resolution 
No. 2001-046 includes additional requirements.  A fact sheet for the 
General Permit can be downloaded from 
http://www.swrcb.ca.gov/resdec/resltn/2001/rs2001-046.doc 

 
 Non-Storm Water.  The General Permit also requires projects to manage 

non-storm water, monitor and maintain pollutant control measures, and 
retain associated records and reports. 

  

http://www.swrcb.ca.gov/resdec/resltn/2001/rs2001-046.doc
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 Basin Plan.  The San Francisco RWQCB has adopted a regional Water 
Quality Control Plan (Basin Plan).  Projects subject to the General 
Permit must also comply with the water quality standards and discharge 
prohibitions contained in the Basin Plan.  The plan can be downloaded 
from www.swrcb.ca.gov/rwqcb2/basinplan.htm. 

 Report of Waste Discharge and Waste Discharge Requirements.  
Division 7 (Water Quality) of the California Water Code is known as 
the Porter-Cologne Water Quality Control Act.  Under this Act, 
construction projects may be required to file a Report of Waste 
Discharge and comply with subsequent Waste Discharge Requirements 
adopted by the San Francisco RWQCB.   

 
Resources and Assistance 
 
 EPA's Storm Water Management Document. Storm Water Management 

for Construction Activities: Developing Pollution Prevention Plans and 
Best Management Practices, “Chapter 3:  Sediment and Erosion 
Control” can be downloaded from 
www.epa.gov/npdes/pubs/chap03_conguide.pdf. 

 Storm Water Program.  The Storm Water Program of the California 
State Water Resources Control Board: (916)-341-5537, email 
stormwater@dwq.swrcb.ca.gov, website 
http://www.swrcb.ca.gov/stormwtr/index.html. 

 San Francisco Bay Regional Water Quality Control Board.  Located in 
Oakland, CA.  Call (510)-622-2300 or email 
webmaster2@rb2.swrcb.ca.gov.  For more information about the 
requirements associated with construction and storm water, check the 
Construction link on the San Francisco RWQCB website at 
http://www.swrcb.ca.gov/rwqcb2/programs.html.  Additional contact 
information is available at 
www.swrcb.ca.gov/stormwtr/contact.html#region2.   

 Waste Discharge Reports.  The sections of the Porter-Cologne Water 
Quality Control Act that address waste discharge reports are contained 
in Chapter 4 (Regional Water Quality Control), Article 4 (Waste 
Discharge Requirements - Sections 13260-13274), 
www.leginfo.ca.gov/cgi-bin/displaycode?section=wat&group=13001-
14000&file=13260-13274. 

 California Water Code.  Can be downloaded from 
www.leginfo.ca.gov/cgi-bin/calawquery?codesection=wat. 
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Site Credit 1: 
Site Selection 
 
1 point 

LEED v2.1 Credit Requirement: 
 
Do not develop buildings on portions of sites that meet any one of the 
following criteria: 
 Prime farmland as defined by the United States Department of 

Agriculture in United States Code of Federal Regulations, Title 7, 
Volume 6, parts 400-699, Section 657.5 (citation 7CFR657.5). 

 Land whose elevation is lower than 5 feet above the elevation of the 
100-year flood as defined by the Federal Emergency management 
Agency (FEMA). 

 Land which is specifically identified as habitat for any species on the 
Federal or State threatened or endangered list 

 Within 100 feet of any water including wetlands as defined by United 
States Code of Federal Regulations 40 CFR, Parts 230-233 and Part 22, 
and isolated wetlands or areas of special concern identified by state or 
local rule, OR greater than distances given in state or local regulations 
as defined by local or state rule or law, whichever is more stringent. 

 Land which prior to acquisition for the project was public parkland, 
unless land of equal or greater value as parkland is accepted in trade by 
the public land owner (Park Authority projects are exempt). 

  
 
Site Credit 2: 
Development 
Density 
 
1 point 

LEED v2.1 Credit Requirement: 
 
 Increase localized density to conform to existing or desired density 

goals by utilizing sites that are located within an existing minimum 
development density of 60,000 square feet per acre (2 story downtown 
development). 

  
Site Credit 3: 
Brownfield 
Redevelopme
nt 
 
1 point 

LEED v2.1 Credit Requirement: 
 
 Develop on a site documented as contaminated (by means of an ASTM 

E1903-97 Phase II Environmental Site Assessment) OR on a site 
classified as a brownfield by a local, state, or federal agency.  
Effectively remediate site contamination. 
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 Resources and Assistance 
 
 Brownfields Insurance.  In accordance with California Health & Safety 

Code, Division 20, Chapter 6.8, the new California Financial Assurance 
and Insurance for Redevelopment Program (FAIR Program) will 
provide a package of pre-negotiated and standardized policies to 
stimulate the cleanup and redevelopment of brownfields and other 
environmentally impaired properties throughout California.  Insurance 
products to be offered include pollution liability insurance, cost overrun 
insurance, and secured creditor insurance.  For more information about 
the implementation status of this program, contact MGP Environmental 
Partners LLC at 203-973-1356.  

 Brownfields Targeted Site Assessment Program.  The Pacific/Southwest 
(Region 9) office of the United States Environmental Protection Agency 
is offering site assessments to public or nonprofit entities that currently 
have redevelopment plans for property that is known or suspected to be 
contaminated.  The assessment may include a site inspection, sampling 
activities, cleanup recommendations, and cost estimates.  For more 
information, call Jim Hanson at the U.S. EPA Region 9, at 415-972-
3188.    

 U.S. EPA Brownfields Initiative.  For more information about the 
nation-wide program, visit http://www.epa.gov/brownfields/.  The U.S. 
EPA Region 9 office’s Brownfields Initiative website is at 
http://www.epa.gov/region09/waste/brown/. 

 Cal/EPA.  California Environmental Protection Agency (Cal/EPA), call 
916-324-9670 or visit http://www.calepa.ca.gov. 

 EnviroMapper.  Free interactive map-based website that, among other 
functions, allows for nationwide searches of brownfield locations.  See 
Tools of the Trade: Practical Tools for Green Building Design and 
Analysis.  Available from SF Environment or online: 
http://www.sfgov.org/SF 
Environment/aboutus/innovative/greenbldg/tools.htm 
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Site Credit 4: 
Alternative 
Transportatio
n 
 
1-4 points 

LEED v2.1 Credit Requirement: 
 
 Locate building within 1/2 mile of a commuter rail, light rail, or subway 

station or 1/4 mile of 2 or more public or campus bus lines usable by 
building occupants (1 point). 

 For commercial or institutional buildings, provide secure bicycle storage 
with convenient changing/showering facilities (within 200 yards of the 
building) for 5% or more of regular building occupants.  For residential 
buildings, provide covered storage facilities for securing bicycles for 
15% or more of building occupants in lieu of changing/shower facilities 
(1 point). 

 Provide alternative fuel vehicles for 3% of building occupants, AND 
provide preferred parking for these vehicles, OR install alternative-fuel 
refueling stations for 3% of the total vehicle parking capacity of the site.  
Liquid or gaseous fueling facilities must be separately ventilated or 
located outdoors. (1 point). 

 Size parking capacity to meet, but not exceed, minimum local zoning 
requirements AND provide preferred parking for carpools or van pools 
capable of serving 5% of the building occupants; OR add no new 
parking for rehabilitation projects AND provide preferred parking for 
carpools or van pools capable of serving 5% of the building occupants 
(1 point). 

  
Summary of Local Standards 
 Public Transit.  Based on a GIS analysis conducted by San Francisco 

MUNI in February 2003, the majority of locations in San Francisco are 
within 1/4 mile of two transit lines.  The green areas shown on the map 
in APPENDIX J are within 1/4 mile of two transit lines.  Note that this 
analysis is subject route modifications.  Therefore, the map is only an 
indicator of compliance with LEED requirements.  Transit access for a 
specific construction project should be independently verified. 

 Bicycle Parking for City-Owned and Leased Buildings.  In accordance 
with Section 155.1 of the San Francisco Planning Code, all City-owned 
and leased buildings must provide a specific number of Class I and 
Class II bicycle parking spaces on-site or at an approved alternative 
location near the entrance of the building, subject to exemptions granted 
by the Director of the San Francisco Department of City Planning.  
Class I bicycle parking facilities protect the entire bicycle and 
accessories against theft, vandalism, and weather.  Class II bicycle 
parking facilities consist of bicycle racks that permit locking the bicycle 
frame and one wheel and support the bicycle in a stable position without 
damage to wheels, frame or components.  Bicycle Parking Requirements 
and Bike Rack Placement Criteria guidelines are available from the San 
Francisco Department of Parking and Traffic (DPT). 

 Bicycle Parking in City-Owned and Private Parking Garages.  In 
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accordance with Section 155.2 of the San Francisco Planning Code, 
City-owned and private parking garages must provide a specific number 
of Class I and Class II bicycle parking spaces, subject to exemptions 
granted by the Director of the San Francisco Department of City 
Planning. 

 Bicycle Parking in New and Renovated Commercial Buildings.  In 
accordance with Section 155.4 of the San Francisco Planning Code, new 
commercial and industrial buildings and renovated commercial and 
industrial buildings with an estimated construction cost of at least $1 
million must provide Class I and/or Class II bicycle parking spaces in an 
amount based on the gross square footage of the building’s floor area.  
The Department of Planning has the authority to require more than the 
minimum bicycle parking spaces required by Section 115.4 as a 
condition of approval of a project. 

 Shower Facilities and Lockers in New Buildings and Existing Buildings 
Undergoing Major Renovations.  In accordance with Section 155.3 of 
the San Francisco Planning Code, new commercial and industrial 
buildings and renovation projects that involve an enlargement of an 
existing building and cost at least $1 million, shall provide a specific 
number of showers and clothes lockers for short-term use of the tenants 
or employees in that building.  The definition of commercial buildings 
includes public or privately owned buildings containing employees 
working for City government agencies or departments.  Certain 
exemptions apply, subject to the approval of the Director of the San 
Francisco Department of City Planning. 

 Off-Street Parking.  Section 151 of the San Francisco Planning Code 
establishes the minimum quantities of off-street parking spaces that 
must be provided for various types of buildings, uses, and activities. 

 
Additional Recommendations 
 
 Vanpool Parking.  The Clean Air Program recommends that facilities 

with parking provide preferential parking for vanpool vehicles. 
 
San Francisco Bicycle Plan 
 San Francisco Bicycle Plan.  Includes information about detailed 

bicycle parking placement, design, and fees in Chapter 7 and additional 
ideas for promoting bicycle commuting in Chapter 10: 
http://www.bicycle.sfgov.org/site/dptbike_index.asp?id=3472 

 Use of Bicycles, Motorbikes, and Compact Cars.  City Department fleet 
managers should maximize the use of bicycles, motorbikes, and 
compact cars.  Departments should consider establishing a fleet of 
bicycles and helmets for use by City employees along with motor 
vehicle fleets. 

 Bicycle Parking Fees.  It is recommended that Class II bicycle parking 
be provided for free and Class I bicycle parking be provided for free 
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where automobile parking is free. 
 Shower Facilities.  To encourage bicycle commuting, it may be possible 

to arrange for employees at smaller facilities to share showers at a 
common location. 

 Bicycle Commuting Incentives.  Provide incentives for bicycle 
commuting, which may include provision of secure, protected, 
convenient, and free bicycle parking; cash incentives such as a cash 
dividend for each day that employees commute by bicycle, reimbursing 
employees on a per mile basis for business travel made on a bicycle, 
discounts or credits at bicycle stores and/or City cafeterias, assisting 
employees in the purchase of a bicycle, and allowing employees to cash 
out their parking privileges; and convenience incentives such as a 
guaranteed ride home, fleet bicycles, flex hours, showers and locker 
rooms, and relaxed dress codes for bicycle commuters.  

 Bicycles Indoors.  To accommodate building visitors and non-
employees, bicycles should be allowed in City buildings unless Class I 
parking is available, and all new and renovated buildings should set 
aside space for indoor bicycle parking. 

 Short-Term Bicycle Parking.  Class II parking facilities should be 
provided at locations where users require parking for two hours or less. 

 Bike Messengers.  For same day deliveries within San Francisco, City 
Departments are encouraged to use only unionized, bike-based delivery 
messengers.  

 
Resources and Assistance 
 
 Planning Information Center.  San Francisco Planning Department, 415-

558-6377, website http://www.sfgov.org/site/planning_index.asp. 
 Public Transit Information.  For information on Bay Area transit, 

including maps of the San Francisco MUNI, BART, and Caltrain 
systems, visit http://www.transitinfo.org/.  Includes phone numbers for 
each transit agency at http://www.transitinfo.org/phone.html. 

 
Bicycle Program Information 
 Bicycle Advisory Committee.  The City and County of San Francisco’s 

Bicycle Advisory Committee develops bicycle transportation projects 
and policies and makes recommendations to the Board of Supervisors, 
the DPT, and other City and County of San Francisco agencies.  The 
Committee’s projects include implementation of the San Francisco 
Bicycle Plan and funding for bicycle improvements: 
http://www.sfgov.org/site/bac_index.asp 

 San Francisco Bicycle Hotline: 415-585-BIKE. 
 Bicycle Program.  Contact the Program Manager at the San Francisco 

DPT.  General administration number 415-554-9811. 
 Bicycle Safety Coordinator.  Contact the Coordinator at the San 
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Francisco DPT.  General administration number 415-554-9811. 
 MTC.  For more information on existing programs that provide fleets of 

bicycles and helmets for use by employees, contact the Metropolitan 
Transportation Commission (MTC) or Caltrans District 1. 
 

Alternative Fuel Vehicle Projects 
 Funding Sources.  The San Francisco Clean Air Program identifies 

funding sources for the purchase of low emission Alternative Fuel 
Vehicles (AFVs) and Zero Emission Vehicles (ZEVs), assists in the 
development of alternative fuel infrastructures, and educates and 
promotes the use of low emission AFVs and ZEVs in the private and 
public sectors.  It is the policy of the City to use monies that are not part 
of a City department's regular appropriation, including regional, state, or 
federal grants, to fund the entire purchase or lease price of ultra-low or 
zero emission vehicles or motorized alternative fuel equipment that is 
used in a pilot program or demonstration project. 

 Natural Gas Fast-Fueling Stations.  Departments may contact the Clean 
Air Program regarding participation in a program that will site and 
develop not fewer than five public access natural gas fast-fueling 
stations by public and/or private entities within the City and County of 
San Francisco. 

 Electric Charging Bays.  Departments may contact the Clean Air 
Program regarding participation in a pilot program that will install a 
total of fifty public access, dedicated electric charging bays in at least 
six City-owned garages, parking lots, and/or other sites accessible to the 
public. 

 Alternative Fuels Data Center.  Includes maps of existing refueling 
stations and instructions for how to submit your station to be included 
on the map.  Visit the website at 
http://www.afdc.doe.gov/refueling.html.  Also call the National 
Alternative Fuels Hotline: 800-423-1363. 

  
Site Credit 5: 
Reduced Site 
Disturbance 
 
1-2 points 

LEED v2.1Credit Requirement: 
 
 On greenfield sites, limit site disturbance including earthwork and 

clearing of vegetation to 40 feet beyond the building perimeter, 5 feet 
beyond primary roadway curbs, walkways, and main utility branch 
trenches, and 25 feet beyond constructed areas with permeable surfaces 
(such as pervious paving areas, stormwater detention facilities and 
playing fields) that require additional staging areas in order to limit 
compaction in the constructed area; OR, on previously developed sites, 
restore a minimum of 50% of the site area by planting native or adapted 
vegetation (1 point). 

 Reduce the development footprint (excluding the building footprint) by 
replacing impervious surfaces with native or adapted vegetation (1 
point). 
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Summary of Local Standards 
 
 Street Trees.  In accordance with Section 143 of the San Francisco 

Planning Code, applicable construction projects of new buildings, 
building relocations, additions to existing buildings, or conversions of 
existing buildings to another use must install street trees (or planter 
boxes or tubs) in a specified amount and of a species suitable for the 
location.  In accordance with Article 16 of the Public Works Code, in 
order to ensure that street trees are appropriately planted in relationship 
to infrastructure and other trees and that existing trees are protected, 
projects that intend to plant or remove street trees on a public sidewalk 
area must also apply for a permit from the San Francisco Bureau of 
Urban Forestry, in the Department of Public Works (DPW).  DPW 
Order No. 169,946 provides detailed guidelines regarding the planting, 
maintenance, or removal of trees on the public sidewalk. 

 Usable Open Space.  In accordance with Sections 135 - 135.3 and 138 
of the San Francisco Planning Code, dwelling units, group housing, 
live/work units in newly constructed or expansions of existing 
buildings, commercial and institutional development, and other 
developments must provide usable open space in an amount primarily 
based on the number of dwelling units or gross floor area of the 
development.  Requirements may vary by district. 

 Site Coverage.  Section 134.1 of the San Francisco Planning Code limits 
the site coverage of developments at the lowest level of occupancy to 75 
percent in mixed-use districts in Chinatown. 

 Setbacks and Yards.  Sections 130 - 132, and 941 of the San Francisco 
Planning Code describe the required front setbacks at the sidewalk level 
for buildings.  Sections 133 and 134 of the Code describe requirements 
for side and rear yards.  Requirements may vary by district. 

 
Additional Recommendations 
 
 Landscaping in Residential Districts.  Projects in residential districts 

(excluding residential commercial districts) with a height limit of 40 feet 
or less are strongly advised to comply with the City’s Residential 
Design Guidelines.  Appropriate landscaping is one of the design 
elements addressed in the guidelines.  The Residential Design 
Guidelines were adopted in November 1989 and are available from the 
San Francisco Planning Department, 415-558-6377, website 
http://www.sfgov.org/site/planning_index.asp. 

 Dimensions and Proportions in Residential Districts.  Projects in 
residential districts (excluding residential commercial districts) with a 
height limit of 40 feet or less, should comply with the City’s Residential 
Design Guidelines.  Building scale is one of the design elements 
addressed in the guidelines.  The Residential Design Guidelines were 
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adopted in November 1989 and are available from the San Francisco 
Planning Department, 415-558-6377, website 
http://www.sfgov.org/site/planning_index.asp. 

 Mass and Scale.  All projects under Planning Department jurisdiction in 
light industrial, heavy industrial, heavy commercial, community 
business, and South of Market mixed use districts are strongly advised 
to comply with the City’s Industrial Area Design Guidelines.  Building 
mass and scale, as well as lot development patterns, are among the 
design elements addressed in the guidelines.  The Industrial Area 
Design Guidelines were adopted August 2001 and are available from 
the San Francisco Planning Department, 415-558-6377, website 
http://www.sfgov.org/site/planning_index.asp. 

 
Resources and Assistance 
 
 Planning Information Center.  San Francisco Planning Department, 415-

558-6377, website http://www.sfgov.org/site/planning_index.asp.  The 
Planning Code is available on-line through the website. 

 San Francisco Bureau of Urban Forestry.  Located at 875 Stevenson 
Street, Rm. 460, in San Francisco.  Phone number is 415-554-6700, or 
download permit information from 
http://www.sfdpw.org/sfdpw/trees/index.htm.  A copy of the street tree 
guidelines can be downloaded from 
http://www.sfdpw.org/sfdpw/trees/treeorder.htm.   

 Article 16 of the Public Works Code.  Available on-line at 
http://www.amlegal.com/sanfranpublic/lpext.dll?f=templates&fn=main-
j.htm&2.0.  

 San Francisco Urban Forestry Council.  The Urban Forestry Council 
deals with issues related to trees on property managed by government 
agencies, non-profit organizations, and private property owners.  The 
Council is developing guidelines for protecting trees during project 
design and construction, as well as developing best management 
practices for tree species selection, planting, and maintenance.  The 
Council may also make funding available to City agencies to support 
urban forestry activities.  For more information, see 
http://www.sfgov.org/SF Environment/aboutus/openspaces/urbanforest/ 

 San Francisco Urban Forest Management Plan.  This long-term plan 
adopted on April 16, 1991 sets policy for the management of the City’s 
public and private trees.  A copy can be viewed at the offices of the 
Bureau of Urban Forestry. 

 Urban Forestry Council Ordinance.  Ordinance amending the San 
Francisco Environment Code Chapter 12 by adding Article XXIII to 
create an Urban Forestry Council and to delineate powers and duties for 
the Council: www.sfgov.org/SF 
Environment/aboutus/policy/legislation/forestry.htm. 
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 Native Plant Selection Tool.  Free on-line database that provides 
information about and pictures of thousands of plants native to 
California.  See Tools of the Trade: Practical Tools for Green Building 
Design and Analysis.  Available from SF Environment or online  

 
Site Credit 
6: 
Stormwater 
Management 
 
1 point 

LEED v2.1 Credit Requirement: 
 If existing imperviousness is less than or equal to 50%, implement a 

stormwater management plan that prevents the post-development 1-1/2 
year, 24 hour peak discharge rate from exceeding the pre-development 
1-1/2 year, 24 hour peak discharge rate (1 point). 

 Construct site stormwater treatment systems designed to remove 80% of 
the average annual post-development total suspended solids (TSS) and 
40% of the average annual post-development total phosphorous (TP) 
based on the average annual loadings from all storms less than or equal 
to the 2 year/24 hour storm.  Do so by implementing the best 
management practices (BMPs) outlined in Chapter 4, Part 2 (Urban 
Runoff) of EPA –840-92-002 or the local government’s best practices 
document, whichever is more stringent (1 point). 

 
 Summary of Local Standards 

 
 Surface Drainage.  Section 3315 of the City’s Building Code requires 

that all areas surfaced with asphalt, concrete, or other paving of similar 
imperviousness, and which exceed a total area of 200 square feet, shall 
have storm- and casual water drained directly to a public sewer or storm 
drain.  Drainage shall not be directed to flow onto adjacent property or 
to drain onto public sidewalks. 

 Roof Drainage.  Section 1506.1 of the City’s Building Codes and 
Section 320.3 of the City’s Plumbing Code requires that all storm- or 
casual water from roof areas which total more than 200 square feet shall 
drain or be conveyed directly to a public sewer or storm drain.  Such 
drainage shall not be directed to flow onto adjacent property or over 
public sidewalks.  Building projections not exceeding 12 inches (305 
mm) in width are exempt from drainage requirements without area 
limitations. 

 Rain Water Drains.  Section 306.2 of the City’s Plumbing Code requires 
roofs, inner courts, vent shafts, light wells, or similar areas that have rain 
water drains, to discharge directly into a building drain or building 
sewer. 

 Temporary Provisions.  When a stormwater sewer is not yet installed, 
Section 320.1 of the City’s Plumbing Code allows a building stormwater 
drainage system to discharge into the sewer on the street side of the 
main trap as near to the curbline as possible.  Requirements for a 
temporary drain trap are also covered in Section 320.2. 
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 NPDES General Permit for Storm Water Discharges Associated with 
Construction Activities.  See Site Prerequisite, Erosion and 
Sedimentation Control, above.  The General Permit requires 
construction site owners to prepare and implement a Storm Water 
Pollution Prevention Plan, which must address post-construction control 
of pollutants in storm water.  

 NPDES Industrial Activities General Permit.  In accordance with the 
State’s Water Quality Order 97-03-DWQ, discharges of storm water 
associated with specified industrial activities (excluding construction 
activities), must comply with an Industrial Activities Storm Water 
General Permit.  Specific facilities covered by the permit include 
municipally owned facilities from the following categories:  hazardous 
waste facilities, landfills, recycling facilities, steam electric power 
generating facilities, transportation facilities (including local and 
suburban passenger transportation via bus, rail, or subway), and 
sewage/wastewater treatment works.  The permit requires that each 
facility notify the State, prepare and implement a Storm Water Pollution 
Prevention Plan, and monitor to determine the amount of pollutants 
leaving the site. The plan does not have to be submitted to the Regional 
Board but must be available at each facility.  The facility owner must 
also submit an annual report to the Board. A fact sheet for the permit 
can be downloaded at 
http://www.swrcb.ca.gov/stormwtr/docs/induspmt.doc 

 TSS Removal.  Although wastewater in the City is assumed to achieve 
80 percent TSS removal at the secondary treatment level, during wet 
weather only about 55 percent of flows receive secondary treatment.  
Based on an analysis by the San Francisco Water Department, the City’s 
wastewater treatment process achieves an overall removal of 
approximately 63 percent of the TSS in wet weather flows.  No analysis 
was available regarding phosphorus removal. 

 
Resources and Assistance 
 
 San Francisco Department of Building Inspection.  Call 415-558-6088 

or email DBI_customerservice@ci.sf.ca.us.   
 San Francisco Building Code.  The San Francisco Building Code 

consists of the 1997 Uniform Building Code, as amended by the 1998 
California Building Code, and as further amended by San Francisco 
amendments.  The San Francisco Building Code amendments can be 
downloaded from the following website hosted by General Code 
Publishers: http://gcp.esub.net/cgi-
bin/om_isapi.dll?clientID=312564&infobase=sanfran.nfo&softpage=Br
owse_Frame_Pg42.  

 San Francisco Plumbing Code.  The San Francisco Plumbing Code 
consists of the 1997 Uniform Plumbing Code, as amended by the 1998 
California Plumbing Code, and as further amended by San Francisco 
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amendments.  San Francisco Plumbing Code amendments can be 
downloaded from the following website: http://gcp.esub.net/cgi-
bin/om_isapi.dll?clientID=707264&infobase=sanfran.nfo&softpage=Br
owse_Frame_Pg42. 

 1998 California Building Standards Codes.  Also known as California 
Title 24, consisting of 11 parts, including the California Building, 
Electrical, Mechanical, Plumbing, and Energy Codes, can be examined 
for free at depository libraries located throughout the state.  A list of the 
names and addresses of depository libraries throughout California can 
be downloaded from 
http://www.bsc.ca.gov/title_24/t24_98te_dp_lbry.html. 

 San Francisco Bay Regional Water Quality Control Board.  Located in 
Oakland, CA.  Call (510)-622-2300 or email 
webmaster2@rb2.swrcb.ca.gov.  For more information about the 
requirements associated with industrial activities and stormwater, check 
the Industrial Facilities link on the San Francisco RWQCB website at 
http://www.swrcb.ca.gov/rwqcb2/stormwater.htm. 

 Stormwater Management Measures for Urban Areas.  Free online 
information about key federal stormwater management policies.  See 
Tools of the Trade: Practical Tools for Green Building Design and 
Analysis.  Available from SF Environment or online: 
http://www.sfgov.org/SF 
Environment/aboutus/innovative/greenbldg/tools.htm 

  
Site Credit 
7: Heat 
Island Effect 
 
1-2 points 

LEED v2.1Credit Requirement: 
 
 Provide shade (within 5 years) on at least 30% of non-roof impervious 

surface on the site, including parking lots, walkways, plazas, etc., OR, 
use light-colored, high-albedo materials (reflectance of at least 0.3) for 
30% of the site's non-roof impervious surfaces, OR place a minimum of 
50% of parking space underground OR use open-grid pavement system 
(net imperviousness of LESS than 50% of a minimum of 50% of the 
parking lot area (1 point). 

 Use ENERGY STAR Roof compliant, high-reflectance AND low-
emissivity roofing (initial reflectance of at least .65 and three year aged 
reflectance of at least .5 when tested in accordance with ASTM E408) 
for a minimum of 75% of the roof surface; OR, install a "green" 
(vegetated) roof for at least 50% of the roof area (1 point). 
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 Summary of Local Standards 

 
 Horizontal Projections.  In accordance with Sections 136 - 136.3 of the 

San Francisco Planning Code, in specific zones; obstructions, awnings, 
canopies, and marquees are subject to limits on their horizontal 
projection from the face of a building or on their horizontal projection 
over streets and alleys and in required setbacks, yards, and usable open 
space. 

 Sunlight Access.  In certain areas, maintaining direct sunlight on public 
sidewalks or limiting shadows cast on public plazas and other publicly 
accessible spaces is required, as stated in Sections 132.3, 146, and 147 
of the San Francisco Planning Code. 

 
Additional Recommendations 
 
 Building Envelope in Residential Districts.  Projects in residential 

districts (excluding residential commercial districts) with a height limit 
of 40 feet or less, should comply with the City’s Residential Design 
Guidelines.  Light, shadows, and exterior materials are among the 
design elements addressed in the guidelines.  The Residential Design 
Guidelines were adopted by the Planning Commission in 2003. The 
effective date of the Guidelines is January 1, 2004 and are available 
from the San Francisco Planning Department, 415-558-6377, website 
http://www.sfgov.org/site/planning_index.asp. 

 Finish Materials.  All projects under Planning Department jurisdiction 
in light industrial, heavy industrial, heavy commercial, community 
business, and South of Market mixed use districts are strongly advised 
to comply with the City’s Industrial Area Design Guidelines.  Outdoor 
finish materials are among the design elements addressed in the 
guidelines.  The Industrial Area Design Guidelines were adopted 
August 2001 and are available from the San Francisco Planning 
Department, 415-558-6377, website 
http://www.sfgov.org/site/planning_index.asp. 

 
Resources and Assistance 
 
 Planning Information Center.  San Francisco Planning Department, 415-

558-6377, website http://www.sfgov.org/site/planning_index.asp.  The 
Planning Code is available on-line through the website. 

 Urban Heat Island Reduction Tool.  Free database that provides 
information about roof materials, roof coatings, and companies that 
manufacture cool roofing materials.  See Tools of the Trade: Practical 
Tools for Green Building Design and Analysis.  Available from SF 
Environment or online: http://www.sfgov.org/SF 
Environment/aboutus/innovative/greenbldg/tools.htm 
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Site Credit 
8: Light 
Pollution 
Reduction 
 
1 point 

LEED v2.1Credit Requirement: 
 
 Meet or provide lower light levels and uniformity ratios per Illuminating 

Engineering Society of North America (IESNA) Recommended Practice 
Manual:  Lighting for Exterior Environments (RP-33-99).  Design 
exterior lighting such that all exterior luminaires w/more than 1000 
initial lamp lumens are shielded and all luminaires w/more than 3500 
initial lamp lumens meet Full Cutoff IESNA Classification.  The 
maximum candela value of all interior lighting shall fall within the 
building (not out through the windows) and the maximum candela value 
of all exterior lighting shall fall within the property.  Any luminaire 
within a distance of 2.5 times its mounting height from the property 
boundary shall have shielding such that no light from that luminaire 
crosses the property boundary. 

  
 
Summary of Local Standards 
 
 Outside Lighting.  The San Francisco Planning Code requires that in 

certain mixed or special use districts, outside lighting is provided in a 
manner sufficient to illuminate street and sidewalk areas and adjacent 
parking to maintain security, without disturbing area residences. 

 Street Lighting.  New developments that include streetlights shall 
comply with the roadway lighting policies of San Francisco’s Bureau of 
Light, Heat and Power (BLHP) and the San Francisco Public Utilities 
Commission’s determination of the intensity of illumination, number, 
and spacing of lighting facilities and other details necessary to secure 
satisfactory street lighting.  Local requirements based on American 
National Standard Practice for Roadway Lighting, ANSI/IES RP-8.  

 
Resources and Assistance 
 
 Planning Information Center.  San Francisco Planning Department, 415-

558-6377, website http://www.sfgov.org/site/planning_index.asp.  The 
Planning Code is available on-line through the website. 

 Desktop Radiance.  Free software that provides advanced lighting and 
daylighting simulation and rendering for interior and exterior spaces.  
See Tools of the Trade: Practical Tools for Green Building Design and 
Analysis.  Available from SF Environment or online: 
http://www.sfgov.org/SF 
Environment/aboutus/innovative/greenbldg/tools.htm 

 Lumen Micro 2000.  Software that, among other functions, provides 
lighting design and simulation for interior and exterior spaces.  See 
Tools of the Trade: Practical Tools for Green Building Design and 
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Analysis.  Available from SF Environment or online: 
http://www.sfgov.org/SF 
Environment/aboutus/innovative/greenbldg/tools.htm 

 Lightscape 3.2.  Software that provides sophisticated rendering and 
lighting ray tracing.  See Tools of the Trade: Practical Tools for Green 
Building Design and Analysis.  Available from SF Environment or 
online: http://www.sfgov.org/SF 
Environment/aboutus/innovative/greenbldg/tools.htm 

 Additional Lighting Tools and Resources.  Additional lighting software 
tools and resources are referenced in Tools of the Trade: Practical Tools 
for Green Building Design and Analysis.  Available from SF 
Environment or online: http://www.sfgov.org/SF 
Environment/aboutus/innovative/greenbldg/tools.htm 
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WATER EFFICIENCY 
 
 
Water Credit 1: 
Water Efficient 
Landscaping 
 
1-2 points 

LEED v2.1Credit Requirement: 
 
 Use high efficiency irrigation technology, OR, use captured rain or 

recycled site water to reduce potable water consumption for 
irrigation by 50% over conventional means (1 point). 

 Use only captured rain or recycled site water for an additional 50% 
reduction (100% total reduction) of potable water for site irrigation 
needs, OR, do not install permanent landscape irrigation systems (1 
point). 

  
Summary of Local Standards 
 
 Reclaimed Water.  As stated in Article 22 of the San Francisco 

Public Works Code, the Water Department and the Department of 
Public Works has designated areas where reclaimed water (water 
which, as a result of undergoing tertiary treatment by a public 
agency, is suitable for a direct beneficial use or a controlled use that 
would not otherwise occur) is or will be available for use.  New 
construction and operation of 40,000 square feet or more of 
government-owned and operated buildings and structures, that are 
located within one of these designated areas, must construct and 
operate a reclaimed water system and a reclaimed water irrigation 
system.  Existing government-operated irrigation systems for 
properties 10,000 square feet or more in size that are located within 
a reclaimed water use area and that use potable water, may be 
required to convert to use reclaimed water. 
 

Resources and Assistance 
 

 WateReuse Association.  The WateReuse Association maintains a 
website that includes technical information, fact sheets, reports, and 
links to other resources for water recycling at www.watereuse.org/. 

 Irri-Maker.  Free software that assists in designing irrigation 
systems.  See Tools of the Trade: Practical Tools for Green Building 
Design and Analysis.  Available from SF Environment or online: 
http://www.sfgov.org/SF 
Environment/aboutus/innovative/greenbldg/tools.htm 

 San Francisco Public Works Code.  Available on-line at 
http://www.amlegal.com/sanfrancisco_ca/lpext.dll?f=templates&fn=
main-j.htm&2.0 
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Water Credit 2: 
Innovative 
Wastewater 
Technologies 

LEED v2.1Credit Requirement: 
 
 Reduce the use of municipally provided potable water demand for 

building sewage conveyance by a minimum of 50%, OR, treat 100% 
of wastewater on site to tertiary standards. 

1 point  
Resources and Assistance 
 
 Streamline.  Software that calculates wastewater, water, and energy 

savings associated with various water-using technologies.  See Tools 
of the Trade: Practical Tools for Green Building Design and 
Analysis.  Available from SF Environment or online: 
http://www.sfgov.org/SF 
Environment/aboutus/innovative/greenbldg/tools.htm 

 National Small Flows Clearinghouse.  Assists in planning, operating, 
financing, and managing new or existing sewage systems for both 
individual households and small communities.  Call 800-624-8301, 
email nsfc_contact@mail.nesc.wvu.edu, or visit their website at 
http://www.nesc.wvu.edu/nsfc/. 

 
 
Water Credit 3: 
Water Use 
Reduction 
 
1-2 points 
 
 

LEED v2.1Credit Requirement: 
 
 Employ strategies that in aggregate use 20% less water than the 

water use baseline calculated for the building (not including 
irrigation) after meeting Energy Policy Act of 1992 fixture 
performance requirements (1 point). 

 Employ strategies that in aggregate use 30% less water than the 
water use baseline calculated for the building (not including 
irrigation) after meeting Energy Policy Act of 1992 fixture 
performance requirements (1 point). 

  
Summary of Local Standards 
 
 Water Conservation for Toilets.  In accordance with conditions 

specified in the Resource Efficient Building Ordinance, City 
Departments must replace all toilets with toilets that use no more 
than 1.6 gallons of water per flush (gpf). 

 Water Conservation for Shower Heads.  In accordance with 
conditions specified in the Resource Efficient Building Ordinance, 
City Departments must replace all shower heads with shower heads 
that use no more than 1.5 gallons of water per minute (gpm). 

 Energy Policy Act of 1992.  The Energy Policy Act of 1992 
established a national manufacturing standard of 1.6 gpf for most 
toilets, 1.0 gpf for urinals, 2.5 gpm for showerheads, and 2.2 gpm for 
faucets. 
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Additional Recommendations 
 

 Regulations on the Use of Water.  Section 603.1 of the City’s Police 
Code applies to water provided directly from the San Francisco 
Water Department through its facilities.  The regulation states that it 
is unlawful to use this water for activities including washing 
vehicles, buildings, sidewalks, or parking lots, and filling swimming 
pools or decorative fountains, on the part of any person, firm, 
association, corporation, partnership or organization of any kind. 

 Residential Water Conservation.  Residential buildings are subject to 
Chapter 12A of the San Francisco Housing Code, which requires 
water conservation measures to be installed upon the occurrence of 
specific events and a water conservation inspection to prove 
compliance with the code.   
 

Resources and Assistance 
 

 Resource Efficient ("Green") Building Ordinance.  Can be 
downloaded from www.sfgov.org/SF 
Environment/aboutus/policy/legislation/efficient.htm. 

 Toilets and Shower Heads.  According to Section 703(b)(4)(B) of 
the Green Building Ordinance, City Departments may contract with 
the Department of Public Works for the installation of water-
efficient toilets and showerheads. 

 Flush Valves and Toilet Tanks.  The PUC has negotiated and 
secured contracts with one or more vendors that all City 
Departments may use for the purchase and installation of 1.6 gallon-
per-flush valves and tank toilets.  The list of vendors is updated 
annually by the PUC and is provided to all heads of City 
Departments responsible for purchases and/or installations at City-
owned Facilities or leaseholds and to the Purchasing Department.  
See APPENDIX G for a list of approved flush valves and tank 
toilets. 

 Approved Shower Heads.  Section 703(c)(4)(A) of the Green 
Building Ordinance required the PUC to provide a list of the 
approved shower head brands and models to City Departments 
responsible for purchases and/or installations at City-owned 
Facilities or City Leaseholds and to the Purchasing Department.  See 
APPENDIX G for a list of approved showerheads. 

 San Francisco Housing Code.  The San Francisco Housing Code was 
adopted on a permanent basis by the Board of Supervisors in 
November 1999.  The Housing Code can be downloaded from the 
following website hosted by General Code Publishers: 
http://gcp.esub.net/cgi-
bin/om_isapi.dll?clientID=312564&infobase=sanfran.nfo&softpage
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=Browse_Frame_Pg42. 
 San Francisco Police Code.  Available on-line at 

http://www.amlegal.com/sanfranpolice/lpext.dll?f=templates&fn=m
ain-j.htm&2.0. 

 Streamline.  Software that calculates wastewater, water, and energy 
savings associated with various water-using technologies.  See Tools 
of the Trade: Practical Tools for Green Building Design and 
Analysis.  Available from SF Environment or online: 
http://www.sfgov.org/SF 
Environment/aboutus/innovative/greenbldg/tools.htm 
 

Additional Resources and Assistance for Conserving Water 
 
 Section 1350 Standard Specifications.  Projects may utilize Section 

1350 Standard Specifications to facilitate the selection and 
installation of water efficient systems and irrigation.  These standard 
specifications address efficiency issues in energy, water, materials, 
wood products, and other resources.  Can be downloaded for free 
from http://www.chps.net/ through the “Publications and Resources” 
link.  May be relevant for all Water Credits. 
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ENERGY AND ATMOSPHERE 
 
 
Energy 
Prerequisite 1: 
Fundamental 
Building 
Systems 
Commissioning 
 
Required 

LEED v2.1 Prerequisite Requirement: 
 
Implement or have a contract in place to implement the following 
fundamental best practice commissioning procedures: 
 Engage a commissioning team that does not include individuals who 

are responsible for design and construction management. 
 Review design intent and basis of design documentation. 
 Incorporate commissioning requirements in the construction 

documents. 
 Develop and utilize a commissioning plan. 
 Verify installation, functional performance, training and 

documentation. 
 Complete a commissioning report. 

 
  

 
Energy 
Prerequisite 2: 
Minimum 
Energy 
Performance 
 
Required 

LEED v2.1 Prerequisite Requirement: 
 
 Design the building to comply with ASHRAE/IESNA Standard 

90.1-1999 (without amendments) or to the local energy code, 
whichever is the more stringent.  

  
A comparison of ASHRAE/IESNA 90.1-1999 and Title 24, Part 6 of the 
California Code of Regulations (California Energy Code) revealed that 
compliance with the California Energy Code results in equal or more 
stringent energy efficiency performance than the referenced 
ASHRAE/IESNA document.  Detailed documentation of compliance 
with California’s Title 24 Energy Code should satisfy documentation 
requirements for this prerequisite. 
 
Summary of Local Standards 
 
 California Energy Code.  The California Energy Code (updated in 

2001) establishes energy efficiency standards for new construction 
of residential and nonresidential buildings (including additions, 
alterations, and repairs).  The standards cover the building envelope, 
mechanical systems, and lighting systems.  

 New Lighting Installation or Replacement.  In accordance with 
conditions specified in the Resource Efficient Building Ordinance, at 
the time of installation or replacement of applicable fixtures, City 
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Departments must utilize LED exit signs, T-8 fluorescent fixtures, 
electronic ballasts, and photocells or automatic timers to prevent 
lights from operating during daylight hours. 
 

Resources and Assistance 
 

 California Energy Code.  Can be downloaded from 
www.energy.ca.gov/title24/standards/index.html or ordered from the 
California Energy Commission’s publications unit at 916-654-5200.  
The California Energy Commission also developed a Manual for 
Compliance with the 2001 Energy Efficiency Standards for 
nonresidential buildings that can be downloaded from 
www.energy.ca.gov/title24/nonresidential_manual/index.html. 

 1998 California Building Standards Codes.  Also known as 
California Title 24, consisting of 11 parts, including the California 
Building, Electrical, Mechanical, and Energy Codes, can be 
examined for free at depository libraries located throughout the state.  
A list of the names and addresses of depository libraries throughout 
California can be downloaded from 
http://www.bsc.ca.gov/title_24/t24_98te_dp_lbry.html. 

 Technical Assistance.  Questions regarding California energy 
standards can be emailed to the California Energy Commission at 
title24@energy.state.ca.us. 

 Resource Efficient ("Green") Building Ordinance.  Can be 
downloaded from www.sfgov.org/SF 
Environment/aboutus/policy/legislation/efficient.htm. 

 
 
Energy 
Prerequisite 3: 
CFC Reduction 
in HVAC&R 
Equipment 
 
Required 

LEED v2.1 Prerequisite Requirement: 
 
 Zero use of CFC-based refrigerants in new base building HVAC&R 

systems.  When reusing base building HVAC equipment, complete a 
comprehensive CFC phase-out conversion. 
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Energy Credit 
1: Optimize 
Energy 
Performance 
 
1-10 points 
 
 

LEED v2.1 Credit Requirement: 
 
 Reduce design energy cost compared to the energy cost budget for 

regulated energy components described in the requirements of 
ASHRAE/ IESNA Standard 90.1-1999 (without amendments), as 
demonstrated by a whole building simulation using the Energy Cost 
Budget Method described in Section 11 of the Standard. 
New Buildings Existing Buildings Points 
 15% 5% 1 
 20% 10% 2 
 25% 15% 3 
 30% 20% 4 
 35% 25% 5 
 40% 30% 6 
 45% 35% 7 
 50% 40% 8 
 55% 45% 9 
 60% 50% 10 
 

Regulated energy components include HVAC systems (heating, cooling, 
fans, and pumps), service hot water systems, and interior lighting.  Non-
regulated systems include plug loads, exterior lighting, garage 
ventilation, and elevators (vertical transportation).  Two methods may 
be used to separate energy consumption for regulated systems.  The 
energy consumption for each fuel may be prorated according to the 
fraction of energy used by regulated and non-regulated energy.  
Alternatively, separate meters (accounting) may be created in the energy 
simulation program for regulated and non-regulated energy uses. 
 
If an analysis has been made comparing proposed design to local energy 
standards and a defensible equivalency (at minimum) to ASHRAE/ 
IESNA Standard 90.1-1999 has been established, then the comparison 
against the local code may be used in lieu of ASHRAE standards. 
 
Project teams are encouraged to apply for innovation credits if the 
energy consumption of non-regulated systems is also reduced. 

 
 

 
California projects have an inherent advantage in achieving LEED 
points under this credit.  Eley Associates, a local energy firm, prepared a 
report that compares the stringency of ASHRAE/IESNA Standard 90.1-
1999 and California’s 2001 Energy Code (Title 24, Part 6).  According 
to the report, California’s Energy Code is more stringent than 
ASHRAE/IESNA Standard 90.1-1999.  Therefore, projects that are 
designed to achieve savings beyond the state requirements will realize 
even greater savings under ASHRAE/IESNA. 
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The table below compares the percent savings under the ASHRAE 
standard against the associated percent savings for California buildings 
under Title 24.  LEED also allows a more fine-grained point system 
than what is provided in the chart above, as indicated in the table.  
 
    Percent Savings Under Percent Savings   
the California Energy CodeUnder ASHRAE 90.1  LEED Points 
 2.5 – 7.5% 15% 1 
 7.51 – 12.5% 20%  2 
 12.51 – 17.5% 25% 3 
 17.51 – 22.5% 30%  4 
 22.51 – 27.5% 35%  5 
 27.51 – 32.5% 40%  6 
 32.51 – 37.5% 45% 7 
 37.51 – 42.5% 50% 8 
 42.51 – 47.5% 55% 9 
 >47.51% 60% 10 

 
Resources and Assistance 
 California State Incentives for Energy Efficiency.  Because 

municipal facilities are served by Hetch Hetchy Water and Power as 
their electric utility, City buildings are eligible for only a few of the 
many financial incentive program administered by PG&E for the 
State.  Where municipal facilities are PG&E natural gas customers, 
they are eligible for natural gas rebates under the “Standard 
Performance Contract” program 
(http://www.pge.com/biz/rebates/spc_contracts/), the Self-
Generation program for renewable energy 
(http://pge.com/suppliers_purchasing/new_generator/incentive/) and 
possibly some other programs.  Municipal buildings are eligible for 
programs from the California Energy Commission 
(www.energy.ca.gov).  State administered financial incentive 
program typically take the form of rebates, matching grants, 
technical assistance, and low-interest loans.  Eligibility requirements 
vary from program to program.  See APPENDIX F for examples of 
financial incentives available in 2004.   

 Comparison of California 2001 Energy Code and ASHRAE 1999.  
California 2001 vs. ASHRAE 1999:  Comparison of ASHRAE/IESNA 
Standard 90.1-1999 and the 2001 California Nonresidential Energy 
Efficiency Standard, Prepared by Eley Associates with assistance 
from Architectural Energy Corporation, for the California Energy 
Commission.  August 23, 2001. 

 Technical and Financial Assistance from the City of San Francisco 
Public Utilities Commission (SFPUC).  Project teams are strongly 
encouraged to contact the SFPUC for assistance with optimizing 
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energy performance.  The SFPUC can provide technical and 
financial assistance for new construction and renovation projects in 
municipal facilities.  SFPUC energy professionals have the ability to 
perform energy-focused reviews of planned or existing facilities and 
provide 
 

  
specifically tailored recommendations to improve the energy 
efficiency of buildings beyond the requirements of the California 
Building Energy Standards (Title 24) and to meet or exceed the 
LEED Silver requirements.  Examples of design assistance services 
may include: 
 Professional analysis of alternative recommendations 
 Recommendations for more efficient design of the building and 

its energy using systems 
 Recommendations for effective building commissioning 
 Recommendations for integrating renewable energy into 

designs where applicable 
 Financing for the incremental cost of constructing the efficiency 

measures. 
 
Eligibility for such assistance is based on availability of funding and 
staff resources, the size of the energy savings opportunity, and the 
department’s ability to incorporate the recommended efficiency 
measures into the project design. 
 
All construction projects also need to contact SFPUC/Hetch Hetchy 
Water and Power (HHWP) to coordinate electrical service planning 
for the project.  Contact HHWP at 415-554-0725. 

 
 SkyCalc 1.1.  Free software that determines optimum sizing and 

spacing of skylights to achieve maximum lighting and HVAC 
energy savings.  See Tools of the Trade: Practical Tools for Green 
Building Design and Analysis.  Available from SF Environment or 
online: http://www.sfgov.org/SF 
Environment/aboutus/innovative/greenbldg/tools.htm 

 AAMA Skylight Handbook.  Design guidelines for skylights with an 
emphasis on energy efficiency.  See Tools of the Trade: Practical 
Tools for Green Building Design and Analysis.  Available from SF 
Environment or online: http://www.sfgov.org/SF 
Environment/aboutus/innovative/greenbldg/tools.htm 
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Energy Credit 
2: Renewable 
Energy 
 
1-3 points 
 
 

LEED v2.1 Credit Requirement: 
 
 Supply a net fraction of the building's total energy use (as expressed 

as a fraction of annual energy cost) through the use of on-site 
renewable energy systems. 
% of Total Energy Cost in Renewables Points 
 5 1 
 10 2 
 20 3 

  
Resources and Assistance 
 
 Financial Assistance.  Financial assistance for renewable energy 

projects is available through the San Francisco Public Utilities 
Commission (SFPUC), which is administering the SFPUC Solar 
program on municipal facilities.  The funds are intended to finance 
the acquisition, construction, rehabilitation, installation, and/or 
improvement of solar energy facilities and equipment, energy 
conservation facilities and equipment, and/or renewable energy 
facilities and equipment for various City agencies, departments, 
and/or enterprises.  This funding is in addition to standard 
department budgeting opportunities.  For more information, contact 
Fred Schwartz at 415-554-2425 (email fschwartz@sfwater.org) or 
contact the PUC at 415-554-3155 (email: info@sfwater.org). 

 Municipal Renewables and Efficiency Bond.  Resolution calling and 
providing for the bond can be downloaded from www.sfgov.org/SF 
Environment/aboutus/policy/legislation/solar_bond.htm. 

 California State Incentives for Renewable Energy.  Financial 
incentives for a variety of renewable energy, on-site generation, and 
other electricity generation projects are available on a continuous 
basis through sources including the California Energy Commission 
(www.energy.ca.gov), Pacific Gas & Electric Company 
(www.pge.com), and the California Public Utilities Commission 
(www.cpuc.ca.gov).  These incentives typically take the form of 
rebates, matching grants, and incentive payments.  Eligibility 
requirements vary from program to program.  See APPENDIX F for 
examples of financial incentives available in 2002. 

 Clean Power Estimator.  Free interactive website that, among other 
functions, estimates net costs for photovoltaic and small wind power 
generating systems.  See Tools of the Trade: Practical Tools for 
Green Building Design and Analysis.  Available from SF 
Environment or online: http://www.sfgov.org/SF 
Environment/aboutus/innovative/greenbldg/tools.htm 

 PV Watts.  Free interactive website that estimates electricity 
production from a photovoltaic system. See Tools of the Trade: 
Practical Tools for Green Building Design and Analysis.  Available 
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from SF Environment or online: http://www.sfgov.org/SF 
Environment/aboutus/innovative/greenbldg/tools.htm 

 Solar Design Studio Suite.  Software that simulates the operation of 
a photovoltaic system or active solar hot water heating system.  See 
Tools of the Trade: Practical Tools for Green Building Design and 
Analysis.  Available from SF Environment or online: 
http://www.sfgov.org/SF 
Environment/aboutus/innovative/greenbldg/tools.htm 

 
Energy Credit 
3: Additional 
Commissioning 
 
1 point 

LEED v2.1Credit Requirement: 
 
In addition to the Fundamental Building Commissioning prerequisite, 
implement or have a contract in place to implement the following 
additional commissioning tasks: 

1. A commissioning authority independent of the design team shall 
conduct a focused review of the design prior to the construction 
documents phase. 

2. An independent commissioning authority shall conduct a review 
of the construction documents near completion of the 
construction document development and prior to issuing the 
contract documents for construction. 

3. An independent commissioning authority shall review the 
contractor’s submittals relative to the systems being 
commissioned. 

4. Provide the owner with a single manual that contains the 
information required for re-commissioning building systems. 

5. Have a contract in place to review building operation with O&M 
staff, including a plan for resolution of outstanding 
commissioning-related issues within one year after construction 
completion date. 

 
 
 
Energy Credit 
4: Ozone 
Depletion 
 
1 point 

LEED v2.1Credit Requirement: 
 
 Install base building level HVAC and refrigeration equipment and 

fire suppression systems that do not contain HCFCs or Halons. 

 
 Resources and Assistance 

 
 Substitutes for Ozone-Depleting Substances.  The EPA has approved 

a list of substitutes for ozone-depleting substances, including 
refrigerants and fire suppression systems.  Substitutes have been 
reviewed on the basis of ozone depletion potential, global warming 
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potential, toxicity, flammability, and exposure potential.  The lists 
can be downloaded from 
http://www.epa.gov/docs/ozone/snap/lists/index.html or call the 
EPA Hotline at 800-296-1996. 

 
 
Energy Credit 
5: Measurement 
and Verification 
 
1 point 

LEED v2.1Credit Requirement: 
 
Install continuous metering equipment for the following end-uses: 
 Lighting systems and controls. 
 Constant and variable motor loads 
 Variable frequency drive (VFD) operation 
 Chiller efficiency at variable loads (kW/ton) 
 Cooling load 
 Air and water economizer and heat recovery cycles 
 Air distribution static pressures and ventilation air volumes 
 Boiler efficiencies 
 Building-related process energy systems and equipment 
 Indoor water risers and outdoor irrigation systems 

 
Develop a Measurement and Verification plan that incorporates the 
monitoring information from the end-uses and is consistent with Option 
B, C, or D of the 2001 International Performance Measurement & 
Verification Protocol (IPMVP) Volume I:  Concepts and Options for 
Determining Energy and Water Savings. 
 

 Resources and Assistance  
 
 IPMVP.  A copy of US DOE's International Performance 

Measurement and Verification Protocol may be ordered by calling 
1-800-DOE-EREC (363-3732), or downloaded from 
http://www.ipmvp.org. 

 
 
Energy Credit 
6: Green Power 
 
1 point 

LEED v2.1Credit Requirement: 
 
 Provide at least 50% of the building’s electricity from renewable 

sources by engaging in at least a two-year renewable energy 
contract.  Renewable sources are as defined by the Center for 
Resource Solutions (CRS) Green-e products certifications 
requirements. 

 
  

Resources and Assistance 
 Green-e.  Information about the Green-e renewable electricity 

certification program can be found at http://www.green-e.org/ 
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Additional Resources and Assistance for Conserving Energy 
 San Francisco Public Utilities Commission (SFPUC) Web Sources.  

The SFPUC maintains useful tools and resources on its website, 
www.sfenergy.org. 

 Pacific Energy Center (PEC).  The PEC is an educational facility 
sponsored by Pacific Gas & Electric Company, offers a wide range 
of free educational courses, design tools, advice, and technical 
support to architectural and engineering professionals who seek to 
improve the energy efficiency of their built structures.  The PEC 
also has an energy information resource library that contains 
information on energy topics.  Among the services offered at the 
PEC are the following: daylighting and shading analysis of physical 
building models, optimization of specific building projects through 
advice on site orientation, glazing, shading, daylighting, and electric 
lighting systems, electric lighting system demonstrations and 
discussion of the pros and cons of different approaches to electric 
lighting in particular buildings and building types, identifying 
applicable incentive programs for energy-related measures, and 
performance measurement tools for existing building systems 
evaluation and efficiency enhancements supported by protocols for 
tool use.  Location:  851 Howard Street in San Francisco.  Website:  
www.pge.com/003_save_energy/003c_edu_train/pec/003c1_pac_en
ergy.shtml. 

 Whole Building Design/Energy Simulation Tools.  An extensive list 
of tools that provide energy-related design assistance and whole 
building energy simulations is provided in Tools of the Trade: 
Practical Tools for Green Building Design and Analysis (available 
from SF Environment or online: http://www.sfgov.org/SF 
Environment/aboutus/innovative/greenbldg/tools.htm).  These tools 
may be particularly useful in meeting requirements for Energy 
Prerequisite 2, Energy Credit 1, and Energy Credit 2. 

 Lighting/Daylighting Software Tools.  An extensive list of tools for 
lighting design and energy analysis is provided in Tools of the 
Trade: Practical Tools for Green Building Design and Analysis 
(available from SF Environment).  These tools may be particularly 
useful in meeting requirements for Energy Prerequisite 2 and Energy 
Credit 1. 

 Fenestration Design Tools.  A list of additional fenestration tools 
and resources that assist in energy efficient window design and 
selection is provided in Tools of the Trade: Practical Tools for 
Green Building Design and Analysis (available from SF 
Environment or online: http://www.sfgov.org/SF 
Environment/aboutus/innovative/greenbldg/tools.htm). These tools 
may be particularly useful in meeting requirements for Energy 
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Prerequisite 2 and Energy Credit 1. 
 HVAC Systems Design Tools.  A list of tools for designing HVAC 

systems and analyzing the energy efficiency of HVAC equipment, 
including motors, motor systems, VAV systems, centrifugal chillers, 
air handling units, coils, and hydronic heating systems is provided in 
Tools of the Trade: Practical Tools for Green Building Design and 
Analysis (available from SF Environment or online: 
http://www.sfgov.org/SF 
Environment/aboutus/innovative/greenbldg/tools.htm). These tools 
may be particularly useful in meeting requirements for Energy 
Prerequisite 2 and Energy Credit 1. 

 Energy Design Training Tools.  Information about training, 
guidance, and reference tools is provided in Tools of the Trade: 
Practical Tools for Green Building Design and Analysis (available 
from SF Environment or online: http://www.sfgov.org/SF 
Environment/aboutus/innovative/greenbldg/tools.htm). 

 Other Energy Design Resources.  Additional resources that provide 
energy analysis tools for projects involving building retrofit projects 
and general information on energy efficiency are provided in Tools 
of the Trade: Practical Tools for Green Building Design and 
Analysis (available from SF Environment or online: 
http://www.sfgov.org/SF 
Environment/aboutus/innovative/greenbldg/tools.htm). 

 Section 1350 Standard Specifications.  Projects may utilize Section 
1350 Standard Specifications to improve building energy efficiency.  
These standard specifications address efficiency issues in energy, 
water, materials, wood products, and other resources.  Can be 
downloaded for free from http://www.chps.net/ through the 
“Publications and Resources” link. 
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MATERIALS AND RESOURCES 
 
 
Materials 
Prerequisite: 
Storage and 
Collection of 
Recyclables 
 
Required 

LEED v2.1Prerequisite Requirement: 
 
 Provide an easily accessible area that serves the entire building that is 

dedicated to the separation, collection, and storage of materials for 
recycling including (at a minimum) paper, corrugated cardboard, 
glass, plastics, and metals. 

  
Summary of Local Standards 
 
 Storage of Recyclables.  In accordance with conditions specified in 

the Resource Efficient Building Ordinance, City Departments must 
ensure that adequate, accessible, and convenient recycling areas are 
provided in applicable facilities. 

 Diversion and Purchase of Recycled Products.  Every City 
department must (i) maximize purchases of recycled products and (ii) 
divert from disposal as much solid waste as possible so that the City 
can meet the state-mandated 50% diversion requirement.  The City 
has an additional goal of 75% diversion by 2010 and an eventual goal 
of zero waste. 

 Resource Conservation Plan.  Department-specific requirements for 
waste reduction, prevention and reuse; facilitation of collection of 
recyclable materials; maximizing purchases of recycled products; 
operational issues that influence the ability of the City department to 
recycle, such as janitorial contracts; product substitution; equipment 
purchases that could facilitate recycling; and material diversion goals 
are established in each Department’s Resource Conservation Plan, as 
submitted to the Director of the Department of Environment. 

 Waste Assessment.  Each City Department is required to conduct and 
update its Departmental Waste Assessment annually and submit it to 
the Director of the Department of Environment (or his or her 
designee) for approval. 

 Recycle Fluorescent Lamps.  City Departments must recycle all 
discarded fluorescent lamps.  San Francisco Department of Public 
Health has established a program for collecting and recycling these 
lamps.  Contact Steve Low at (415) 252-3977 or 
steve.low@sfdph.org 
 

Resources and Assistance 
 
 Resource Conservation Ordinance.  Can be downloaded from 

www.sfgov.org/SF 

  

http://www.sfgov.org/sfenvironment/aboutus/policy/legislation/conserve.htm
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Environment/aboutus/policy/legislation/conserve.htm 
 California Public Resources Code (41780). Can be downloaded from 

http://www.leginfo.ca.gov/cgi-
bin/displaycode?section=prc&group=41001-42000&file=41780-
41786  

 Waste Diversion Goal Resolution. Can be downloaded from 
http://www.sfgov.org/site/uploadedfiles/bdsupvrs/resolutions02/r067
9-02.pdf  

 Resource Efficient ("Green") Building Ordinance.  Can be 
downloaded at 
http://www.sfgov.org/sfenvironment/aboutus/policy/ordinance/green_
building.pdf 
 

 
Materials 
Credit 1: 
Building Reuse 
 
1-3 points 

LEED v2.1Credit Requirement: 
 
Reuse large portions of existing structures during renovation or 
redevelopment projects. 
 Maintain at least 75% of existing building structure and shell 

(exterior skin and framing, excluding window assemblies and non-
structural roofing material) (1 point). 

 Maintain an additional 25% (100% total) of existing building 
structure and shell (exterior skin and framing, excluding window 
assemblies and non-structural roofing material) (1 point). 

 Maintain 100% of existing building structure and shell AND 50% 
non-shell (interior walls, doors, floor coverings, and ceiling systems) 
(1 point). 

 
 
Materials 
Credit 2: 
Construction 
Waste 
Management 
 
1-2 points 

LEED v. 2.0 Credit Requirement: 
 
Develop and implement a waste management plan, quantifying material 
diversion goals.  Recycle and/or salvage at least 50% of construction, 
demolition and land-clearing waste.  Calculations can be done by weight 
or volume, but must be consistent throughout. 
 Recycle and/or salvage at least 50% of construction, demolition, and 

land clearing waste (1 point). 
 Recycle and/or salvage an additional 25% (75% total) of 

construction, demolition, and land clearing waste (1 point). 
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 Summary of Local Standards 
 
 Construction and Demolition Debris Management.  In accordance 

with the Resource Efficient Building Ordinance, construction projects 
with a cost of $90,000 or more at City-owned facilities and new and 
existing City leaseholds must require contractors to prepare, submit, 
and adhere to a written construction and demolition debris 
management plan that includes procedures for disposal, reuse, or 
recycling of materials.  Contractors must also develop and implement 
programs for on-site or off-site recycling of source-separated 
materials. 

 
Resources and Assistance 
 
 Resource Efficient ("Green") Building Ordinance.  Can be 

downloaded at 
http://www.sfgov.org/sfenvironment/aboutus/policy/ordinance/green_
building.pdf 

 
 Model Specifications.  Sources of green materials specifications, 

including those for construction waste reduction, reuse, and 
recycling, are provided in Tools of the Trade: Practical Tools for 
Green Building Design and Analysis, available from SF 
Environment, or online: http://www.sfgov.org/SF 
Environment/aboutus/innovative/greenbldg/tools.htm 

 
Materials 
Credit 3: 
Resource Reuse 
 
1-2 points 

LEED v2.1Credit Requirement: 
 
 Use salvaged, refurbished or reused materials, products and 

furnishings for at least 5% of building materials (1 point). 
 Use salvaged, refurbished or reused materials, products and 

furnishings for at least 5% of building materials (1 point). 
 
See the LEED Reference Guide for calculation tools and guidelines.   
Percentages are in terms of dollars.  

 Resources and Assistance 
 
 Model Specifications.  Sources of green materials specifications, 

including those for office furniture, are provided in Tools of the 
Trade: Practical Tools for Green Building Design and Analysis 
(available from SF Environment or online: http://www.sfgov.org/SF 
Environment/aboutus/innovative/greenbldg/tools.htm).   
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Materials 
Credit 4: 
Recycled 
Content 
 
1-2 points 

LEED v2.1Credit Requirement: 
 
 5% (post-consumer + ½ post-industrial).  Use materials with recycled 

content such that the sum of post-consumer recycled content plus 
one-half of the post-industrial content constitutes at least 5% of the 
total value of the materials in the project.  The value of the recycled 
content in the item shall be determined by dividing the weight of the 
recycled content in the item by the total weight of all material in the 
item, then multiplying the resulting percentage by the total value of 
the item.  Mechanical and electrical components shall not be included 
in this calculation.  Recycled content materials shall be defined in 
accordance with the Federal trade Commission document, Guides for 
the Use of Environmental Marketing Claims, 16 CFR 260.7 (e), 
available at http://www.ftc.gov/bcp/grnrule/guides980427.htm.  (1 
point). 

 10% (post-consumer + ½ post-industrial).  Use materials with 
recycled content such that the sum of post-consumer recycled content 
plus one-half of the post-industrial content constitutes at least 10% of 
the total value of the materials in the project.  The value of the 
recycled content in the item shall be determined by dividing the 
weight of the recycled content in the item by the total weight of all 
material in the item, then multiplying the resulting percentage by the 
total value of the item.  Mechanical and electrical components shall 
not be included in this calculation.  Recycled content materials shall 
be defined in accordance with the Federal trade Commission 
document, Guides for the Use of Environmental Marketing Claims, 
16 CFR 260.7 (e), available at 
http://www.ftc.gov/bcp/grnrule/guides980427.htm (1 point). 

  
Resources and Assistance 
 
 Recycled Content Product Databases.  A list of databases of building 

materials that contain recycled contents is provided in Tools of the 
Trade: Practical Tools for Green Building Design and Analysis 
(available from the San Francisco SF Environment or online: 
http://www.sfgov.org/SF 
Environment/aboutus/innovative/greenbldg/tools.htm).   

 Model Specifications.  Sources of green materials specifications are 
provided in Tools of the Trade: Practical Tools for Green Building 
Design and Analysis (available from SF Environment or online: 
http://www.sfgov.org/SF 
Environment/aboutus/innovative/greenbldg/tools.htm).   
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Materials 
Credit 5: 
Local/Regional 
Materials 
 
1-2 points 

LEED v2.1Credit Requirement: 
 
 Use a minimum of 20% of building materials that are manufactured 

regionally within a radius of 500 miles (1 point). 
Of these regionally manufactured materials documented for MR Credit 
5.2, use a minimum of 50% of the building materials and products that 
are extracted, harvested, or recovered (as well as manufactured) within 
500 miles of the project site (1 point).  

 
Materials 
Credit 6: 
Rapidly 
Renewable 
Materials 
 
1 point 

LEED v2.1Credit Requirement: 
 
Use rapidly renewable materials and products made from plants that are 
typically harvested within a ten-year cycle or shorter) for 5% of total 
value of all building materials and products used in the project. 

  
Resources and Assistance 
 
 Model Specifications.  Sources of green materials specifications are 

provided in Tools of the Trade: Practical Tools for Green Building 
Design and Analysis (available from SF Environment or online: 
http://www.sfgov.org/SF 
Environment/aboutus/innovative/greenbldg/tools.htm) 

 
 
Materials 
Credit 7: 
Certified Wood 

 
1 point 

LEED v2.1Requirement: 
 
Use a minimum of 50% of wood-based materials, certified in accordance 
with the Forest Stewardship Council principles and Criteria, for wood 
building components including, but not limited to, structural framing, 
flooring, finishes, furnishings, and non-rented temporary construction 
applications such as bracing, concrete form work and pedestrian barriers. 

  
Summary of Local Standards 
 
 Tropical Hardwood and Virgin Redwood.  City code prohibits City 

projects from entering into or renewing contracts involving the use, 
purchase, or obtainment for any purpose, any tropical hardwood, 
tropical hardwood wood product, virgin redwood, or virgin redwood 
wood product, with certain exceptions.  Penalties apply to contractors 
who violate the code. 
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Resources and Assistance 
 

 Tropical Hardwood and Virgin Redwood Ban.  Environment Code 
Chapter 8 can be downloaded from www.sfgov.org/SF 
Environment/aboutus/policy/legislation/wood.htm. 

 Model Specifications.  Sources of green materials specifications, 
including those for certified wood, are provided in Tools of the 
Trade: Practical Tools for Green Building Design and Analysis 
(available from SF Environment or online: http://www.sfgov.org/SF 
Environment/aboutus/innovative/greenbldg/tools.htm). 

 Forest Stewardship Council.  International website at 
http://www.fsc.org/fsc. 

 FSC Certified Products.  A database of FSC certified products can be 
accessed from http://www.certifiedwood.org/. 

 
Additional Resources and Assistance for Conserving Materials 

 
 Lifecycle Assessment Tools.  Tools and resources that provide 

assessments of lifecycle impacts and economic comparisons of 
building materials and assemblies are described in Tools of the Trade: 
Practical Tools for Green Building Design and Analysis (available 
from SF Environment or online: http://www.sfgov.org/SF 
Environment/aboutus/innovative/greenbldg/tools.htm).  These tools 
may be particularly useful in meeting requirements for Materials 
Credits 3, 4, 5, and 6. 

 Green Product Databases and Directories.  A list of databases and 
directories of green products is provided in Tools of the Trade: 
Practical Tools for Green Building Design and Analysis (available 
from SF Environment or online: http://www.sfgov.org/SF 
Environment/aboutus/innovative/greenbldg/tools.htm).  These tools 
may be particularly useful in meeting requirements for Materials 
Credits 3, 4, 6, and 7. 

 Certified Products.  Information on independent third-party or 
government organizations that certify green building products is 
provided in Tools of the Trade: Practical Tools for Green Building 
Design and Analysis (available from SF Environment or online: 
http://www.sfgov.org/SF 
Environment/aboutus/innovative/greenbldg/tools.htm).   

 Section 1350 Standard Specifications.  Projects may utilize Section 
1350 Standard Specifications to improve building materials 
efficiency.  These standard specifications address efficiency issues in 
energy, water, materials, wood products, and other resources.  Can be 
downloaded for free from http://www.chps.net/ through the 
“Publications and Resources” link.   
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INDOOR ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY 
 
 
IEQ 
Prerequisite 1: 
Minimum IAQ 
Performance 
 
Required 

LEED v2.1Prerequisite Requirement: 
 
 Meet the minimum requirements of voluntary consensus standard 

ASHRAE 62-1999, Ventilation for Acceptable Indoor Air Quality 
and approved Addenda, and approved Addenda (see ASRAE 62-
2001, Appendix H, for a complete compilation of Addenda) using 
Ventilation Rate Procedure. 

 
  

Summary of Local Standards 
 
 Ventilation Requirements.  Projects must comply with the 

ventilation requirements contained in the San Francisco Mechanical 
Code, which consists of the 1997 Uniform Mechanical Code, as 
amended by the 1998 California Mechanical Code, and as further 
amended by San Francisco amendments. 

 Natural Ventilation.  Section 1202.2 of the 1998 California Building 
Code (applies to local projects) requires enclosed portions of 
applicable occupancies to be provided with natural ventilation by 
means of operable exterior openings with an area not less than 1/20 
of the total floor area, or to be provided with a mechanically 
operated ventilation system. 

 Ventilation in Public Hallways.  Chapter 12 of the 1998 San 
Francisco Building Code addresses requirements for ventilation of 
public hallways by windows, ventilating skylights, and mechanical 
ventilation.  The San Francisco Building Code consists of the 1997 
Uniform Building Code, as amended by the 1998 California 
Building Code, and as further amended by San Francisco 
amendments.   

 
Resources and Assistance 
 
 San Francisco Department of Building Inspection.  Call 415-558-

6088 or email DBI_customerservice@ci.sf.ca.us.   
 San Francisco Mechanical Code.  The San Francisco Mechanical 

Code amendments can be downloaded from the following website 
hosted by General Code Publishers:  http://gcp.esub.net/cgi-
bin/om_isapi.dll?clientID=312564&infobase=sanfran.nfo&softpage
=Browse_Frame_Pg42.  

 San Francisco Building Code.  The San Francisco Building Code 
amendments can be downloaded from the following website hosted 
by General Code Publishers: http://gcp.esub.net/cgi-
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bin/om_isapi.dll?clientID=312564&infobase=sanfran.nfo&softpage
=Browse_Frame_Pg42. 

 1998 California Building Standards Codes.  Also known as 
California Title 24, consisting of 11 parts, including the California 
Building, Electrical, Mechanical, and Energy Codes, can be 
examined for free at depository libraries located throughout the 
state.  A list of the names and addresses of depository libraries 
throughout California can be downloaded from 
http://www.bsc.ca.gov/title_24/t24_98te_dp_lbry.html. 

 EPA Indoor Air Quality Clearinghouse.  Call 800-438-4318 or 
obtain IAQ Information from the EPA at http://www.epa.gov/iaq/.   

 American Lung Association.  Call 800-LUNG-USA or visit the 
Lung Association’s Web site on IAQ at 
http://www.lungusa.org/air/air_indoor_redux3.html. 

 
IEQ 
Prerequisite 2: 
Environmental 
Tobacco Smoke 
(ETS) Control 
 
Required 

LEED v2.1Prerequisite Requirement: 
 
Zero exposure of non-smokers to ETS by EITHER: 
 Prohibiting smoking in the building and locating any exterior 

designated smoking areas away from entries and operable windows; 
OR 
 Providing a designated smoking room designed to effectively 

contain, capture, and remove ETS from the building.  At a 
minimum, the smoking room shall be directly exhausted to the 
outdoors with no recirculation of ETS-containing air to the non-
smoking area of the building, enclosed with impermeable structural 
deck-to-deck partitions and operated at a negative pressure 
compared with the surrounding spaces of at least 7 PA (0.03 inches 
of water gauge).  

 Performance of smoking rooms shall be verified using tracer gas 
testing methods as described in ASHRAE Standard 129-1997.  
Acceptable exposure in non-smoking areas is defined as less than 
1% of the tracer gas concentration in the smoking room detectable in 
the adjoining non-smoking areas.  Smoking room testing as 
described in the ASHRAE Standard 129-1997 is required in the 
contract documents and critical smoking facility systems testing 
results must be included in the building commissioning plan and 
report or as a separate document. 

 
 Summary of Local Standards 

 
 Prohibition on Smoking.  Section 6404.5 of the California Labor 

Code prohibits any employer from permitting, or any person from 
engaging in, the smoking of tobacco products in an enclosed space at 
specified places of employment in California.  Certain exceptions 
apply.  This law supersedes and pre-empts local laws, ordinances, 
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and regulations with respect to smoking in enclosed places of 
employment. A fact sheet on the law can be downloaded from the 
website of the California Department of Industrial Relations at 
http://www.dir.ca.gov/dosh/dosh_publications/smoking.html. 
 

Resources and Assistance 
 

 Chaptered Law.  The full text of the law chaptered on July 21, 1994 
can be found at http://www.leginfo.ca.gov/pub/93-
94/bill/asm/ab_0001-0050/ab_13_bill_940721_chaptered. 

 
 
IEQ Credit 1: 
Carbon Dioxide 
(CO2) 
Monitoring 
 
1 point 

LEED v2.1Credit Requirement: 
 
 Install a permanent carbon dioxide (CO2) monitoring system that 

provides feedback on space ventilation performance in a form that 
affords operational adjustments.  Refer to the CO2 differential for all 
types of the occupancy in accordance with ASHRAE 62-2001, 
Appendix D. 

 
 
IEQ Credit 2: 
Ventilation 
Effectiveness 
 
1 point 

LEED v2.1Credit Requirement: 
 
 For mechanically ventilated buildings, design ventilation systems 

that result in an air change effectiveness (Eac) greater than or equal 
to 0.9 or greater as determined by ASHRAE 129-1997.  For 
naturally ventilated spaces demonstrate a distribution and laminar 
flow pattern that involves not less than 90% of the room or zone 
area in the direction of the air flow for at least 95% of hours of 
occupancy. 

  
 
Resources and Assistance 
 COMIS Multizone Airflow Model.  Free software that simulates 

several components influencing airflow.  See Tools of the Trade: 
Practical Tools for Green Building Design and Analysis.  Available 
from SF Environment or online: http://www.sfgov.org/SF 
Environment/aboutus/innovative/greenbldg/tools.htm 

 IAQ-Tools 1.0.  Software that, among other functions, assists in the 
design of ventilation systems.  See Tools of the Trade: Practical 
Tools for Green Building Design and Analysis.  Available from SF 
Environment or online: http://www.sfgov.org/SF 
Environment/aboutus/innovative/greenbldg/tools.htm 
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IEQ Credit 3: 
Construction 
IAQ 
Management 
Plan 
 
1-2 points 

LEED v2.1Credit Requirement: 
 
Develop and implement an Indoor Air Quality (IAQ) Management Plan 
for the construction and pre-occupancy phases of the building as follows 
(1 point): 
 During construction meet or exceed the minimum requirements of 

the Sheet Metal and Air Conditioning National Contractors 
Association (SMACNA) IAQ Guideline for Occupied Buildings 
Under Construction, 1995. 

 Protect stored on-site or installed absorptive materials from moisture 
damage 

 If air handlers must be used during construction, filtration media 
with a Minimum Efficiency Reporting Value (MERV) of 8 must be 
used to each return air grill, as determined by ASHRAE 52.2-1999). 

 Replace all filtration media immediately prior to occupancy.  
Filtration media shall have a Minimum Efficiency Reporting Value 
(MERV) of 13, as determined by ASHRAE 52.2-1999 for media 
installed at the end of construction. 
 

Develop and implement an Indoor Air Quality (IAQ) Management Plan 
for the construction and pre-occupancy phases of the building as follows 
(1 point): 
 After construction ends and prior to occupancy conduct a minimum 

two-week building flush-out with new Minimum Efficiency 
Reporting Value (MERV) 13 filtration media at 100% outside air.  
After the flush-out, replace the filtration media, except the filters 
solely processing outside air. 

OR 
 Conduct a baseline indoor quality testing procedure consistent with 

the United States Environmental Protection Agency’s current 
Protocol for Environmental Requirements, Baseline IAQ and 
Materials, for the Research Triangle Park Campus, Section 01445. 
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IEQ Credit 4: 
Low-Emitting 
Materials 
 
1-4 points 

LEED v2.1Credit Requirement: 
 
Reduce the quantity if indoor air contaminants that are odorous, 
potentially irritating and/or harmful to the comfort and well-being of 
installers and occupants by doing the following: 
 The VOC content of adhesives and sealants used must be less than 

the current VOC content limits of South Coast Air Quality 
Management District Rule #1168 by, AND all sealants used as a 
filler must meet or exceed the Bay Area Air Quality Management 
District Reg. 8, Rule 51 (1 point). 

 VOC emissions from paints and coatings must not exceed the VOC 
and chemical component limits of Green Seal’s Standard GS-11 
requirements (1 point). 

 Carpet systems must meet or exceed the Carpet and Rug Institute 
Green Label Indoor Air Quality Test Program (1 point). 

 Composite wood or agrifiber products must contain no added urea- 
formaldehyde resins (1 point). 

 
IEQ Credit 5: 
Indoor Chemical 
and Pollutant 
Source Control 
 
1 point 

LEED v2.1Credit Requirement: 
 
Design to minimize cross-contamination of regularly occupied areas by 
chemical pollutants: 
 Employ permanent entryway systems (grills, grates, etc.) to capture 

dirt, particulates, etc. from entering the building at all high volume 
entryways, AND provide areas with structural deck to deck 
partitions with separate outside exhausting, no air recirculation and 
negative pressure where chemical use occurs (including 
housekeeping areas and copying/print rooms), AND provide drains 
plumbed for appropriate disposal of liquid waste in spaces where 
water and chemical concentrate mixing occurs. 

  
Summary of Local Standards 
 Indoor Air Quality Maintenance.  In accordance with conditions 

specified in the Resource Efficient Building Ordinance, applicable 
City Departments must develop indoor air quality maintenance plans 
to remove and reduce the growth of organisms hazardous to human 
health, inspect and maintain mechanical systems, inspect for mold 
and/or mildew contamination, remove and replace contaminated 
materials, and use cleaners and polishes that have minimal effects on 
indoor air quality. 

 Pollutant Source Control.  In accordance with conditions specified in 
the Resource Efficient Building Ordinance, applicable City 
construction projects must reduce health hazards from microbial 
contaminants and eliminate or encapsulate fibrous insulation 
materials. 
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Resources and Assistance 
 
 Resource Efficient ("Green") Building Ordinance.  Can be 

downloaded at 
http://www.sfgov.org/sfenvironment/aboutus/policy/ordinance/green
_building.pdf 

 COMIS Multizone Airflow Model.  Free software that simulates 
several components influencing airflow.  See Tools of the Trade: 
Practical Tools for Green Building Design and Analysis.  Available 
from SF Environment or online: http://www.sfgov.org/SF 
Environment/aboutus/innovative/greenbldg/tools.htm 

 IAQ-Tools 1.0.  Software that, among other functions, assists in 
designing to control sources of air contaminants.  See Tools of the 
Trade: Practical Tools for Green Building Design and Analysis.  
Available from SF Environment or online: http://www.sfgov.org/SF 
Environment/aboutus/innovative/greenbldg/tools.htm 
 

 
IEQ Credit 6: 
Controllability of 
Systems 
 
1-2 points 

LEED v2.1Credit Requirement: 
 
 Provide a minimum of one operable window and one lighting 

control zone per 200 s.f. for all occupied area within 15 feet of the 
perimeter wall (1 point) 

 Provide controls for each individual for airflow, temperature, and 
lighting for 50% of the non-perimeter, regularly occupied areas (1 
point). 
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 Summary of Local Standards 

 
 Windows.  All projects under Planning Department jurisdiction in 

light industrial, heavy industrial, heavy commercial, community 
business, and South of Market mixed use districts are strongly 
advised to comply with the City’s Industrial Area Design 
Guidelines.  Building openings are among the design elements 
addressed in the guidelines.  The Industrial Area Design Guidelines 
were adopted August 2001 and are available from the San Francisco 
Planning Department, 415-558-6377, website 
http://www.sfgov.org/site/planning_index.asp. 

 
Additional Recommendations  
 
 Windows in Residential Districts.  Projects in residential districts 

(excluding residential commercial districts) with a height limit of 40 
feet or less, should comply with the City’s Residential Design 
Guidelines.  Windows and other openings are among the design 
elements addressed in the guidelines.  The Residential Design 
Guidelines were adopted in December 2003 and are available from 
the San Francisco Planning Department, 415-558-6377, website 
http://www.sfgov.org/site/planning_index.asp 

 
 
IEQ Credit 7: 
Thermal 
Comfort 
 
1-2 points 

LEED v2.1Credit Requirement: 
  
 Comply with ASHRAE Standard 55-1992, Addenda 1995 for 

thermal comfort standards including humidity control within 
established ranges per climate zone  
(1 point). 
 Install a permanent temperature and humidity monitoring system 

configured to provide operators control over thermal comfort 
performance and effectiveness of humidification and/or 
dehumidification systems in the building (1 point). 
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IEQ Credit 8: 
Daylight and 
Views 
 
1-2 points 

LEED v2.1Credit Requirement: 
 
 Achieve a minimum Daylight Factor of 2% (excluding all direct 

sunlight penetration) in 75% of all space occupied for critical visual 
tasks, not including copy rooms, storage areas, mechanical, laundry, 
and other low occupancy support areas.  Exceptions include those 
spaces where tasks would be hindered by the use of daylight or 
where accomplishing the specific tasks within a space would be 
enhanced by the direct penetration of sunlight (1 point). 

 Direct line of sight to vision glazing from 90% of all regularly 
occupied spaces, not including copy rooms, storage areas, 
mechanical, laundry, and other low occupancy support areas (1 
point). 

  
Summary of Local Standards 
 
 Light.  Section 1202.1 of the 1998 California Building Code (applies 

to local projects) states that enclosed portions of applicable 
occupancies must be provided with natural light by means of 
exterior glazed openings with an area not less than 1/10 of the total 
floor area, or must be provided with artificial light.  
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 Resources and Assistance 

 
 Desktop Radiance.  Free software that provides advanced lighting 

and daylighting simulation and rendering for interior and exterior 
spaces.  See Tools of the Trade: Practical Tools for Green Building 
Design and Analysis.  Available from SF Environment or online: 
http://www.sfgov.org/SF 
Environment/aboutus/innovative/greenbldg/tools.htm 

 Additional Lighting Tools and Resources.  Additional lighting and 
daylighting software tools and resources are referenced in Tools of 
the Trade: Practical Tools for Green Building Design and Analysis.  
Available from SF Environment or online: http://www.sfgov.org/SF 
Environment/aboutus/innovative/greenbldg/tools.htm 

 Skylighting Guidelines.  Case studies, design briefs, and skylighting 
guidelines.  See Tools of the Trade: Practical Tools for Green 
Building Design and Analysis.  Available from SF Environment or 
online: http://www.sfgov.org/SF 
Environment/aboutus/innovative/greenbldg/tools.htm   

 AAMA Skylight Handbook.  Design guidelines for skylights with an 
emphasis on energy efficiency.  See Tools of the Trade: Practical 
Tools for Green Building Design and Analysis.  Available from SF 
Environment or online: http://www.sfgov.org/SF 
Environment/aboutus/innovative/greenbldg/tools.htm 

 Fenestration Design Tools.  A list of additional fenestration tools 
and resources is provided in Tools of the Trade: Practical Tools for 
Green Building Design and Analysis (available from SF 
Environment or online: http://www.sfgov.org/SF 
Environment/aboutus/innovative/greenbldg/tools.htm). 

 1998 California Building Standards Codes.  Also known as 
California Title 24, consisting of 11 parts, including the California 
Building, Electrical, Mechanical, Plumbing, and Energy Codes, can 
be examined for free at depository libraries located throughout the 
state.  A list of the names and addresses of depository libraries 
throughout California can be downloaded from 
http://www.bsc.ca.gov/title_24/t24_98te_dp_lbry.html. 

 
Additional Resources and Assistance for Improving Indoor 
Environmental Quality 
 
 California Indoor Air Quality Program.  In the Division of 

Environmental and Occupational Disease Control at the California 
Department of Health Services. Conducts and promotes the 
coordination of research, investigations, experiments, 
demonstrations, surveys, and studies relating to the causes, effects, 
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extent, prevention, and control of indoor pollution in California.  
Phone 510-540-2476, fax 510-540-3022, or visit http://www.cal-
iaq.org/.   

 California Interagency Working Group on Indoor Air Quality.  An 
organization of representatives from state, federal, local, and non-
governmental agencies relevant to indoor air quality issues.  The 
group provides a forum for discussion, collaboration, and education 
on issues of indoor environmental quality, building engineering, and 
related health effects.  Phone 510-540-2469 or visit http://www.cal-
iaq.org/CIWG/. 

 I-BEAM.  Free indoor air quality assessment tool that can be used 
during the design phase of a building project.  See Tools of the 
Trade: Practical Tools for Green Building Design and Analysis.  
Available from SF Environment or online: http://www.sfgov.org/SF 
Environment/aboutus/innovative/greenbldg/tools.htm   

 Additional Indoor Air Quality Resources.  A range of additional 
resources relevant to indoor air quality, including a product registry 
for materials that meet third-party emissions standards and a 
database that provides information on air pollutants and chemicals 
associated with specific products and materials, is described in Tools 
of the Trade: Practical Tools for Green Building Design and 
Analysis (available from SF Environment or online: 
http://www.sfgov.org/SF 
Environment/aboutus/innovative/greenbldg/tools.htm   
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INNOVATION and DESIGN PROCESS 
 
The LEED Rating System awards additional points for exceptional performance beyond 
requirements for specific credits described in this document.  In previous sections, this 
compliance guide lists local requirements and recommendations associated with specific 
credits.  In cases where the project team believes local requirements exceed LEED 
requirements, you are advised to apply for additional innovation and design credits. 
 
Innovation and design credits may also apply to green building achievements or practices 
in subject areas not explicitly addressed in the LEED Rating System.  Local requirements 
and recommendations that focus on subjects excluded from the LEED Rating System, 
and which may qualify for innovation and design credits, are described below.  
 
Innovation & 
Design Process 
Credit 1: 
Innovation in 
Design 
 
1-4 points 

LEED v2.1Credit Requirement: 
 
 In writing, using the LEED Credit Equivalence process, identify the 

intent of the proposed innovation credit, the proposed requirement 
for compliance, the proposed submittals to demonstrate compliance, 
and the design approach used to meet the required elements (1 
point). 

 Same as above (1 point). 
 Same as above (1 point). 
 Same as above (1 point). 

  
Summary of Local Standards 
 
Integrated Pest Management (IPM) 
 Design for Pest Prevention.  A variety of simple, often inexpensive 

design elements can be applied to permanently reduce or eliminate 
pest problems and pesticide use.  Resources are available at 
 Integrated Pest Management Kit for Building Managers. 

Massachusetts Department of Food and Agriculture, Pesticide 
Bureau, 100 Cambridge Street, Boston Mass 02202. 
http://www.pestinfo.ca/documents/IPMkitforbuildingmanagers.p
df 

 IPM Institute of North America, Inc. Part I. IPM Standards for 
School Buildings, 
http://www.ipminstitute.org/school_buildings.htm 

 IPM Institute of North America, Inc. Part II. IPM Standards for 
School Grounds, 
http://www.ipminstitute.org/school_grounds.htm 

 Responsible Pest Management: Best Practices and Alternatives 
http://www.pestinfo.ca/main/ns/9/doc/5 

 U.S. EPA, Pest Control in the School Environment: Adopting 
IPM http://www.epa.gov/pesticides/ipm/brochure/ 
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 Reduction of Pesticide Use.  It is the City’s policy to eliminate or 
reduce pesticide applications on City property to the maximum 
extent feasible.  The City’s Integrated Pest Management (IPM) 
Policy requires that City departments comply with procedures 
regarding monitoring, potential treatments, ongoing educational 
programs, pesticide bans, public notices, record keeping, reporting, 
and contracting.  It is probable that City projects complying with this 
requirement will receive an innovative credit, because few 
jurisdictions in the U.S. follow these practices, or have developed a 
plan or program to do so.  

 Integrated Pest Management Plan.  Each City Department has a 
Department-specific plan for implementing the City’s IPM Policy.  
These plans are consistent with the requirements stated in the 
Ordinance.  City projects should refer to and comply with their 
Departments’ Integrated Pest Management Plans. 

 
Non-PVC Plastics 
 Reduction of PVC Plastics.  In accordance with Section 509 of the 

City’s Resource Conservation Ordinance, all departments shall 
obtain non-PVC (polyvinyl chloride or vinyl) plastics where 
appropriate alternative products composed of non-chlorinated 
materials are available.  Exemptions apply. 

 
Arsenic Wood Treatment 
 Arsenic-Free Alternatives.  San Francisco’s Arsenic-Treated Wood 

Ordinance, adopted in 2003, requires city departments and their 
contractors who purchase preservative-treated wood to purchase 
only from the list of alternatives identified by SF Environment.  City 
staff worked closely with environmental scientists and product 
manufacturers to develop this list of alternative preservative 
products.  Exemptions apply.  See  

 Sealants.  Play structures that cannot be immediately replaced will 
be sealed at regular intervals by wood sealants chosen for their 
ability to prevent arsenic leaching and for their durability.  SF 
Environment, in collaboration with environmental scientists, has 
also developed criteria for choosing the most effective sealants to 
use and will coordinate with other City departments to develop a 
sealing protocol for these park play structures. 

 
Resources and Assistance 
 
Integrated Pest Management (IPM) 
 Design for Pest Prevention.  For more information on how to design 

a building to preclude the need for pest eradication measures, 
contact the City’s IPM Coordinator at 415-355-3700. 

 Integrated Pest Management Ordinance.  San Francisco 
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Environment Code - Chapter 3 can be downloaded from 
http://temp.sfgov.org/sfenvironment/aboutus/policy/legislation/ipm.
htm 

 
Non-PVC Plastics 
 Resource Conservation Ordinance.  Can be downloaded from 

http://www.amlegal.com/sfenviron_nxt/gateway.dll/California/San 
Francisco/San Francisco Environment 
Code/chapter00006.htm?fn=altmain-nf.htm$f=templates$3.0PVC 
Alternatives.  For suggestions regarding PVC alternatives, please 
refer to APPENDIX K.  

 
Arsenic Wood Treatments and Sealants 
 Preservative-treated Wood Containing Arsenic.  San Francisco’s 

Arsenic-Treated Wood Ordinance can be downloaded from 
http://temp.sfgov.org/sfenvironment/aboutus/innovative/greenbldg/w
ood/ ordinance.pdf 

 Sealants for Arsenic-Treated Wood Study.  Can be downloaded from 
http://temp.sfgov.org/sfenvironment/aboutus/innovative/greenbldg/w
ood/sealants.pdf 

 
 
Examples of Innovation Credits 
 
Inclusion of any of these project components does not guarantee 
Innovation Credits.  This list is only for example purposes.  To achieve 
credit the innovation must be approved by the USBGC. 
 
Exceptional performance beyond requirements for specific credits 
 Sustainable Site: 

Exemplary alternative transportation  
Public/private partnership for transportation 
Exemplary reduced site disturbance 
Exemplary open space 230 of 250 acres 
Exemplary reduction in stormwater flows (50%) 

 Energy and Atmosphere: 
Exemplary reduction in ozone depletion 
Exemplary green power 

 Materials and Resources: 
Exemplary on-site occupant recycling plan  
Reuse of historic building 
Exemplary Construction Waste Management (waste diversion 
90%) 
Exemplary use of recycled material 
Exemplary recycled content – weighted 207% 
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Exemplary local harvest materials 
Exemplary performance local materials 
Exemplary local manufactured materials 

 
Alternative achievements, practices or designs 
 Site: 

Organic landscaping 
 Water: 

Re-use of treated wastewater 
Fire system with water reclamation 

 Energy: 
Industrial ecology – waste into fuel 
Hybrid HVAC 
IAQ testing, inspections and cleaning  

 Materials: 
Furniture systems 
Alternative asphalt 
High-volume fly ash (40% replacement) 

 Education: 
Green Building demonstration project 
Interpretive educational pocket park 

 Indoor Environmental Quality: 
Emissions testing of materials and furnishings 

 Design: 
Integrated atrium design 
Building downsizing 
Green screen 

 Other: 
Green Housekeeping 
Environmentally preferable services 
Preventative maintenance plan and contract 
Minimize impact in avian migration 
Termite control without toxic chemical 
International rating comparison 
Ergonomic conveyor system 
Plug and play office 

 
 
Innovation & 
Design Process 
Credit 2: LEED 
Accredited 
Professional  
1 point 

LEED v2.1Credit Requirement: 
 
Support and encourage the design integration required by a LEED Green 
Building project and streamline the application and certification process. 
 Include at least one principal participant on the project team that has 

successfully completed the LEED Accreditation exam (1 point).  
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 IMPORTANT NOTE OF LOCAL STANDARDS: 
 
LEED Accredited Professional.  Chapter 7 of the Environment Code 
requires all project teams have a LEED Accredited Professional® and 
obtain this credit. 

 
Resources and Assistance 

 
 Resource Efficient ("Green") Building Ordinance.  San Francisco 

Environment Code – Chapter 7 can be downloaded at 
http://temp.sfgov.org/sfenvironment/aboutus/policy/ordinance/green
_building.pdf 
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APPENDIX A 

Chapter 7 of the Environment Code –  
“Resource Efficiency Requirements and Green Building Standards” 

 
(See following pages) 
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APPENDIX B 

LEED Checklist 
 

(See following pages) 
 

  



                    Version 2.1 Registered Project Checklist

Yes ? No

Sustainable Sites 14 Points

Y Prereq 1 Erosion & Sedimentation Control Required

Credit 1 Site Selection 1

Credit 2 Development Density 1

Credit 3 Brownfield Redevelopment 1

Credit 4.1 Alternative Transportation, Public Transportation Access 1

Credit 4.2 Alternative Transportation, Bicycle Storage & Changing Rooms 1

Credit 4.3 Alternative Transportation, Alternative Fuel Vehicles 1

Credit 4.4 Alternative Transportation, Parking Capacity and Carpooling 1

Credit 5.1 Reduced Site Disturbance, Protect or Restore Open Space 1

Credit 5.2 Reduced Site Disturbance, Development Footprint 1

Credit 6.1 Stormwater Management, Rate and Quantity 1

Credit 6.2 Stormwater Management, Treatment 1

Credit 7.1 Landscape & Exterior Design to Reduce Heat Islands, Non-Roof 1

Credit 7.2 Landscape & Exterior Design to Reduce Heat Islands, Roof 1

Credit 8 Light Pollution Reduction 1

Yes ? No

Water Efficiency 5 Points

Credit 1.1 Water Efficient Landscaping, Reduce by 50% 1

Credit 1.2 Water Efficient Landscaping, No Potable Use or No Irrigation 1

Credit 2 Innovative Wastewater Technologies 1

Credit 3.1 Water Use Reduction, 20% Reduction 1

Credit 3.2 Water Use Reduction, 30% Reduction 1

Yes ? No

Energy & Atmosphere 17 Points

Y Prereq 1 Fundamental Building Systems Commissioning Required

Y Prereq 2 Minimum Energy Performance Required

Y Prereq 3 CFC Reduction in HVAC&R Equipment Required

Credit 1 Optimize Energy Performance 1 to 10

Credit 2.1 Renewable Energy, 5% 1

Credit 2.2 Renewable Energy, 10% 1

Credit 2.3 Renewable Energy, 20% 1

Credit 3 Additional Commissioning 1

Credit 4 Ozone Depletion 1

Credit 5 Measurement & Verification 1

Credit 6 Green Power 1

Project Name
City, State

U.S. Green Building Council LEED Checklist LEEDTM Green Building Rating System 2.1



Yes ? No

Materials & Resources 13 Points

Y Prereq 1 Storage & Collection of Recyclables Required

Credit 1.1 Building Reuse, Maintain 75% of Existing Shell 1

Credit 1.2 Building Reuse, Maintain 100% of Shell 1

Credit 1.3 Building Reuse, Maintain 100% Shell & 50% Non-Shell 1

Credit 2.1 Construction Waste Management, Divert 50% 1

Credit 2.2 Construction Waste Management, Divert 75% 1

Credit 3.1 Resource Reuse, Specify 5% 1

Credit 3.2 Resource Reuse, Specify 10% 1

Credit 4.1 Recycled Content, Specify 5% (post-consumer + ½ post-industrial) 1

Credit 4.2 Recycled Content, Specify 10% (post-consumer + ½ post-industrial) 1

Credit 5.1 Local/Regional Materials, 20% Manufactured Locally 1

Credit 5.2 Local/Regional Materials, of 20% Above, 50% Harvested Locally 1

Credit 6 Rapidly Renewable Materials 1

Credit 7 Certified Wood 1

Yes ? No

Indoor Environmental Quality 15 Points

Y Prereq 1 Minimum IAQ Performance Required
Y Prereq 2 Environmental Tobacco Smoke (ETS) Control Required

Credit 1 Carbon Dioxide (CO2 ) Monitoring 1
Credit 2 Ventilation Effectiveness 1
Credit 3.1 Construction IAQ Management Plan, During Construction 1
Credit 3.2 Construction IAQ Management Plan, Before Occupancy 1
Credit 4.1 Low-Emitting Materials, Adhesives & Sealants 1
Credit 4.2 Low-Emitting Materials, Paints 1
Credit 4.3 Low-Emitting Materials, Carpet 1
Credit 4.4 Low-Emitting Materials, Composite Wood & Agrifiber 1
Credit 5 Indoor Chemical & Pollutant Source Control 1
Credit 6.1 Controllability of Systems, Perimeter 1
Credit 6.2 Controllability of Systems, Non-Perimeter 1
Credit 7.1 Thermal Comfort, Comply with ASHRAE 55-1992 1
Credit 7.2 Thermal Comfort, Permanent Monitoring System 1
Credit 8.1 Daylight & Views, Daylight 75% of Spaces 1
Credit 8.2 Daylight & Views, Views for 90% of Spaces 1

Yes ? No

Innovation & Design Process 5 Points

Credit 1.1 Innovation in Design: Provide Specific Title 1

Credit 1.2 Innovation in Design: Provide Specific Title 1

Credit 1.3 Innovation in Design: Provide Specific Title 1

Credit 1.4 Innovation in Design: Provide Specific Title 1

Credit 2 LEED™ Accredited Professional 1

Yes ? No

Project Totals  (pre-certification estimates) 69 Points
Certified 26-32 points   Silver 33-38 points   Gold 39-51 points   Platinum 52-69 points

U.S. Green Building Council LEED Checklist LEEDTM Green Building Rating System 2.1
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SF GreenPRINT Images 
 

 
 
 
Figure 1 
SF GreenPRINT “Welcome Page” 
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Figure 2 
SF GreenPRINT “Projects Summary Report” page 
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Figure 3 
SF GreenPRINT “Projects List” page 
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Figure 4 
SF GreenPRINT “Projects Profile” page 
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Figure 5 
SF GreenPRINT “Environmental Scorecard” page
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APPENDIX D 
LEED Documentation Tips and References 

 
 

1) At the very beginning of the design process, set the LEED rating target (LEED 
Silver minimum).   After completing the first LEED Checklist (Conceptual Design 
Assessment), identify all the “Yes” points and the “Maybe” points.  Points that are 
identified as very unlikely (“No” points) at the beginning probably will not play a 
significant role later in the project.  The key is to hold on to the “yes” points and 
then convert the “maybe” points to “yes” points. 
 

2) Create and distribute a Responsibility Matrix early on in the design process.  The 
Responsibility Matrix identifies key project team personnel and assigns LEED credit 
documentation responsibilities to that person.  Note that these team members will 
usually be responsible for collecting documentation for multiple LEED credits. 
 

3) The design team should also identify a key LEED Point Person for the entire 
project.  This person will likely be a senior level staff person who will be able to 
coordinate all aspects of the LEED documentation process (i.e. coordinate with 
consultants, contractors, owner’s representatives, etc.). 
 

4) Develop a Project Binder early in the design process.  This will serve as the 
repository for all LEED documentation.  Create tabbed dividers for the credits that 
will require documentation (the “yes” points and the “maybe” points).  Fill in the 
sections with letter templates, drawings (either 8 ½”x11” or folded 11”x17” sheets), 
letters, and other required exhibits.  At or near completion of 100% Construction 
Document phase, remove the unlikely “maybe” point sections.  Note that some 
exhibits will require a detailed level of design so they may not be available until the 
very end of the design process. 
 

5) It is important to distribute the LEED Letter Templates and other submittal 
requirements to general contractors as early as possible.  The contractor may also 
have a designated LEED point person, so know who this is and coordinate directly 
with them.  Also, clearly communicate to the other members of the design team 
regarding the LEED Letter Templates and other submittal formats that may be 
required. 

 
The California Integrated Waste Management Board has published “Managing the Cost 
of Green Building”, which contains a more in-depth look at effectively managing LEED 
project administration and related costs for a variety of building types. See 
http://www.ciwmb.ca.gov/GreenBuilding/Design/ManagingCost.pdf

  

http://www.ciwmb.ca.gov/GreenBuilding/Design/ManagingCost.pdf
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APPENDIX E 
Costs and Benefits of Green Buildings 

 
 
Green buildings are more economical than conventionally designed buildings, while 
reducing negative impacts to our environment.  The LEED Silver level of environmental 
sustainability can be achieved with minor capital costs to the City.  Furthermore, long-
term financial benefits will accrue through substantial reductions in energy, water, waste, 
and maintenance costs, and improved occupant productivity and health.  
 
Staff has made extensive efforts to collect and analyze green building cost data from 
numerous sources.  After many conversations and compiling reports from green building 
experts at the US Green Building Council, many private architectural firms, and from 
representatives of federal, state and municipal governments, staff has found that the most 
robust information on costs of green building is contained in a landmark publication, 
Costs and Financial Benefits of Green Buildings7.  This report, developed by the State of 
California’s Sustainable Building Task Force on behalf of over 40 California state 
agencies, is an in-depth analysis of 33 public and private-sector buildings including a mix 
of office buildings and schools from across the United States for which there is credible 
cost data on green building design.  The central conclusion of this report is that the LEED 
Silver level of environmental performance can be achieved for an average premium of 
2.11% in capital costs, and results in a Net Present Value (NPV) savings in energy, water 
and maintenance over 20 years of 7.3% of the capital cost of the building.  For example, a 
new conventionally designed building with a capital cost of $35M would require a 
premium of $738,500 in to achieve LEED Silver, and will save the City over $2.6M 
(NPV) in direct operating costs over 20 years.  In addition, verifiable financial benefits 
attributable to occupant productivity and health improvements are an additional 12.7% 
(NPV/20yr) of capital costs.  Using the same example of a $35M baseline building, 
occupant related benefits would be over $4.5M (NPV/20yr).  Together, the operational 
savings and personnel benefits are over 20% (NPV/20yr) of the capital cost of the 
building.     
 
The process of determining building costs is a complex task utilizing professional skills 
of architects, engineers, construction managers, cost estimators and other consultants.  
Cost estimates are constantly changing throughout the design process, which often takes 
place over a period of years, and must take into account inflation, changing material and 
labor costs and changes in scope and timing of projects.  To assign a specific number to 
the cost of “green” is often an artificial exercise.  Many projects do not design two 
parallel buildings, one with green and one without, and many features of green buildings 
are simply “good design,” so actual comparisons are difficult.   
 
The two most important things that can be done to keep costs neutral is to incorporate 
environmental goals at the earliest possible (conceptual) stage of design, and to utilize 

                                                           
7 The Costs and Financial Benefits of Green Building, a report for California’s Sustainable Building Task Force, by Greg Kats, 
Capital E, April 2003.  Available at: www.ciwmb.ca.gov/greenbuilding/Design/CostIssues.htm#Cost&Benefit 
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design teams that have the training and experience in the collaborative design process.  
The Ordinance requires establishing the green building standards early in the design 
process.  The Green Building Training Program has brought many of the City design 
professionals to the level of expertise necessary to participate in a collaborative design 
process and achieve cost-effective green building design. 
 
Municipalities across the country are leading the way in green building.  Municipalities 
are in a unique position to prove the benefits of green building because they are most 
often client, owner, developer, tenant and operator of buildings.  The City can internalize 
and benefit from connecting capital costs to reduced operating costs, and from 
improvements in employee productivity and health.  Private sector development does not 
enjoy this synergy as many building developers sell or lease their buildings and have little 
connection or feeling of responsibility for operating costs and occupant conditions.  
Municipalities are leading by example and this is their rightful role.  Some private sector 
developers seeing benefits too, in faster rent-up, higher lease income and reduced 
turnover in tenants. 
 
As with many building related decisions such as improving energy efficiency, installing 
solar electricity, or installing water-saving fixtures, there are initial capital costs to 
consider, as well as the savings that accrue over time.  Green Building is a 
comprehensive approach from a “whole building” perspective to make decisions about 
the best use of scarce resources and how to improve the long-term economic and 
environmental sustainability of the City, its buildings and its employees. 
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APPENDIX F 
California State Funding for Energy Projects 

(Sample List from 2004) 
 
The following programs have various restrictions and requirements.  Specific projects may not be eligible for one or more of the 
programs listed below.   
Contact the individual programs directly to find out if a program is appropriate for a project.   
 
Projects may also receive energy-specific design recommendations and financial assistance through the SFPUC, City government’s 
electric service provider. 
 
California Energy Commission, Public Sector Programs 
 
Program Name Eligible Applicants Eligible Projects Program Description    Amount Funded

Per Project 
 Status Web Address Phone

& E-mail  

Bright Schools 
Program  

California schools K-12 New construction, 
modernization, 
deferred 
maintenance and 
energy audits 

No-cost or low-cost technical 
assistance for retrofitting 
non-energy efficient schools.  
Assistance can include 
design consultation, 
identifying cost-effective 
energy-saving measures, 
comparison of different 
technologies, development of 
specifications for energy-
efficient equipment, review of 
construction plans and more 
 

Up to $20,000 of 
assistance from 
CEC-selected 
consultant 

Currently accepting 
applications.  Open 
program until funds 
are depleted. 

www.energy.ca.gov
/efficiency/brightsch
ools/index.html 

(916) 654-4008 
 
eshirakh@energ
y.state.ca.us  

Energy Efficiency 
Financing  

Schools, hospitals, 
cities, counties, special 
districts and public care 
institutions. 
 
Existing buildings, some 
new construction or 
other energy using 
facilities (i.e., pumps 
and outdoor lights) 

Energy audits, 
feasibility studies, 
lighting, building 
insulation, heating 
and air conditioning 
modifications, 
automated energy 
management 
systems/controls, 
energy generation 
including renewable 

3.95% loan financing for 
energy efficiency projects, 
interest rate may be lowered 
to 3.85% under an early 
project completion incentive 
 
 

$3.0 million 
maximum per 
organization, loans 
can finance up to 
100% of the cost of 
energy efficiency 
projects 

Currently accepting 
applications.  Open 
program until funds 
are depleted. 

www.energy.ca.gov
/efficiency/financing
/index.html 

(916) 654-4147 
 
pubprog@energ
y.state.ca.us
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mailto:pubprog@energy.state.ca.us
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Program Name Eligible Applicants Eligible Projects Program Description Amount Funded 
Per Project 

Status Web Address Phone  
& E-mail  

energy projects, 
streetlights/LED 
traffic signals and 
more 

Emerging 
Renewables 
Program 
Rebates  

All consumers are 
eligible. 
 
Proposed site must be 
interconnected with 
PG&E. 

Projects with 
generating systems 
of: photovoltaics, 
small wind turbines, 
qualifying fuel cells 
or solar thermal 
electricity systems 

Cash rebates for eligible 
renewable energy electricity 
generating systems 

Varies by type of 
energy and amount 
of kW saved.  
Affordable housing 
projects may qualify 
for extra 25% above 
standard, not to 
exceed 75% of 
system cost. 

Currently accepting 
applications 

http://www.consum
erenergycenter.org/
erprebate/index.ht
ml

(800) 555-7794 
or (916) 654-
4058  
 
renewable@ene
rgy.state.ca.us

 
 
Pacific Gas and Electric Company Administered Incentive Programs 
 
Program Name Eligible Applicants Eligible Projects Program Description    Amount Funded

Per Project 
 Status Web Address Phone

& E-mail  

Savings By 
Design 

Building owners of 
nonresidential projects 
within PG&E territory 

Nonresidential new 
construction or 
renovation/remodel 
projects 

CCSF projects eligible for 
“The Systems Approach” 
design assistance and limited 
incentives for natural gas 
systems 

If meet minimum 
energy savings, up 
to $75,000 of owner 
incentives per 
freestanding 
building or individual 
meter, and may not 
exceed 50% of the 
incremental cost 
 

Currently accepting 
applications. Open 
program until funds 
are depleted on an 
annual basis. 

www.savingsbydesi
gn.com

PG&E: 1(800) 
468-4743 

Self-Generation 
Incentive 
Program 

Any customer of PG&E, 
that receives electricity 
from the grid, focusing 
primarily on business or 
large institutional 
customers 

Photovoltaics, wind 
turbines, fuel cells, 
microturbines, IC 
engines, and small 
gas turbines for 30 
kW - 1.5 MW in size 

Incentive payments for 
qualifying renewable and 
distributed generation 
projects 

$1.00 to $4.50 per 
watt up to 1 MW or 
30%-50% of project 
cost  

Currently accepting 
applications.  Open 
program until funds 
are depleted on an 
annual basis. 

http://www.pge.com
/selfgen/

PG&E: (415) 
973-6436 

 

  

http://www.consumerenergycenter.org/erprebate/index.html
http://www.consumerenergycenter.org/erprebate/index.html
http://www.consumerenergycenter.org/erprebate/index.html
http://www.consumerenergycenter.org/erprebate/index.html
mailto:renewable@energy.state.ca.us
mailto:renewable@energy.state.ca.us
http://www.savingsbydesign.com/
http://www.savingsbydesign.com/
http://www.pge.com/selfgen/
http://www.pge.com/selfgen/
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Other State Funded Programs 
 
Program Name Eligible Applicants Eligible Projects Program Description    Amount Funded

Per Project 
 Status Web Address Phone

& E-mail  

California 
Alternative 
Energy and 
Advanced 
Transportation 
Financing 
Authority 
(CAEATFA) 

Projects with new 
energy sources and 
technologies  

CAEATFA is able to issue 
tax-exempt and taxable 
bonds for projects that 
qualify. CAEATFA offers 
financing at lower than 
conventional costs, as the 
interest on the bonds is 
exempt from federal and 
state taxes. 

Varies, based on 
project 

Currently accepting 
applications 

http://www.treasure
r.ca.gov/caeatfa/ca
eatfa.htm 

(916) 620-4467 
 
kjohantgen@tre
asurer.ca.gov
 

All energy users 

 

 

mailto:kjohantgen@treasurer.ca.gov
mailto:kjohantgen@treasurer.ca.gov
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APPENDIX G 
Water Conserving Products List 

 
 

SFPUC APPROVED TOILET LIST 
       
 Low Flow Toilets (Flush volume : 1.6 gpf)  
 AMERICAN STANDARD Hylando   N2226 
 Champion  Walford   N2216 
 Colony  GERBER   SANITARIOS AZTECA
 Compact  Ultra-Flush  Vienna II 

 Dual flush  KOHLER   
ST. THOMAS 
CREATIONS 

 Fontaine  Devonshire  Marathon II 
 Glenwall  Barrington  TOTO 
 Sonoma  Cimarron  Drake 
 Yorkville  Highline   Ultramax 
 BRIGGS   Santa Rosa  Ultimate 
 Vacuity  Serif   CST703 
 CRANE   Wellworth Lite   CST743S,744S 
 Economiser  MANSFIELD   CST744SL E-ADA 
 VIP Flush  130/160   CST744ST 09 
 ECZACIBASI Alto   UNIVERSAL RUNDLE
 Yapi  Quantum  Atlas 
 ELJER  NIAGARA  WESTERN POTTERY 
 Aquasaver  Flapperless  Aris 
       
       
       
 Dual Flush/ High Efficiency Toilets (Flush volume below 1.6 gpf)  
 CAPIZZI      
 Turbo Capizzi: TZTCA, 0478 (bowl) / TQTCA 1578, 1513 (tank) 
 CAROMA      
 Caravelle: One piece 989646, 989640, 305-989680,  270-Two piece 989760 
 Reflections 305: 989750, 989758, 270-989720 
 Sovereign 305: 629525, 989750   
 Tasman 270: 989860    
 Vintage 270: 605310 (bowl) 625070(tank)  
 Walvit 604118 (bowl) / 227006 (tank)   
 KOHLER       
 Sterling Rockton : 402024(tank/bowl), 402021(bowl)/402022 (tank) 
 MANCESA      
 Cyclone 02636     
 Dual-flush      
 MANSFIELD      
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 Eco-Quantum: 146-119, 147-119, 148-119, 146-119RH, 147-119RH, 148-119RH 
 Quantum One 146-153, 148-153 E-ADA, 147-153 
 ST. THOMAS CREATIONS    
 (Vitromex) Mariner II: 6230. 420   
 VITRA      
 Dual flush: 5076-xxx-0075/5055-xxx-5137  
 5065 bowl / 5066 tank    
 VORTENS      
 Dali: 5101 (bowl) / 5201 (tank)   
 Tornado      
 Vienna RF: 3208 (bowl) /3420 (tank)   

 
 
 

List of City-Approved Vendors and prices for Showerheads and Toilets 
 
Name / phone 
number 

Address Toilet price   Toilet model Showerhead price

Excel Plumbing 
863-8889 

659 So. Van 
Ness Avenue, 
94110 
 

$89 
 

Toto None 

S Friedman Inc. 
824-0500 
 

2272 Shafter 
Avenue, 
94124 

$61; $53 if 
order exceeds 
100 units 

Mansfield $3.60 

Cal-Steam 
Supply  
861-3071 
 

777 Mariposa 
Street, 94107 

$118 Kohler None 
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APPENDIX H 
Construction and Demolition Management Waste Management Plans 

 
  

The following attachment (see next page) contains a template for developing a waste 
management plan, and a conversion rate table to help design teams and contractors 
estimate the potential amount of recyclable materials from your projects.    
 
For additional information please contact the SF Environment’s Green Building Program 
and/or Recycling Program at (415) 355.3700 for additional assistance and resources. 
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APPENDIX I 
Indoor Air Quality Guidelines 

 
 
The Department of the Environment, in consultation with San Francisco Department of 
Public Health, San Francisco Public Utilities Commission, San Francisco International 
Airport and the San Francisco Unified School District, produced the following Indoor Air 
Quality Guidelines as a first step to help departments develop their own required indoor 
air quality maintenance plans8.  These guidelines are intended to be general and, therefore, 
only broadly cover the major indoor air quality issues.  In the future, these guidelines will 
be further developed to address the more complex indoor air quality issues in greater 
detail. 
 
 
What is Indoor Air Quality (IAQ)? 
 
Indoor Air Quality (IAQ) is a combination of constantly changing factors.  The major 
contributing factors are:  

 Sources of odors or contaminants  
 Problems with the design or operation of the HVAC system  
 Pollutant pathways between the source and the location of the complaint  
 Building occupants 

 
Various pollutants result from these factors.  The most noticeable pollutants are odors.  
Odors may come from a number of different sources, such as dumpsters when they are 
located near outdoor air intakes or emissions from new furnishings and finishes.  Odors 
may actually be toxic emissions, and they can come from inside, not just outside the 
building.  Emissions such as VOCs are common toxic pollutants, which can come from 
office equipment, cleaning products, paint, carpet, pesticides and more.  Other possible 
pollutants are dust and fungal spores, which can be a result of poor housekeeping, 
neglected or improperly working HVAC systems or water damaged material from a leak.   
 
Why Indoor Air Quality is Important 
 
Many people are aware of outdoor air quality and air pollution, but indoor air pollution 
can also have significant harmful health effects.  U.S. Environmental Protection Agency 
(EPA) studies of human exposure to air pollutants indicate that indoor levels of some 
pollutants may be 2-5 times, and occasionally more than 100 times, higher than outdoor 
levels.  These levels of indoor air pollutants are particularly significant because it is 
estimated that most people spend about 90% of their time indoors. 
 

 
8 Section 705(f)3 of Chapter 7 of the City and County of San Francisco Environment Code 
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Indoor Air Quality problems can lead to various consequences: 
 Increased potential for long term and short term health problems for building 

occupants 
 Negative impacts on the comfort and attendance of building occupants 
 Reduced productivity of staff due to discomfort, sickness, or absenteeism 
 Accelerated deterioration and reduced efficiency of the physical building/facility 

and equipment 
 Increased potential for temporary building closure or occupant relocation 

 
Why Develop an Indoor Air Quality Maintenance Plan? 
 
An IAQ Maintenance Plan is not only important for solving IAQ related issues and 
problems; it also helps to prevent future IAQ related problems.  Preventing IAQ problems 
usually requires less effort and expense than resolving them after they develop.  
Additionally, educating staff about IAQ can minimize or prevent future IAQ problems. 
 
How to Develop an Indoor Air Quality Maintenance Plan 
 
The City and County of San Francisco has large number of departments with varying 
needs and structures, so a universal, one-size-fits-all approach to IAQ maintenance is not 
appropriate.  The following are guidelines to emphasize areas that departments need to 
consider when developing an IAQ Maintenance Plan. 
 
I. Assign an IAQ Manager/Coordinator for Each Location/Building 

 
The role of an IAQ manager/coordinator is to collect and document information 
regarding the different building systems in order to create an IAQ profile as well as 
track building occupants complaints. 

 
 Identify a main person of contact or IAQ coordinator.  Some departments may 

already have a person already assigned to this role.  In departments where this 
is not the case an employee should be assigned this role. 

 
For further information on possible function or role of an IAQ coordinator:  
 USEPA: IAQ Tools for Schools Kit – IAQ Coordinator’s Guide: 

http://www.epa.gov/iaq/schools/tfs/guide3.html 
 USEPA: Building Air Quality: A Guide for Building Owners and Facility 

Managers: http://www.epa.gov/iaq/largebldgs/graphics/sec_5.pdf 
 

II.  Develop an IAQ Profile for Each Building 
 
An IAQ Profile is a “picture” of building conditions and operations from the 
perspective of indoor air quality.  To prevent, understand and correct indoor air 
quality issues it is necessary to understand the building systems, such as HVAC, 
electrical, plumbing, etc.   

 

  

http://www.epa.gov/iaq/schools/tfs/guide3.html
http://www.epa.gov/iaq/largebldgs/graphics/sec_5.pdf
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IAQ Profile development includes the collection and review of existing building 
records as well as the generation of new building records.   
 
 Collect, at a minimum, the following records for the IAQ profile: 

 Description of HVAC system design and operation 
 Set of operating instructions and manuals for mechanical equipment 

(HVAC and non-HVAC) 
 Commissioning reports 
 Set of maintenance and calibration records 
 Inventory of locations where occupancy, equipment, or building structure 

have changed 
 

 In some cases, or if possible, the following should also be collected: 
 Inventory of complaint locations 
 List of responsible staff and/or contractors 
 Record of control settings and operating schedules 

 
An IAQ Profile ideally should include much more information and detail.  A 
walkthrough of the building is the preferred method to collect more detailed 
information.  The information collected from the walkthrough of the building should 
be compared to how the building was designed and is intended to be functioning. 

 
 Collect the following information during a walkthrough of the building: 

 Information on occupant activities and building functions 
 Pollutant pathways 
 Possible IAQ problems areas (such as mold and mildew, poorly maintained 

filters and odors) 
 Other detailed information, if possible, such as temperature, humidity, 

airflow patterns and pressure relationships of the building in various 
locations.   

 
Besides system maintenance and cleaning schedules, also collect, if any, general 
building maintenance and cleaning schedules.  

 
 Collect the following procedures, schedules and products: 

 Facility operation and maintenance (e.g., HVAC, plumbing, electrical and 
interior maintenance) 

 Housekeeping schedules and the use or storage of any housekeeping 
chemicals*  

 Pest control schedules and the use and storage of pest control chemicals* 
 
 
 

 
* If services are performed by outside contractor, ask for schedules and lists of products used. 
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For further information on developing an IAQ profile:  
 USEPA: IAQ Tools for Schools Kit – IAQ Coordinator’s Guide: 

http://www.epa.gov/iaq/schools/tfs/guide5.html 
 USEPA: Building Air Quality: A Guide for Building Owners and Facility 

Managers:  http://www.epa.gov/iaq/largebldgs/graphics/sec_4.pdf 
 

III. Keep Regular Schedules for Facility Operations & Building Maintenance 
 
Keeping regular maintenance and cleaning schedules will not only help prevent IAQ 
problems but also keep building equipment operating efficiently and in good 
condition.  Maintenance logs are also important in helping to identify or rule out 
possible causes when IAQ problems do arise.  The IAQ manager should 

 
 Assist in development and maintaining of log of maintenance and cleaning 
schedules. 
 Coordinate regular inspection of all equipment to ensure that it is in good condition 
and is operating as designed.   
 Check that maintenance schedules have been based on recommendations from 
equipment manufactures and the following regulations: 
 
Organization Standard/Guideline Applicability 
Cal-OSHA CCR Title 8, Section 5143, 

General Requirements of 
Mechanical Ventilation 
Systems 
http://www.dir.ca.gov/title8/5
143.html

Mandates that the HVAC 
system should be inspected, 
tested, and the filters 
changed at least on an 
annual basis 

ASHRAE Standard 62-1989, 
Ventilation for Acceptable 
Indoor Air Quality 
http://www.ashrae.org
 

Provides guidelines for 
HVAC system design in 
relation to indoor air quality.  
Sets some contaminants 
levels as well (e.g. CO2) 

ASHRAE Standard 55-1981, Thermal 
Environmental conditions for 
Human Occupancy 
http://www.ashrae.org

Provides guidance for 
providing adequate 
temperature and humidity 
levels in buildings 

 
Building maintenance checklists may be appropriate for some buildings.  Example 
checklists are available from: 
 USEPA: IAQ Tools for Schools Kit – Operations and Maintenance:  

http://www.epa.gov/iaq/schools/tfs/building.html 
 City and County of San Francisco, Department of Public Health, Occupational 

Safety and Health Section: Indoor Air Quality Action Kit: A Guide for 
Supervisors and Facilities Managers 

o Ventilation checklist 
o Building Maintenance checklist 

  

http://www.epa.gov/iaq/schools/tfs/guide5.html
http://www.epa.gov/iaq/largebldgs/graphics/sec_5.pdf
http://www.dir.ca.gov/title8/5143.html
http://www.dir.ca.gov/title8/5143.html
http://www.ashrae.org/
http://www.ashrae.org/
http://www.epa.gov/iaq/schools/tfs/guide5.html
http://www.epa.gov/iaq/schools/tfs/guide5.html
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 USEPA: Building Air Quality: A Guide for Building Owners and Facility 
Managers: http://www.epa.gov/iaq/largebldgs/graphics/hvacshrt.pdf 

 
IV. Minimize Pollutant Contributing Building Maintenance Products 

 
A.  Housekeeping  
 

Housekeeping not only cleans, but it also has the potential to pollute the indoor 
environment.   

 
 Avoid cleaners and polishes with hazardous chemicals whenever possible and 
follow manufacturer’s instructions for use and storage of products to minimize 
unnecessary and possibly harmful pollutants 

 
 Develop and maintain a written log of housekeeping products, their material 
safety data sheets (MSDS) and their schedule of use.  The log may help identify 
IAQ problems as they arise 

 
For further information on less hazardous housekeeping products: 
Preferable product list from the Environmentally Preferable Purchasing program: 
http://temp.sfgov.org/sfenvironment/aboutus/innovative/epp/products.htm
 

B.  Integrated Pest Management 
 

The use of pesticides can deteriorate indoor air quality.  Adoption of an Integrated 
Pest Management (IPM) plan can significantly reduce the need for pesticides and 
thus improve indoor air quality.  IPM is the blending of all effective, economical, 
and environmentally sound pest control methods into a single but flexible 
approach to manage pest populations within acceptable limits. IPM practitioners 
start by determining the nature and the source of the pest problem. They then rely 
on a range of preventive and treatment strategies that can be cultural, physical, 
mechanical, or biological. Prevention is the first and most important component 
of an IPM program, while chemical controls are always the last resort.  If 
chemicals must be used, care is taken to choose the least toxic, effective pesticide 
alternative.   

 
San Francisco has an IPM Ordinance that applies to all city-owned facilities and 
property: “The City, in carrying out its operations, shall assume pesticides are 
potentially hazardous to human and environmental health. City departments shall 
give preference to reasonably available non-pesticide alternatives when 
considering the use of pesticides on City property…”  Under the ordinance, City 
departments may only use pesticide products listed on the SF Reduced-Risk 
Pesticide List, and then only as a last resort when non-chemical tactics fail.  The 
IPM program meets monthly with City pest managers, organizes IPM trainings 
and provides resources and consultations for solving specific pest problems. 

 

http://www.epa.gov/iaq/largebldgs/graphics/sec_5.pdf
http://temp.sfgov.org/sfenvironment/aboutus/innovative/epp/products.htm
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For more information on the City’s IPM program: 
http://temp.sfgov.org/sfenvironment/aboutus/innovative/ipm/index.htm

 
V.  Prevent Exposure to Pollutants 

 
A. Selection of Furnishings and Finishes 

 
Furniture and surface finishes within a building can contribute to indoor air 
pollutants.   

 
 Purchase environmentally benign furnishings and finishes in new buildings and 
significant renovations when possible 
 Clean all new products after delivery and/or installation 

 
For a list of environmentally preferable products, refer to the following database 
resources: 
 GreenSeal (http://www.greenseal.org/index.html) for carpets, lamps, cleaners, 

office supplies, paper, fiberboards, and more 
 Carpet & Rug Institute’s (CRI) Green Label+ (http://www.carpet-

rug.com/News/040614_GLP.cfm) for carpets and carpet-related products 
 EPP Building Products (http://www.eppbuildingproducts.org/index.html), is an 

ongoing study sponsored by California Division of the State Architect that will 
produce a database designed to provide a complete list of environmentally 
preferred products to be used in school and commercial construction projects 

 
The City of San Francisco has an Environmental Preferable Purchasing 
Program, which works to minimize the purchase of products that pose 
environmental or health hazards, including materials that affect IAQ.The 
Program develops criteria to identify less harmful products, and will eventually 
create a list of environmentally preferable practices and products for use by all 
City operations. 
 
For more information on the Environmentally Preferable Purchasing program: 
http://temp.sfgov.org/sfenvironment/aboutus/innovative/epp/
Preferable product list: 
http://temp.sfgov.org/sfenvironment/aboutus/innovative/epp/products.htm
 

B. Flush out Period 
 

 Conduct a minimum two-week building flush-out with new filtration media 
in all newly constructed buildings and significant renovations after 
construction ends and prior to occupancy.  During the flush out operate the 
HVAC system at 100% outdoor air to remove chemicals off-gassing from 
new furnishings and materials.   

 

  

http://temp.sfgov.org/sfenvironment/aboutus/innovative/ipm/index.htm
http://www.greenseal.org/index.html
http://www.carpet-rug.com/News/040614_GLP.cfm
http://www.carpet-rug.com/News/040614_GLP.cfm
http://temp.sfgov.org/sfenvironment/aboutus/innovative/epp/
http://temp.sfgov.org/sfenvironment/aboutus/innovative/epp/products.htm
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VI. Prevent and Treat Mold and/or Mildew Contamination 
 

Molds are found almost everywhere; they can grow on virtually any surface or within 
materials, as long as moisture and oxygen are present.  Organic materials such as 
wood, wood fiber, paper, natural fabrics, etc. contain nutrients that accelerates mold 
growth. When excessive moisture accumulates in buildings or on building materials, 
mold growth will often occur, particularly if the moisture problem remains 
undiscovered or unaddressed. It is impossible to eliminate all molds and mold spores 
in the indoor environment; the key way to control indoor mold growth is to control 
moisture.  
To prevent mold or mildew: 

 Watch for condensation and wet spots 
 Fix source(s) of moisture problem(s) as soon as possible 
 Prevent moisture due to condensation 
 Control humidity to design specifications 
 Perform regular building/HVAC inspections and maintenance as scheduled 
 Perform regular housekeeping to reduce additional nutrients for mold and 

mildew 
 
If mold is already a problem: 

 Clean and disinfect to removed mold and mildew 
 Remove excess water or moisture to prevent reoccurring problems.   

 
Note: Clean up or remediation of mold and mildew depends on the severity and size of 
the problem. In some cases, the mold or mildew may be cleaned up in other cases 
materials may need to be replaced, or professionals may need to be brought in to 
properly address the problem 
 
Further information on how to prevent, remediate and remove contaminated materials: 

 USEPA: Mold Remediation in Schools and Commercial Buildings 
http://www.epa.gov/mold/mold_remediation.html 

 USEPA: IAQ Tools for Schools Kit – Appendix H: Moisture, Mold, and 
Mildew: http://www.epa.gov/iaq/schools/tfs/guideh.html 

 USEPA: Building Air Quality: A Guide for Building Owners and Facility 
Managers – Appendix C: Moisture, Mold and Mildew:  
http://www.epa.gov/iaq/largebldgs/graphics/appenc.pdf 

 IICRC S520-Standard and Reference Guide for Professional Mold 
Remediation.  Copyrighted 2003 by the Institute of Inspection, Cleaning and 
Restoration Certification (IICRC) www.iicrc.org 

 
VII. Educate and Train Staff 

 
The building occupants are key factors in indoor air quality.  Building occupants are 
not only negatively affected by poor indoor air quality, but they can often cause air 

 

http://www.epa.gov/mold/mold_remediation.html
http://www.epa.gov/iaq/schools/tfs/guideh.html
http://www.epa.gov/iaq/largebldgs/graphics/appenc.pdf
http://www.epa.gov/iaq/largebldgs/graphics/appenc.pdf
http://www.iicrc.org/
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quality problems.  They can also play an important role in maintaining good indoor 
air quality.  Staff educated on IAQ topics can help to reduce pollutant sources and 
can identify and solve indoor air quality problems.   

 
 Train all staff about indoor air quality issues and give each employee a copy 

of his/her department’s Indoor Air Quality Maintenance Plan.  
 Make additional trainings available to interested departmental staff and the 

IAQ Coordinator for buildings and facilities. 
 Contact San Francisco Department of the Environment for training 

opportunities (415) 355-3700 
 

Additional Information: 
 
Other IAQ related standards 
 
Organization Standard/Guideline Applicability 
Cal-OSHA CCR Title 8, Section 5155, 

Airborne Contaminants 
http://www.dir.ca.gov/title8/51
55.html

Sets regulatory limits on airborne 
contaminants 

ACGIH Threshold Limit Values and 
Biological Exposure Indices 
http://www.acgih.org

Sets voluntary limits on airborne 
contaminants.  Many times, these 
are equal to regulatory limits. 

USGBC LEED (Indoor Environmental 
Quality section) 
http://www.usgbc.org/ 
LEED/LEED_main.asp 
 

New construction and major 
renovation projects.  Prerequisites 
required for LEED Silver rating.  
Optional credits earn points toward 
LEED rating. 

 

  

http://www.dir.ca.gov/title8/5155.html
http://www.dir.ca.gov/title8/5155.html
http://www.acgih.org/
http://www.usgbc.org/ LEED/LEED_main.asp
http://www.usgbc.org/ LEED/LEED_main.asp
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Resources for these guidelines: 
 
Building Air Quality: A Guide for Building Owners and Facility Managers.  U.S. 
EPA/NIOSH. Dec. 1991.  EPA/400/1-91/033.  DHHS (NIOSH) Publication No. 91-114.  
Available from Superintendent of Documents, PO Box 371954, Pittsburgh, PA 15250-
7954. 
http://www.epa.gov/iaq/largebldgs/baqtoc.html
 
City and County of San Francisco, Department of Environment:  www.sfenvironment.com
 
City and County of San Francisco, Department of Public Health, Occupational Safety and 
Health Section: (415) 554-2793 
 
City and County of San Francisco, Department of Public Health, Occupational Safety and 
Health Section: Indoor Air Quality Action Kit: A Guide for Supervisors and Facilities 
Managers.  Includes basic indoor air quality information and checklists to help 
maintaining good indoor air quality 

 
USEPA: IAQ Tools for Schools:  http://www.epa.gov/iaq/schools/tools4s2.html
Includes Coordinator’s Guide, Coordinator’s forms, IAQ checklists and other information 
 
Other resources: 
 
ASHRAE Standard 62-1989.  Ventilation for Acceptable Indoor Air Quality.  American 
Society of Heating, Refrigeration, and Air-conditioning Engineers, Inc.  1791 Tullie 
Circle, NE, Atlanta, GA  30329. 
 
ASHRAE Guidelines 1-1989.  Guideline for the Commissioning of HVAC Systems.  
American Society of Heating, Refrigeration and Air-conditioning Engineers, Inc.  1791 
Tullie Circle, NE, Atlanta, GA  30329. 
 
California Department of Health Services, Division of Environmental and Occupational 
Disease Control:  www.cal-iaq.org

 
Indoor Air Quality Workbook.  1990.  D. Jeff Burton.  IVE, Inc., 178 North Alta Street, 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84103. 
 
Introduction to Indoor Air Quality: 1.) Self-Paced Learning Module and 2.) A Reference 
Manual.  US EPA, Office of Air and Radiation, EPA/400/3-91/00.  July 1991. 
 
LEED Indoor Environmental Quality Prerequisites and Credits.  
http://www.usgbc.org/leed/leed_main.asp 
 
Managing Indoor Air Quality, 1991.  Shirley J. Hansen.  The Fairmont Press, Inc., 700 
Indian Trail, Lilburn, GA m30247. 

 

http://www.epa.gov/iaq/largebldgs/baqtoc.html
http://www.sfenvironment.com/
http://www.epa.gov/iaq/schools/tfs/guide5.html
http://www.cal-iaq.org/
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Washington State Ventilation and Indoor Air Quality Code, Chapter 5l-13 WAC.  
Washington State Building Code Council 
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Glossary and Acronyms 
 
ACGIH: American Conference of Governmental Industrial Hygienists 
ASHRAE: American Society of Heating, Refrigerating, and Air-Conditioning Engineers 
Cal-OSHA: State of California, Occupational Safety and Health Administration 
CO2: Carbon dioxide 
Commissioning: Start-up of building that includes testing and adjusting HVAC, 

electrical, plumbing and other systems to assure proper functioning and adherence to 
design criteria.  Commissioning also includes the instruction of building 
representatives in the use of the building systems 

HVAC: Heating, ventilation and air conditioning system 
IAQ: Indoor air quality 
IAQ profile: Description of the features of the building structure, function and occupancy 

that impact indoor air quality 
IPM: Integrated pest management 
LEED: Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design 
MSDS: Material safety data sheet 
Pollutant pathway: Airflows of airborne pollutants that are a result of higher and lower 

air pressures (from mechanical ventilation systems, human activity and natural 
effects) 

USEPA: United States Environmental Protection Agency 
USGBC: United States Green Building Council 
Walkthrough: Inspection of the building by walking through the whole building to 

collect information on occupant activities and building functions 
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APPENDIX J 
Map of MUNI Transit Lines 

 
The following diagram shows in green, areas of San Francisco that are within 1/4 mile of 
two transit lines as of February 25, 2003.  This analysis is subject to modification based on 
changes in routes.  Therefore, the diagram should be considered only an indicator of 
compliance with the LEED requirements.  Transit access for a specific construction 
project should be independently verified. 
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APPENDIX K 
PVC Alternatives 

 
San Francisco’s Environment Code, Chapter 5, Section 509, Non-PVC Plastics, requires 
project design teams to specify and contractors to obtain non-PVC (poly-vinyl chloride) 
plastics wherever practical alternatives to PVC plastics exist, including but not limited to 
piping, wiring, conduit, junction boxes, flues, furniture, weather-stripping and hardware.  
There is a wide range of alternative products available for most of these applications. 
Some are cost competitive in first cost, whereas many others make up their additional 
cost in operations and maintenance savings.  Some are drop-in replacements, and others, 
while not inherently more expensive to install, may require a one-time retraining in 
modified techniques, as with any new product.  Below is a brief summary of cost issues 
for some of the alternatives.   For a more extensive list of products and their alternatives: 
http://temp.sfgov.org/sfenvironment/aboutus/innovative/greenbldg/pvc_alternatives.pdf
 
Resilient Flooring 
A wide range of resilient flooring options (natural linoleum, rubber, cork, and Stratica) 
and other wood, terrazzo, quarry and ceramic tile all can substitute for vinyl in different 
flooring applications. VCT and vinyl sheet can generally be obtained more cheaply than 
the alternatives but frequently end up substantially more expensive in life cycle costing 
analyses than many of the alternatives.  
 
Carpet 
PVC primarily shows up in carpet backings, sometimes as virgin and sometimes as 
recycled PVC. Both should be avoided. Cost competitive options are available for mid 
range commercial carpets. 
 
Vinyl Wall Covering  
In addition to the other hazards of PVC, this wall covering is implicated in the 
encouragement of mold growth due to the fact that it does not breathe.  A wide range of 
safer alternatives exists over a wide price and quality range. 
 
Other Interior Finishes 
There are non-PVC alternatives available for other interior finishes where PVC is 
sometimes used (moldings, ceiling tiles, shade and blinds). 
 
Roof Membranes  
TPO (thermoplastic polyolefin) and EPDM (ethylene propylene diene monomer) are 
competitive or cheaper in first costs with similar life span and comparable replacement 
and maintenance costs. 
 
Pipe 
HDPE (high density polyethylene) pipe is competitive - sometimes cheaper – in first 
costs with similar life span and comparable replacement and maintenance costs. Cast iron 

 

http://temp.sfgov.org/sfenvironment/aboutus/innovative/greenbldg/pvc_alternatives.pdf
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is more expensive but is long lasting and has a much lower thermal expansion co-
efficient. Vitrified clay can be comparable to PVC in cost and is very long lasting. 
 
Wiring 
Non-halogenated cables are more expensive in first cost, but several major institutions 
(such as the NY subway system and the US Navy) have elected to use them due to the 
extreme health hazard in case of fire with standard halogenated ones.  
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APPENDIX L 
Arsenic Treated Wood Ordinance and Alternatives List 

 
 
Arsenic Treated Wood Ordinance 
San Francisco's Arsenic-Treated Wood Ordinance, adopted in 2003, requires city 
departments and their contractors who purchase preservative-treated wood to purchase 
only from the list of alternatives identified by SF Environment. City staff worked closely 
with environmental scientists and product manufacturers to develop this list of alternative 
products. 
 
Play structures that cannot be immediately replaced will be sealed at regular intervals by 
wood sealants chosen for their ability to prevent arsenic leaching and for their durability. 
SF Environment is currently developing a list of recommended sealants and a sealing 
protocol for use by City staff for these park play structures. 
 
Finding alternatives to arsenic-treated wood and developing appropriate methods and 
materials for reducing the potential for harm is consistent with the City's implementation 
of the Precautionary Principle and is an example of choosing the least toxic alternative 
using the best available science. 
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Alternatives List for Arsenic-Treated Wood 
Acceptable Materials by Use 
 Adopted September 10, 2003 

(List will be updated periodically to allow for the inclusion of new materials). 
 
Results of Criteria Screening 
 
Treatment Result 
CuN Acceptable for some uses. See table below. 
Cu8 Not acceptable. 
Creosote Not acceptable. 
PCP Not acceptable. 
ACA Not acceptable. Exception for salt-water immersion. 
ACC Not acceptable. 
ACQ Acceptable for some uses. See table below. 
ACZA Not acceptable. Exception for salt-water immersion. 
CA-B Acceptable for some uses. See table below. 
CBA Acceptable for some uses. See table below. 
CCA Not acceptable. Exception for salt-water immersion. 
CC Acceptable for some uses. See table below. 
DOT, borates Acceptable for some uses. See table below. 
CDDC Not acceptable. 
ZnN Acceptable for some uses. See table below 

 
The treatments that passed the screening criteria for at least some uses were then crosschecked with the 
AWPA standards. Those for which standards exist are listed in the table below as acceptable materials. 
 
Summary of Acceptable Materials by Use 
(List will be updated periodically to allow for the inclusion of new materials). 
 
DESCRIPTION OF USE UCS 

(AWPA 
Use 
Classific
ations) 

C 
(AWPA 
Standard
) 

Acceptable Materials (must 
also be allowed by building 
code for specific intended use) 

BEAMS & TIMBERS (GLUE LAM.)    
    Dry environment, above ground 1,2 C28 CuN1

    Damp environment, above ground 3B C28 CuN1

    Ground contact 4A C28 CuN1

    Highway construction 4B, 4C C14 ACQ2,3

    
BUILDING CONSTRUCTION MATERIAL    
    Floor plate 2, 3B C2, 15, 

31 
ACQ3, CA-B, CBA, CC, DOT or 
other borates 

    Flooring, residential    
           Damp environment 3B C2 ACQ3, CA-B, CBA, CC 
            Dry environment 1, 2 C2, 31 DOT or other borates 
    Framing, interior 1, 2 C2, 15, 

31 
DOT or other borates 

    Joists    
           Interior, above ground 1, 2 C2, 15, 

31 
DOT or other borates 

           Exterior, above ground 3B C2, 15 ACQ3, CA-B, CBA, CC 
           Soil contact 4A C2, 15 ACQ3, CA-B, CBA 
    Lumber    
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           Above ground 3B C2 CuN1, ACQ3, CA-B, CBA, ZnN1

           Ground contact 4A C2 CuN1, ACQ3, CA-B, CBA 
           Tree stakes 4A C2 CuN, ACQ3, CA-B, CBA 
           Fresh water use 4A C2 Plastic-coated lumber4, CuN, 

ACQ3

    No ground contact, protected from liquid water 2 C31 DOT or other borates 
    Permanent wood foundation (lumber or 
plywood) 

4B C22 None 

    Plywood    
           Sub-floor, damp above ground 2 C9 ACQ3, CA-B, CBA, CC 
           Exterior, above ground 3B C9 ACQ3, CA-B, CBA, CC 
           Ground contact 4A C9 ACQ3, CA-B, CBA, CC 
           Fresh water use 4A C9 None 
           No ground contact, protected from liquid       
water 

2 C31 DOT or other borates 

    Poles, building    
           Round 4A, 4B C4, 16 ACQ 
           Sawn 4A, 4B C2, 16 CuN1, ACQ3, CA-B, CBA, CC, 

DOT or other borates 
    Studs 3B C2, 15 DOT or other borates 
    
DECKING    
    Highway bridge 4B C2, 14 CuN, ACQ3

    Above ground    
            Not over or near water 3B C2, 15 CuN, ACQ3, CA-B, CBA,  
            Over or near water 3B C2, 15 Plastic-coated wood4, CuN, 

ACQ, ZnN 
    Ground contact 4B C2, 15 CuN, ACQ3, CA-B, CBA 
    
FENCES    
    Pickets, slats, trim 3A, 3B C2, 15 CuN, ACQ3, CA-B, CBA 
    Posts, sawn 4A C2, 15 ACC, ACQ3, CA-B 
    Posts, round 4A C5 CuN, ACQ3, CA-B, CC 
    
HIGHWAY MATERIAL    
    Lumber and timbers for bridges, structural 
members, cribbing, and culverts 

4B C2, 14 CuN, ACQ3

    Structural lumber and timbers    
           In salt water use 5A, 5B, 

5C 
C3, 
C14 

See note 5 

           Piles, foundation, land use 4C C3, 14 No acceptable non-arsenic 
materials available 

           Piles, foundation, fresh water use 4C C3, 14 No acceptable non-arsenic 
materials available 

           Piling in salt water use 5A, 5B, 
5C 

C3, 14 See note 5 

           Posts: round, half-round, quarter round 4A C5, 14 CuN, ACQ3

           Posts: sawn 4A C2, 14 CuN, ACQ3, CA-B, CBA 
           Handrails and guardrails 3B C2, 14 CuN, ACQ3, CA-B, CBA 
    Posts, guardrail    
           Round 4A C2, 14 CuN, ACQ3

           Sawn 4A C2, 14 CuN, ACQ3, CA-B, CBA 
 
 
 

   

MARINE LUMBER & TIMBERS    
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    Fresh water 4A C2 Plastic-coated wood4, CuN, 
ACQ3, CA-B 

    Brackish water or salt water 5A, 5B, 
5C 

C2, 18 Plastic-coated wood4

    
PILES    
     Foundation (round) 4C C3 No acceptable non-arsenic 

materials available 
    Land use (round) 4C C3 CuN 
    Fresh water use (round) 4C C3 Plastic-coated piles, CuN 
    Marine (round) in salt or brackish water 5A, 5B, 

5C 
C3, 18 See note 5 

    Marine, dual treatment (round) 5A, 5B, 
5C 

C3, 18 See note 5 

    Sawn timber piles 4B C24 See note 5 
    
UTILITY POLES    
    Sited in soil 4A, 4B C4 CuN, ACQ3

    Sited in impervious surface 4A, 4B C4 CuN (butt-treatment preferred) 
 
 
Notes:  
1. CuN and ZnN allowed for indoor use only as pressure-treated wood. Other applications are not registered 
for indoor use. 
2. Only standardized if treated before lamination. 
3. Select either ACQ-B or ACQ-D as appropriate based on AWPA standards. 
4. Non-PVC plastic only. Lumber should not be treated with arsenic. 
5. Non-wood materials are preferred. When pressure treated wood is required, an exemption exists for 
saltwater immersion environments for structures such as pilings and piers until a viable alternative is 
available. 
 
List of Abbreviations  
AAC Alkyl ammonium compound 
ACA Ammoniacal copper arsenate 
ACC Acid copper chromate 
ACQ Ammoniacal (or amine) copper quat (see below) 
ACQ-B: Ammoniacal copper quat 
ACQ-D: Amine copper quat 
ACZA Ammoniacal copper zinc arsenate 
AWPA American Wood Preservers’ Association 
CA-B Copper azole 
CBA Copper boron azole 
CC Copper citrate (or ammoniacal copper citrate) 
CCA Chromated copper arsenate 
CDDC Copper bis(dimethyldithiocarbamate) 
CuN Copper naphthenate 
Cu8 Copper-8-quinolinolate 
DOT Disodium octaborate tetrahydrate 
PCP Pentachlorophenol 
ZnN Zinc naphthenate 
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APPENDIX M 
Future CCSF Programs and Policies Related to Green Building 

 
In the near future, San Francisco expects to implement the following programs and plans 
that may contain requirements or policies that will earn LEED credits. 
 
Environmentally Preferable Purchasing Program (EP3) 
San Francisco’s Environmentally Preferable Purchasing Program affects the purchasing of 
all City departments.  The intent of this program is to reduce and minimize the health risks 
to employees and potential damage to the environment associated with the City's 
purchasing decisions.   Compliance with the Environmentally Preferable Purchasing 
Program is likely to generate LEED credits in Indoor Environmental Quality or other 
categories. Current information on the program is available at 
http://temp.sfgov.org/sfenvironment/aboutus/innovative/epp/, or contact the San Francisco 
Department of Environment at (415) 355.3700. 
 
Climate Action Plan 
In 2002, the San Francisco Board of Supervisors passed a resolution committing the City 
to a greenhouse gas emissions reduction target 20% below 1990 levels by the year 2012.  
The Climate Action Plan recommends actions in the area of transportation building energy 
efficiency, renewable energy, and solid waste reduction.  Construction projects are 
encouraged to comply with applicable recommendations from the Plan.  San Francisco’s 
Resolution to Reduce Greenhouse Gas Emissions is at www.sfgov.org/SF 
Environment/aboutus/policy/legislation/gas.htm.  For more information, contact SF 
Environment. 
 
Clean Air Plan 
The San Francisco Clean Air Program is developing a Clean Air Plan for the City and 
County of San Francisco.  This Plan will focus on reducing air emissions from mobile 
sources.  Construction projects are encouraged to comply with applicable measures from 
the Plan.  San Francisco’s Environment Code - Chapter 4, Healthy Air & Smog 
Prevention Ordinance contains the guiding policies for the plan and can be viewed on line 
at http://www.sfgov.org/SF Environment/aboutus/policy/legislation/smog.htm.  For more 
information, contact the Clean Air Program at (415) 355.3700. 
 
Wood Ordinance 
The San Francisco Wood Ordinance is being developed for the City and County of San 
Francisco.  The Ordinance will be amending the Tropical Hardwood and Virgin Redwood 
Ban Ordinance. For more information, contact the Green Building Program at (415) 
355.3700. 
 
Construction and Demolition Waste Ordinance 
The San Francisco Department of the Environment, in conjunction with the Department of 
Building Inspection, is currently in the process of producing the final draft version of the 
Construction and Demolition Recycling Ordinance.  The purpose of the ordinance is to 

  

http://temp.sfgov.org/sfenvironment/aboutus/innovative/epp/
http://www.sfgov.org/sfenvironment/aboutus/policy/legislation/gas.htm
http://www.sfgov.org/sfenvironment/aboutus/policy/legislation/gas.htm
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establish a comprehensive program to require the recovery and recycling of construction 
and demolition debris and to prohibit disposal of such debris with garbage. For further 
information, please contact the Department of the Environment’s Recycling Program at 
(415) 355.3732. 
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APPENDIX N 
CCSF LEED Accredited Professionals 

 
The following list of City staff have successfully completed the LEED Accreditation 
Exam and are designated as LEED Accredited Professionals by the USGBC.  This list will 
be updated periodically and in the future will be posted on SF Environment’s website 
(http://temp.sfgov.org/sfenvironment/aboutus/innovative/greenbldg/). 
 
1) Russell Abel, Assistant City Architect, Bureau of Architecture/Dept. of Public Works 
2) Linda Alonso, Architect, Bureau of Architecture/Dept. of Public Works 
3) Irene Aquino, Architectural Assistant, Bureau of Architecture/Dept. of Public Works 
4) Youcef Bouhamama, Architectural Assistant, Bureau of Architecture/Dept. of Public 

Works 
5) Latoya Burton, Architectural Assistant, Bureau of Architecture/Dept. of Public Works 
6) Erin Carson, Senior Project Manager, PIDC, San Francisco Redevelopment Agency 
7) Sue Chen, Mechanical Engineer, Bureau of Engineering/Dept. of Public Works 
8) Rich Chien, Green Building Specialist, SF Environment 
9) Samuel Chui, Architectural Assistant, Bureau of Architecture/Dept. of Public Works 
10) Dennis Conrad, Architectural Associate, Bureau of Architecture/Dept. of Public 

Works 
11) Paul DeFreitas, Architectural Assistant, Bureau of Architecture/Dept. of Public 

Works 
12) Danielle Dowers, Energy Specialist, San Francisco Public Utilities Commission 
13) Kent Ford, Architect, Bureau of Architecture/Dept. of Public Works 
14) Lizzy Hirsch, Landscape Architect, Department of Recreation and Parks 
15) Glenn Hunt, Architect, Bureau of Architecture/Dept. of Public Works 
16) Laura Ingall, Green Building Coordinator, SF Environment 
17) Dirk Kellum, Architect, San Francisco International Airport 
18) Michelle Lee, Architectural Intern, Bureau of Architecture/Dept. of Public Works 
19) David Leung, Engineer, Department of Building Inspection 
20) Denise Loo, Landscape Architect, Department of Recreation and Parks 
21) Claudia Luquin, Architect, Bureau of Architecture/Dept. of Public Works 
22) Andrew Maloney, Architect, Bureau of Architecture/Dept. of Public Works 
23) James Ng, Mechanical Engineering Assistant, Bureau of Engineering/Dept. of Public 

Works 
24) Mark Palmer, Green Building Coordinator, SF Environment 
25) Mike Pierron, Architect, Bureau of Architecture/Dept. of Public Works 
26) Edmund Shum, Architect, Bureau of Architecture/Dept. of Public Works 
27) Stanley So, Architect, Bureau of Architecture/Dept. of Public Works 
28) Melissa Stephenson, Architect, San Francisco International Airport 
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APPENDIX O 
 Resource Efficient Building Waiver Request Form 

 
 

(See following page)

  



 

RESOURCE-EFFICIENT BUILDING 
WAIVER REQUEST FORM 

 

Department: Contact Name:  Phone Number: Date Submitted: 

Project Name:   
Project Location: 

  
Description of Project: 

  
Estimated project cost: 

  

Project Size 
(gross square 
feet): 

  

Type of Waiver: 
(circle one) Emergency Cost Prohibitive  Other: 

Reasoning/Circumstances for requiring waiver: 

  
Description of project's resource-efficient design: 

  
Description of plan to attain as many LEED credits as possible: 

  

Signature of requesting Department Head:  

Action taken by SFE: 
  
  

Signature of Director, SFE 
  

  
  
  

 
Please fax this form to Green Building Program 415-554-6393 

If you have questions, please call 415-355-3761 
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